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BOOTS AND SHOES.
WASTED

THE

know that our rent and expenses are
Everybody
only about one-third as much as our competitors.
These tacts enable us to sell Fine Stylish N. Y.
Boots tor less money than you can buy them elseto

Washington, Aug.

REMEMBER

LOCAL W'EATHEIi REPORT.

Portland, Me., Aug. 10, 1885.

keep Boyil’s Fine N. Y. Boots, in all the lead
lug styles. Boyd's Fine N. Y. Boots, sold only at
Sign of Gold Boot.

we

Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician
ME.

Dr. Seed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable
I
by the allopathic and homoepathic physicians.
will t ake their case to treat and cure them. I find
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
Examination second
one 2-cent stamp and $2.00.
sight and consultation free.
Office Hours-9 n. m. fo 9. p. iu. my7sntf
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Medical Booms 592 Congress St.,
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feet properly fitted at Sign of
Gold Boot.
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Cincinnati,

MTIOMIMLIM®

Pittsburg....

Rev.Mr. McDonald. McLean, Short, GUI,Wood, Cullis, Luce.Munger and others will he In attendance.

Portland District Meeting from
Aug. IS to 2S.
Fare round trip from Portland 45 cts; he sure and
d2w

Fun AlieadL!

30.16
30.03
30.09
Duluth. Minn 29.86
Marquette... 29.84
Milwaukee. 30.05
St. Louis. Mo 30.07
St.Paul.Minn 29.86
Omaha. Neb. 29.9G

mmm poeege,
PORTLAND
3 mos.,
I $8 for five |y| evenings

Evening

Will commence
For full inform

sessions
%, September 1st.

$ 1 -OO.

Linen and ISait Furninhed Free.
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Greenwood Garden,
PEAKS’ ISLAND.

THEATRE, RIKK,

ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN,

J3F“Steamer Cadet’s

20

cent tickets to Peaks'

EASTERN NEWIENGLANO LEAGUE GAMES.
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Blaney’s sentence,

the 27th

on

commonly called “Bi-

Harbor yesterday, but was prevented on account of poor health and a desire to work on
his book. He has gout, and is now at Senator Hale’s house in Ellsworth.
Ex-Commissioner

Loring

in

Bangor.

lion. George B. Loring, ex-commissioner
of agriculture, is now stopping at the Bangor House. He is m-the city in tlie interest
of tlie Eastern Maine and New England

fairs.

vailed when Ireland was threatened with another
artificial famine and when her leaders were imprisoned and her press silenced under a so-called
Liberal government. The party led by Mr. Parnell needs support. How well that support is deserved we need hardly tell the world. Assuredly
we need not tell the men of Irish birth or descent
serving without, compensation and without official
powers or patronage among aliens who have persecuted and who have sought to degrade them
and being numerically less than one twentieth of
the body which they serve they have achieved a
success unparalleled in the history of the struggles for free government. By their ability, their
unity, their discipline, their faith in the justice of
their cause and by their restless labors they have
forced not only their enemies but the world to
ook upon their oppression and to listen to the recitals of on outraged, plundered and misgoverned
people. They have with matchless skill seized
upon every opportunity to thrust before the world
their cause. It is one which will bear the scrutiny of light. They never allowed it to he hidden;
they blockaded the legislation of the English parliament ; they objected to, postponed and defeated
local legislation intended to foster and expedite
English business interests in retaliation for the
dull and brutal indifference which was shown to
Irish interests anil for the first time in English
history it was impossible to extend franchise privileges in England, and Scotland without giving
in the extension.
While they have not been able to compel the
the
to
government
surplus of the unexdisgorge
fund raised to support the now disestablished church they have wrung from the champi-

of that colossal robbery

in

Bruns-

15.—An empty team
found this afternoon on the New Wharf
road in the wood*: between Brunswick and
Pennell’s farm. The team belonged to William Pennell and had been driven by Samuel
Berry. Berry was a young man of good habits and a son of William Berry of New
Wharf. On the team was found a coat with
was

arrived here on the last Australian steamer,
en route to London, in an interview on the subject
of the threatened withdrawal of the Pacific Mail
steamers, said: “it is precisely upon a matter relating to this that I am now going to London. I
have been commissioned by the Australian colonies to go and consult with the Home Government
relative to an agreement which has been drawn
up, by which the English and American mail serThe
vice can be let to any steamship company.
agreement referred to lias been signed by South
Australia, New Soutli Wales and V ictoria, and 1
have reason to believe that Tasmania, Queensland
and West Australia will also sign it. Whether
New Zealand will do so is doubtful. The proposal
is that steamship companies be paid so much per
pound for mail matter. The contract will call for
a weekly mail service of 29, 30 or 31
days from
Loudon to Adelaide. English companies taking
the mails via the Suez Canal receive a subsidy oi
<1,000,000 a year. Their contracts expire in
September, 1887. The new arrangement would
commence on that date.” Mr. Baker added tlial
the Canadian Pacific had offered to provide a
weekly English Aust ralian thirty day mail service
via Vancouver Island for 8500,000 a year, and as
the colonies were now paying twice that sum ii
was possible the Canadian Pacific would secure
the contract. The probabilities of their doing sc
Gov
would, he said, be increased if the Canadian
eminent subsidized a line of steamers betweer
under
he,
British Columbia and Australia, which,
Stood, it was intended to do.
who

note in the pocket signed by Berry, and
saying that he'.was going into tlie woods to

a

shoot
himself. Two ladies riding by
brought word to Brunswick that they had
heard pistol reports in the woods.
Berry
had taken much interest in the Salvation
Army meetings of late. Berry was soon after found in the woods weltering in his blood
and with three bullet holes through his body.
He is alive but there are no hopes for his recove

ry.
Work of

the

Lightning
County.

in

Oxford

Norway, Aug. 14.—One of the most terrific showers known for years occurred
Thursday. A steady fall of rain continued
for more than five hours, badly washing
roads

and

damaging

crops.

The

lightning

brilliant and frequent and peals of thunder almost incessant.
Oxford, Aug. 14.—Lightning struck Win
Lennell’s barn on Otisfield Gore during the
heavy shower of yesterday. Frank Lennell
was harnessing a horse on the barn floor at
the time.
Both he and the horse were
hrown down and Mr. Lennell rendered unconscious. A doctor was immediately called
and at last accounts Mr. Lennell was in a
fair way of recovery.
Hurt in a Mill.
was

International S. S. Executive Committee.
Chautauqua, N. Y., Aug. 15.—The interna
tional Sunday school executive committee hai
been in session here several days. Among tliosi
present are ltev. .1. II. Babbett, of Swanton, V t.
and Bev. Jolm McKwen, of Toronto. It was de
cided that a series of Sunday school meeting:
should be hold in the New England States ill tin
tali of 1885; in the Southern States in the winte:
and spring of 1886, and in the North-westeri
States and Territories in the summer of 1886. I
was also deeideti to holtl the next annual meetinj :
of the executive committee at Chautauqua.

[

admission that it

Ireland but
They have
they have forced the enactment of legislation
which, although inadequate in its effects, is so extraordinary in its terms and confession of enormity of tlie system which has so long ground
down and impoverished the Irish people. They
have not been able to get backf Grattan’s parliament for Ireland, but they boldly announce that
no lesser measure will he accepted by them and
prohibited from
pending its restoration though
governing Ireland they have been able to dictate
who must cease and wno may assume the work of
governing England. They have driven the party
of Coercion, the party of judicial murderers, tlie
party of eviction, the party which vainly sought to
imprison the idea when it thrust men into dungeons, tlie party led by Gladstone who wrote
of the downfall of the American reboastingly
public, into a disgraceful retirement from Dublin
Castle, and they nave shown that while Dublin
Castle was the home of the so-called English Liberalism and seat of tyranny, its unnatural vice
:uiu

imported iiugnsn oesuauty mane it omy
a site in ancient Sodom and Gomorrah
or in modern London.
Their labors have been herculean and their accomplishments under tlie most adverse circumstances are almost miraculous. When next they
appear in parliament their numbers will be increased from
to at least eighty, and they
will have more or less of the only reliable English
support,—that which comes from fear—from a
number of English members who will owe their
election to tlie judicious exercise of tlie balance of
power by exiled Irish in England and Scotland,
and with that strength
will be able to throttle English legislation and thus to compel tlie
them
to
retire from an atmosEnglish to allow

worthy of

thirty

they

phere polluted by royal and aristocratic bestiality and to establish a tree parliament for the government of a free people m Ireland.
In the accomplishment of this work they need
one more great effort on the part of their 'American auxiliaries, and we
appeal to every branch of
tlie league to give renewed life and determination
to the work. We earnestly invite all who are not
members to join the league and we invite all men
of our race,whether members of the league or not,
to forward subscriptions for a parliamentary fund
to Rev. Chas. O’Reilly, I). D., treasurer, Detroit,

Michigan.
At the convention to* held in January, it is
more than probable that Mr. Parnell will be present. It is also thought that tlie Irish parliamentary party will be represented at that gathering
and tlie progress and condition of tlie Irish people
will be slated to your representatives, and we believe as we earnestly pray, that tlie next convention after that will he one called to receive the
delegates who comelfrom the Irish parliament in
College Green.
On taking the chair at tlie great meeting at
Ogdens grove this evening, Alexander Sullivan, ex-President of the Irish American
League of America made a speech in which
he said that at tlie lime the land league was
organized by tlie people of Ireland, misgovernment had so completely crushed them
that only one method, that of political organization, remained of w hich tlie catastrophe
of 1847 and 1848 could be averted. They were
wheedled into believing that tlie food their
own soiled produced belonged to an idle foreigner and that it was the will of God that
he who owned tlie land and tilled it should
lie down and die while the beneficiary of
their labor squandered its proceeds in distant lands. Compared with any men who
taught this blasphemy, Judias was a saint,
for that doctrine mode God a monster. It
was the organization of the people for the
achievement of their political liberty which
alone drove that heresy out of Ireland. In
the political organization effected under tlie
cloud of a threatened famine certain principles were adopted which the people of Ireland will never surrender.
The executive coijimittee of the Irish National Lea.eme of America ba.ve ileeiileil to
hold a national convention at Chicag in January, the exact date to be fixed through correspondence between Parnell and Eagan.

REFUSES TO LEAVE.
Trouble in a

Syracuse,

N.

Y.,

Catholic

Church.

Syracuse, N. Y., Aug. lti.—In January
last Rev. Father J. S. O'Sullivan, pastor of
St. Joseph’s
Roman Catholic church in
Camillus, was silenced in his office of the
priesthood by Bishop MeNeerny, who appointed Rev. William A. Ryan, formerly of
Utica, to the pastorate. Father O’Sullivan
claims he has not had an ecclesiastical trial
and refuses to leave the pastoral residence or
to deliver up the keys of the church to his
successor. Father Ryan, who has asked for
them. This morning O’Sullivan again refused to give up the keys. At 11 o’clock
Father Ryan went to the church and celebrated mass, and after the sermon denounced
Father O’Sullivan, who was present. His
mother became violently excited, and, running up the aisle to where her son sat, asked
in a loud voice if he would stand it. Father
Ryan called a meeting of the congregation
after the services to take action in the matter. Father O’Sullivan entered the sanctuary
and said he would preside. Father Ryan
requested him to leave, and then ordered him
to go. O’Sullivan still refused, and a motion
was made to eject him by force, and several
rushed toward him, when Father Ryan declared the meeting adjourned aud ordered all
to disperse. Father Ryan left for Albany tonight to see the Bishop.

WASHINGTON.
The Special Delivery Sytem.
Washington, Aug. 1G—The statement that
chief examiner Lyman, of the civil service

commission had an interview with Postmaster General on the subject of requiring appli-

cants for appointment as post office messengers under tne special delivery system about
to be inaugurated to pass a civil service examination is denied by him.
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considered yet.
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Tlie manner of appointing
lie says, will be upon the recommendaof postmasters, who will send the
names of applicants to the Post Office Department, or to the civil service commission
in case the boys
are appointed under the
civil service rales.

boys,
tion

Brunswick, Aug.

Colonists in

an

the people of Ireland and have combelongs to return
of a portion of the stolen funds.
pelled the not secured
the land of

lie

Suicide of a Salvationist
wick.

Oitoxo, Aug. 1G.—Saturday evening John
Wentworth, engineer of Lincoln's steam mill
tried to ship a belt on to a loose pulley with
joice when the machinery was running. The

th^HJsman

Nlr.

Keiley’s Case.
New York, Aug. 15.—A Washington des"
patch to the Telegram says that the State
Department has permitted the correspondence between this country and Austria relative to Minister Keiley’s rejection to be
made public. Tlie most interesting portion
is tlie letter of Secretary Bayard to Emperor
Francis Joseph. It says that this republic
not only does not recognize but has a profound contempt for a race of religious distinctions, and that not recognizing them our-

selves we cannot be expected to consider
them for the purpose of humoring other people s prejudices. Mr. Bayard intimates that
while tlie Austrian ambassador will
be
treated with social and official courtesy so
as
he remains here the United States
long
government would not be offended if that
gentleman were called home.
The Emperor s reply to this letter has not been received at the State Department.
A Sunken Wreck in the East River.

New

York,

Aug. 15.-The

following
notice is given: A sunken wreck in the East
River, >»ew York, abreast of Seventeenth
street, lias been marked by a spar buoy, horizontal stripes placed on its south
side, in 8$
fathoms of water, on the
bearings:
South end of Blackwell’sfollowing
Island north by
east half east; foot of Seventeenth street,
northwest by west;
Greenpoint ferry, east
northeast, l he wreck shows two feetomt oi
water at low water
slack, and is in a very
dangerous place. Vessels should keep to the
eastward of the buoy.
At
as

Anderson, Fa.,
foreman

the railroad

^Friday night
f lios. Crepps, was walking Jon
track, he was set upon by two

tramps, knocked

Has

Digna

last

down and gagged.
Aftei
stealing his watch and a check for his month*
the
salary,
miscreants tied him to the tracl
and left him to his fate.
By frantic effort*
he worked himself
partly free, but a passim
freight tram cut off one of tlie lingers of hi:
leit hand, which he was
unable to release 1
from the rail.
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1885.

For-

saken His Followers.

Address Issued by the Committee of
the National League of America.
Chicago, Aug. 15.—The following is an address formulated and adopted this afternoon
at tlie meeting of the national committee of
the Irish National League of America.
lu obedience to the suggestion of the chosen
leader of the people of Ireland, the National Committee of the Irish NatkmalLeague of America assembled to designate the time and place for holding the next national convention of the league in
the United States have decided to postpone the
date of the meeting until January, 1886. It must
be manifest to all members of the league and all
friends of self-government in Ireland that itwould
be impossible either for Mr. Parnell to attend a
convention in this country or to send one of ids
able associates pending the general election
which will probably occur next November. Hence
the wisdom of Ills suggestion that the convention
be postponed. In the meantime, however, the
league should inaugurate a period of activity not
less earnest and energetic than that which pre-

Abbott’s Assailants.

Mr. Blaine Sick with Cout.

San Francisco, Aug. 15.—Hon. Bichard C.
Baker, ex-Minister of Justice of South Australia,

Saturday.

un-

James G. Blaine was expected to go to Bar

Vll VJ

Secretary Endieott left Washington fo
Salem, Mass., yesterday afternoon.
Frank J. Ward, 20 years old, was drownei
while bathing at Lake Quinsigantond, Mass.

ever

ble Abbott.”

THE AUSTRALIAN MAILS.

Arrangement by the
Progress.

fairer day

crowd assembled

at

that time he has been

was

New York, Aug. 15.—Undertaker Merritt
has offered to donate to the committee the
draperies, cords, etc., of the funeral car,
upon which General Grant’s remains were
borne to the tomb, also the canopy under
which they lay in state in City Hall, and the
catafalque upon w hich the casket rested, to
be cut lip as souvenirs of the obsequies and
vuuu

in Camp.
15.—The
three days

Army

there the person gave his name as A1
Turner, captain of a fishing vessel, stating
that his vessel was in the river and had on
board Mr. Ira Gross, the son-in-law of Mr.
Abbott, who was sick and wished to be takMr. Abbott got up, built a
en to his house.
fire, and looking out of the window saw a
man coming from the shore with a lantern.
On hearing footsteps at the door, and supposing they had returned with Mr. Gross, he
opened the door, when he was met by two
men, one of whom fired a shot at him without effect. He was knocked, down severely
beaten and robbed of gGOO. Mr. Abbott had
no faith in man, God or devil, and would not
put liis money in a bank. It is said that
years ago he burned his Bible, and since

The Grant Monument.

—

Having leased the new Franklin Block, 500 Congress St., which we shall occupy early in September, we desire to dispose of our entire

Hazy

was

monument fund.

Furnishing Goods,

....

land known as the Point, was aroused from
his slumbers at 11 o’clock Thursday night by
some one at his door.
Upon inquiring who

Not Asiatic Cholera.

All

o

“Bible”

Phii.adki.phia, Aug. 15. Coroner Beale,
of Camden today investigated the case Margaret Kealey, who arrived here from County
Clare, Ireland, a few weeks ago, and who

New
AND

Clm

Bangor, Aug. 15.—Moses Abbott, an old
gentleman living alone in that part of Or-

uccu

Having

seen

of Oscar E.
inst.

DOMINION.
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The Governor and Council have decided to
rrivo

Resolved. That we demand our Senator and
Representative to hasten the removal of all Republicans in office, and that efficient Democrats
The administration
be placed in their positions.
was then endorsed mildly.

QVIVl

A LARGE STOCK OF

Cloudy

campmeeting will begin tomorrow’ night
der the leadership of Dr. C. F. Allen.
Oscar Blartey’s Case.

possession of the government ever since last
March, anil a large nurnhet of offices are yet held
by offensive Republicans, therefore be it

IHlUimil.

EASTERN DIVISION.

10

N
N
Clm
E
E
E

the Kennebec Valley
meeting today. Capt. Annie Shirley was
the officer of the day and interesting services
were held.
The audience numbered at least
60CO, a majority of whom had never seen a
Salvation warrior before. The last meeting
will occur tomorrow morning.
The regular

at Kirkwood last Tuesreported as dying of
Asiastic cholera, but after a thorough invesa
tigation by coroner’s jury, and by Coroner
Beale himself, they declare that the woman
died of cholera morbus, caused by eating too
freely of green apples.

Chandler’s Band will accompany the Excursion
and participate in the Festival on that day.
Fare for the ROUND TRIP including admission to the Point ot Pines. $£.65.
Special Train leaves Portland at 7.00 a. nt., arriving at Point of Pines at 11.00 a. m.
Returning leaves Point ofJPines at 0.30 pan.
dat
augl7
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62

sunk.
The Salvation

than were

delegates to

day evening. She
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Augusta, Aug. 16.—No
more orderly

the State convention. The
committee on resolutions were out for an
Several of the members
hour and a half.
wanted to condemn President Cleveland’s
administration, others were anxious to return a mild endorsement, while still others
were non-committal.
Extracts from the
committee report are as follows:
select

died very

THURSDAY, AUG. 20,

cim _Clear
Lt Cloudv
—l E
—4 NE 18 Cloudy
—0 SW Lt Cloudy
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dawned or

Halifax. N. S., Aug. 16.—Divers have
brought to the surfcae from the wreck of the
steamship Atlantic, which was lost near
Morris Rock in 1873, a bar of iron with seventy sovereigns attached which must have
been affixed by some chemical aetion.

THE—

N

and jilans of the work.

A Relic from a Wreck.

—TO

Lt Clear
6 Clear

SW

Capt. Symonds of Boston, assumed control.
Lieut. Devoll of Portland, gave a history

In Ohio Cetting Impatient forOffice.
Cleveland, 0., Aug. 15.—The Democrats
of Cuyahoga county met this morning to

Admission 25 Cts.

Game Called at 3 O'clock.

E
S

W

under the direction of the Salvation Army began this morning with a thin attendance. Capt. Shirley
was expected on the morning train but illness prevented, so “Happy Jack” Dale and

AT PORTLAND BASE BALL GROUNDS.
augl5

SE

Clear
Clear
Lt Clear
Lt Clear
7 Clear
Lt Clear
Lt Clear

Augusta,
Aug.
campmeeting at Dresden

UNEASY DEMOCRATS

nucicos,

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY,
August lHnud 11>,

Lt
9

Bathing.
Litchfield, Aug. 15.—Lewey 0. Libby,
IS years old, the son of Nathaniel Libby was
drowned in Shorey’s pond at two o’clock yesterday afternoon. He got beyond his depth
while bathing, and being unable to swim

in

PORTLANDS,

S
SW
SW

Drowned While

Columbus, O., Aug. 10.—The State Journal’s Shawnee, Ohio, special says: Between
1 and 2 o’clock this morning an effort was
made to assassinate the family of Hugh Kinney by throwing a hand grenade or bomb in
their sleeping chamber. The windows were
shattered, the walls wrecked and large holes
torn in the floor. Mr. Kinney was found
lying at the foot of the bed, badly mangled
and bleeding, and Mrs. Kinney was badly
wounded. Mr. Kinney was looked upon in
the community of miners as an informer of
important actions of the miners and keeping
the operators posted on their movements,
and he had been threatened. The village
council held a meeting this afternoon and
offered a reward for the apprehension of the
perpetrators. The feeling is very high In
the community, and it is thought if the
proper parties are found there will he some
lynching done. The injuries of Mr. Kinney
and wife, it is thought, will not prove fatal.

And All Attractions under One Admission.
admits to Garden. Children 15 cents.
C. H. KNOWLTON.
jyCdtf

>

MAINE.

for a Fancied

FARE

p

Liebmann.
Sergeant Signal Corps, U. S. A.

ation, address,
GRAY, Principal, Portland, Me.
eodlm&weow2ni33
augll

How Ohio

I 7,
Leaving Custom House Wharf at 8.30, Trefethcn’s Landing 8.45, andForest City Landing, Peaks’
Island, 9.00 a. m.; returning about 1.00 p. m.
$3.00 prize for the largest codfish caught.
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SHATTERED BY A CRENADE.

MONDAY, AUGUST

Vincent.. 29,90

St.

a
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L. A.

the Forest City Steamboat Company,
will make a

of

Bismarck,Da 29.94

$10 for Stenography & Type Writing.

EXPRESS

STEAMER

30.09

Oswego.
Alpena,Mich
Chicago, Ills.

ORCHARD,
from Aug. 88 to 88.
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Lt Fair
74.
o Fair
70
x3
Clear
00
8 Clear
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x4
Lt Clear
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6 Clear
x3
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0 Clear
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12 Clear
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Lt Clear
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—0 \V
10 Clear
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x7TS
19 Clear
60
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G Clear
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6 Clear
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8 Clear
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Buffalo. N.Y. 30.11
Cleveland.... 30.12
Detroit.30.10

AT OCD

—4
x5
x2
—15
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—o
X2
—4
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09

O 30.08

Memphis.30.05

CAMPMEETING

ask for 45c tickets.

61
66
59
42
61
60
69
70
67
65
72
78
78
74

Eastport. Me 30.15
Mt. Wash’t’n 30.17
Portland. Me 30.20
Albany, N. Y 30.23
New York... 30.24
Norfolk. Va. 30.19
Philadelphia. 30.24
Washington.. 30.22
Atlanta, Ga.. 80.10
Charleston... 30.08
Jacksonville. 30.05
Savannah,Ga 30.06

SICN OF COLD BOOT,
421 CONGRESS ST., TELEPHONE 502.

|

w

Block Island 30.25

THE SHOE DEALER

g

s.

Boston, Mass 30.23

AMUSEMENTS.
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Wind
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IRELAND’S AFFAIRS.

ons

CO.,

Telephone 701.jel7suly

time

moment of

si

i

£.

■So

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
class American and Foreign Co's at Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Accident Insurance.

same

the

for

Observation. „a

iu IS43.

drowning.

Irelandjabsohite equality

M.)

10 P.

at

Place of

31 EXCHANGE STREET,

74.6
W
8

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

Donga seamless
button for your wide troublesome joints.

genuine hand sewed custom

61.5

Weather.. Clear Clear Clear Clear Clear
Mean daily liar. ..30.166 Maximum tlier...74.0
Mean daily ther..65.3
Minimum tiler.. .54.1
Mean daily d’wpt.53.0
Max. vel. wind. ..10 SW
Mean daily hum’y.05.3
Total precipitation .00

TAKE

INSURANCE.

W.D. LITTLE &

17.

should know that we have the exclusive sale of A
Garside & Son’s line N. Y. Boots. A. Garside &
Soil, successors to Woodniansee & Garside.

EVERYBODY

REED,

WEATHER.

For Portland and vicinity; Wanner and
fair weather.
The indications for New England today are
slightly warmer, generally fair weather,
southerly winds beeoming variable.

where,

DH. E. B.

struck his face, broke his jaw anil
knocked him into the board sluice where there
was a foot of running water and came near

AUGUST

joice

scribers, Seven Dollars

—AND—

MORNING,

MONDAY

_PORTLAND,

M ■»('£ I, [, ANEOUB.

Please bear iu mind we carry
tlie largest stock of Sewing Silks
and Twist in Portland. All ol the
We
celebrated fielding make.
have also added Spool Embroid-

DAILY

PRICE
houses on the islands of German firms in the
Pacific.
Paihs, Aug. 16.—A despatch from Berlin
to the Journal des Dehats says, Germany is
resolved to dispute Spain’s claim to the Caroline Islands.

months, the largest gain in comparison with
the same period of 1884 is reported by the
Canadian Pacific—81,595,416, or 60 per cent.;
while ttie Grand Trunk reports a falling off
of $1,077,809, or 11 per cent.

and the Mahdi’s Successor Killed.

The enjoyment of “the simple fact df being” received practical demonstration at
Ocean Park Saturday and yesterday. To
live and move and have a being, in so lovely a

The Dreaded Cholera Still

on

the In-

crease.

Six Hundred

French Soldiers Die of

Plague.

the

A

Creat

Fire Said to be
Russian

Raging

in

Forests.

France. He will return to London on the
7th of September, assemble the Cabinet and
open the Tory
campaign. The only new
phase in home pblitics which has developed
during the past week is the activity of the
agitation in favor of church disestablishment. Mr. Jesse Codings, Radical member
of Parliament for Ipswich, Mr. Henry Labouchere, Mr. Richard Dillwyn and other
Radicals, make disestablishment the main
plank in their platform, and they insist that
the church funds should be applied for educational purposes. The Scottish Disestablishment Association has issued a manifesto
urging the enlarged constituencies to demand
the abolition of the state church.

Regarding the Queen’s Speech.
London, Aug. 15.—The speech from the

prorogation

of Parliament

is

being vigorously discussed by all parties.
The reference of her majesty to the Afghan

frontier question, and her intimation that an
early and amicable settlement of this all-important matter is probable, has caused a favorable Impression and has done much towards restoring a more hopful feeling in all
f'irrlos.

Subscriptions

to the Crant
ment.

Monu-

Subscriptions to the Grant memorial fund
have already been received by Drexel, Harges & Co., the European treasurers of the
fund, from a large number of influential people of all nationalities. A large amount will
undoubtedly be subscribed here.
Russian Forests Burning.
Despatches from St. Persburg report that a
great lire is raging in the Couronne forests,

Itussia.

A large area of the timber has al-

ready been destroyed. The fire broke out on
Thursday, and despite all efforts to check it
has since burned with unabated fury.
Osman Digna Again Heard From.
A despatch from Suakim states that Os-

Digna had forsaken his followers and
fled to Kordofan. The result is that many
Shiekhs are going into Suakim and offering
submission to the British commander.
man

Lord

Among the

Coleridge.

sensations that have
moved London lately, the romance of Lord
Chief Justice Coleridge, who it was reported
a few days ago,
was to give an American
beauty an opportunity to sway his judicial
mind for life, has played a prominent part.
All London commented freely upon the surprise that woud overspread social circles if
his lordship should so far “forget his position” as to marry “an American”, and the
outcome of these rumors of Lord Coleridge’s
purposed domestic foreign alliance has been
awaited with interest.
The suspense was
ended today. Lord Coleridge this morning
was united to the lady, Hiss Amy Augusta
Jackson Lawford, whom, as will 'be remembered, he met on the steamship which confrom his recent tour
veyed him home
m the United States.
The marriage was
strictly private. A special license had been
applied for and granted AugustJlO.
many

The

Cholera.

London, Aug. 15.—Reports of cholera,

which reach here from Spain betray a frightful condition of things.
The epidemic is
spreading more and more. The accounts of
terrible ravages which have come to London
have aroused great anxiety among all persons
who are in any way concerned in Spanish
affairs. All Anglo-Spanish firms who have
offices in London have made an attempt to
do something to stem the contagion, and
have addressed the Spanish ambassador on
the subject and offered to make a united appeal to the people of England for assistance
for the Cholera stricken districts.
The ambassador has forwarded the offer to the lord
but
of
the
London,
mayor
mayor replies that
he is not prepared to invite an English naUUU(U

DUUam

ipuiuu)

UV7

Ullj V/UVll Ul

tuc

XXII-

linns remains for the present
Advices from the afflicted
without result.
sections in Spain to commercial houses in
London describe an utter paralysis of business everywhere throughout the country.
The stories which come from the infected

glo-Spanish

districts recall the worst of the scenes we associate with famine and war. In the town
of Erla, province of Saragossa, the mayor
and all other city officials are dead or striclcAll the doctors
eu down with the plague.
and chemists have fallen victims to the pestilence. Shops are closed and the town is
nearly deserted. The mayor of the neighing town of Egen, which is the only place
from which the fugitives could expect aid,
has forbidden the citizens to render any assistance, and lias declared an absolute blockade. No person is allowed to Egen on any
This is an instance of
pretext whatever.
what is commonly going on
throughout
are
Spain. Provincial towns
shutting
to
all
intruders
and
their gates
physicians;
officers
as
well
as
people
government
generally are fleeing. The survivors of Erla a
camping on the hillsides, with but scanty
means of subsistence.
According to latest
news, some of them had set fire to the town,
hoping by that means to burn out the plague.
Fear of importation of cholera is taking

practical shape along the Mediterranean
coast, and vigorous quarantine precautions

have been established at Gibraltar and the
island of Malta and ports of Egypt against
all French and Spanish vessels.
Marseilles
steamers are not allowed to call at Malta or
the Suez ports. It is said that most urgent
measures have been taken in other places to
ward off the threatening pestilence.
The Madrid Gazette says that during the
21 hours ended yesterday, 5000 new cases of
cholera and 1950 deaths from the disease
were reported throughout all Spain.
During
that period 47 new cases and 3H deaths were
in
Madrid.
The
reported
aspect of affairs is
becoming more serious, the epidemic having
appeared in the foundling hospital and other
public establishments, and in the best quarters of the citv.
JLiiViV

drill

day.
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UCrtlJia 11UH1

during the 24

UlUlCUt

hours ended

at

1U

noon

lu.it-

to-

A Vienna dispatch says: It is reported
that the cholera has broken out in Trieste.
Holland has declared Gibraltar infected
with cholera. There were four deaths there
today from cholera, traced to infection contracted on Spanish soil.

Marseilles, Aug. Hi.—A British steamer
which arrived at Algiers yesterday was for-

bidden to enter the port as there had been a
death from cholera on board. The steamer
was ordered into
quarantine, but she returned to Marseilles instead.
In the meantime
there had been another death on board. The
health authorities here have accordingly enforced the quarantine regulation against the
steamer Marseilles. There were 27 deaths
in this city tto-day from cholera.
At the
Pharo hospital 19 cases were admitted and 70
died, while 70 remain under treatment.
Madrid, Aug. 16.—Returns from the
cholera infected districts of Spain show the
total number of new cases on Saturday was
4,706 awl total number of deaths from the
disease 1768. The plague has made its ap-

pearance at Barcelona where 23 cases and 16

deaths

reported.
London, Aug. 16.—A
are

letter from Saigon
reports that 600 French soldiers have died of
cholera in Formosa.
The hospitals arc
overflowing with sufferers and the disease is

increasing.

Civil War In

Khartoum.
has been received here that a civil war has broken out
at Khartoum, that the treasury has been
sacked and that the Mahdi’s succcessor and
other oftieir.ls have been killed.

Cairo, Aug. 16—Information

Laying

Plans for Russian Supremacy
St. Petersburg, Aug. 16.—The Slav party m Russia is urging the Czar to form a
great Slavonic alliance for the purpose of

regaining supremacy in the East, and establishing the. great Russian Empire of Central
Asia. The Slavs also deprecate the entering

into negotiations with Austria in hopes of an
amelioration of the condition of the Slavs in
that empire.

Germany’s

to the Caroline
Islands.
Berlin, Aug. 16.—The National Zeitunii
justllics the annexation of the Caroline
Islands by Germany on the ground that
has never been in actual.possession oi
ppain
them, while Germany must protect brand:
Claim

within

a year.
The Kennebec Journal says: Friday afwind
ternoon about 4 o’clock when the
changed so suddenly, a fierce squall struck
the surface of the river opposite Augusta.
Between the first and second boom piers
spray was carried 30 or 40 feet into tlie air
and to the willow trees that fringe the shore.

Dead^

the house
The inmates of all the house
were not injured.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

C. Johnson has been appointed
postmaster at Carmel in place of C. K. Johnson who has been removed.
Hewitt

WALDO COUNTY.

A very chilly weddipg occurred in Maine
last week. The town was Winterport. The
bridegroom was a Mr. Snow, and the bride
a Miss Snow.
M. J. How of Brooks, Grand Worthy Counsellor of the Maine Good Templars, is desirous of obtaining the Grand Lodge proceedings from 1860 to 1806 inclusive, to complete
his set for binding.
These early numbers
are verv hard to obtain.
IN

The grass in Maine is three or four inches
and some of the fields look as
green and fresh as in early June. Some farmers will get good second crops.
Large
yields of grain have been harvested and our
farmers feel first-rate.
The State Fair.

meeting Saturday, in Lewiston,
the State Fair trustees appointed Col.
At their

Thomas Littlefield of Auburn, Chief of the
State Fair Police for the coming State Fair.
The trustees have engaged the drummer boy
of the Rappahannock and Mrs. Ada Cary

Sturgis,

to give evening concerts at City
Hall during the week. A feature of the
coming fair will be the Swedish exhibition
from New Sweden in Aroostook. A Swedisli
gentleman from the colony will superintend
it and will be present during the exhibit.

Affairs.

Protest
Against the Expulsion
Americans from Jerusalem.

PORTLANDS 9, NEWBURYPORT8 1.
The. Portlands, Saturday, beat the Newburyports 9 to 1 in the presence of 900 spectators.
The boys played well and wiped out the unfavora
hie impression they made by suffering the defeat
of the day previous.
Blakely and Quinton were the battery for the
home team, and their good work is evidenced by
the fact that the visitors only hit once safely, and
that once was by Whiteley, lately of the Bostons.
The visitor's battery (Ellis and Jandron) was a
good one. and neither the Brocktons nor Law-

rences have been able to hit Ellis much of any,
but the Portlands got in eight, witli a total of
nine.
Eldridge made the only run for the visitors,
taking first on called balls, and scoring on errors
and a put out. Brilliant playing by Annis and
Holland was tlie feature of the game. The score:

PORTLANDS.
AB.

of

Wheelock,rf.
Holland, 3b.
Fulmer, 2b..
Hartnett, lb.
Quinton, c.
Shaw, ss.
Blakeley, p.

Ellis, p.

seeking reelection are all on the stump already.
A Teheran despatch says the Turcoman
tribes are agitated by Russia’s steps to de
are

their authority. A further outbreak is imminent and will be the signal for Russia to
advance.
The death of Mr. John Ruskin, the London art critic, is now expected momentarily.
The Rev. Dr. Talmage
of
Brooklyn
preached last night in the City Road Wesleyan chapel, London. The house before the
opening of the service was besieged by a
crowd and more than a thousand persons
were turned away, owing to a lack of even

The Massachusetts State Democratic convention will be held in Worcester, Oct. 7th.
Hon. John E. Russell will preside.
A. B. Reynold’s five days old infant died
Saturday in Springfield, Mass, from the effects of a dose of carbolic acid given by mistake the night before. No medical aid could
counteract the acid.
The party of clerical cyclists from the
states who are making a tour throughout
Ontario have reached Toronto. Mr. Evans
of Columbus, Pa., took a severe header on
the way from Guelph and fell out of the

AB.
6
4
4
3
4
Robinson, e. 4
4
Murphy, p
Prince, ri. 4
Duval, 3b. 4

R.

BH.
0
1
0
o
2
1
1
2
1

TB.

0
0
0
l
0
1
1
0
1

Totals.36

4

8

AB.
4
4
4
Baxter, rf. 3
Patton, ss. 4
Tanner, cf., lb. 3
Cudwortli, lb.,ef. 4
Toffling, 2l>. 4
McGunnigle, p. 4

Bignell,
Howard, If.
Davis, 3b.

The Roman Catholic church in Unionville,
Conn., was burned Saturday night. Loss
,$30,000; insured for 813,000.
Addison Coleman, a notorious negro thief
and desperado, while
resisting arrest in

pmir

form was covered with white frost.
In the United States District Court in
Saturday morning, the jury in the
Mary Celeste ease came in and reported that
they were unable to agree upon a verdict as
to either of the four defendants. It is said

Boston,

Wolffe, aged 25, and Fritz Fien,
of the German bark Mozart fatally stabbed each other during a quarrel in
New York city Saturday night.
JotliamM. Carpenter, the boy who was
shot by his cousin, Jasper W. Umberlield, on
Friday evening at Greenwich, Conn., died
from the effects of the wound yesterday afternoon at his home in New York city.
Julius E.
seamen

Uaverhills.,25

•Portlands.

The whole number of deaths in the city foi
week, was 17, from the following

causes:

Inhumation bowels
Lung fever.
Measles.

Paralyis.

Pneumonia.
Phthisis.

-WARDS1 2 3 4 5 0 7 Total
i
y
y
y
•>
1
y
y
y
y
y
y
i
y_____
y
y
y___
y
___y___

who

proved

_

AT

_____

_

_

_

1

______

______

y

Teething.

yy_____

Total.

3314774

25

7

A.
3
O
3
O
3

K.
1
0
0
1
o
1
1
2
1

o

2
3
4

N.

E.

LEAGUE.

52
51
48

48.1
41.2
33.3

to be

a

“daisy,” only

BOSTON.

Innings.I...1 23456789

Bostons.O 0 0

Philadelphias.0

______

_yyy___

27

five lilts being made off him. Conway did good
work behind the bat. also Kichardson. Hassett
did not play with his usual vim, making three
errors at third. In the fifth inning Smith retired.
H. Ayer taking his place. The score by innings:
Innings.1 2345G780
Lawrences.1 0 002002 O— 5
Beacons.1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0—4
SATURDAY’S LEAGUE GAMES.

last

_

12

E.

LAWRENCES 5; BEACONS 4.
The Lawrences and Beacons played an exhibition game at Lawrence Saturday afternoon before
1,000 spectators. The Lawrences tried their new

pitcher, Brill,

_

O
O
0
1
0
0
5
0
1

27
30
32

.21

Xewburyports..lG

The Death Rate.

_

O
3
1
7
3
2
6
0
3

3

The following is the standing of the clubs In the
Eastern New England League to date:
Won.
Lost.
Played. Per cent.
Brocktons.33
11)
53
63.6
1!)
Lawrences.32
51
63.1

insane.

_

A.

0
o
2
1
2
3
1

PO.
0
14
1
2
2
5
0
2
1

o

BH. TB. PO.
1
4
6
2
2
3
2
2
0
1
1
O
O
O
1
6
O
O
0
0
6
1
1
5
0
0
0

R.
1
1
0
O
o
0
0
0
0

STANDING OF THE EASTERN

Wendell, onqof the defendants, has become

_

5
0
o
0
1
0
0
5
1

Totals.34
2
7 10 27 18
7
Innings.1 2345678 9
Haverhills.0 0 0 3 00100—4
Brocktons.1 00001000—2
Earned runs—Haverhills. 2:
Brocktons. 2.
tiome run—mgneu.
xwo-nase nits— Murphy,
l’rlnce. Three-base hit—Irwin. Wild pitches—
Murphy, 2. First base on balls—By Murphy, 2;
by McGunnigle, 1. First base on errors—Haverhills, 6; Brocktous. 3. Struck out—By Murphy,
5; McGunnigle, 2. Double plays—Patton, Toffling, Cudworth.
Umpire-Donahue. Time 2
hours 10 minutes.

Washington yesterday afternoon was shot
and almost instantly killed by the accidental
discharge of a police officer’s revolver.
The temperature on Mt. Washington Sat-

_

E.

BROCKTON'S.
c.

Washington.

_____

6

R. BH. TB. PO. A.
0
O
0
0
G
10
0
10
o
o
o
1
l
0
O
O
3
31
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
1
4
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
5
0
0
0 14
0

Foster, If.
Irwin, lb.
Slatterv, cf—.
McGarr, 2b.
Hawkes. ss.

of detectives.
Gen Burdett says the veterans at Gettysburg and Springfield, Ills., are unanimously
in favor of the Grant memorial monument at

_

13

HAVERHILLS.

party.
Maxwell, the supposed murderer of Preller, arrived in St. Louis yesterday in charge

_

27

HAVERHILLS 4; BROCKTON'S 2.
The Haverhills and Brocktons played a very
close and exciting game at Riverside, Saturday
afternoon. No nmpire appearing, Donahue of the
Haverhills served, and gave good satisfaction.
The work of both pitchers was very line, and the
home run of Bignell and the batting of Irwin and
Prince and the fielding of Irwin and McGarr were
the salient points of the game. The score:

CENERAL NEWS.

UUtCl

9

0
0
1
l
0
0
3
0
1

Newburyports.0 0000000 1—1
Earned runs—Portlands, 2. First base on errors—Portlands, 4; Newburyports, 2. First base
uncalled balls—Portlands, 2; Newburyports, 1.
Struck out—By Blakeley, 3; by Ellis, 3.
Total
strikes called—On Blakeley, 4; on Ellis, 7. Twobase hits—Annis. Double plays—Bradley, Butler,
McDermott. Passed balls—Quinton, 2; Jandron,
4.
Wild pitches—Ellis, 3. Time—2 hours. Umpire—Joseph Quinn.

room.

LUC

AB.
4

8

E.

Totals.31
1
2
2 24 18 12
Innings.1 23456789
Portlands.1 1 2 0 3 2 O 0 x
9

stroy the influence of their chiefs and reduce

Ciuu

9

Eldrulge, cf. 3
Whiteley, If. 4
Butler, 2b. 4
Bradley, ss. 4
Phillips, 3b. 3
Clark, rf. 3
■Tandron,«. 3
McDermott, cf.|3

Jean Jaques Asmussen Worsaae, the distinguished Danish archaeologist is dead.
In France the electoral contest bids fair
to lie very bitter.
1 he campaign is already

vvao m

4
4
4
4
4
3
2

Totals.32

Notes.

The deputies who

BH. TB. PO. A.
2
3
4
3
0
2
1
1
1
1
10
0
10
o
1
1
3
1
0
1
1
3
4
1
1 11
1
0
0
0
0
4
O
1
O
0
0
2
1
2
1
1
6

R.

Annis, If. 4
Munce, cf. 3

Constantinople, Aug. 15.—Mr. Heap, U.
S. consul, has sent to the Porte another protest couched in stronger terms than those of
his first protest against the expulsion of
Americans from Jerusalem on the ground of
their being Jews. Mr. Heap points out that
the expulsions are in violation of the treaty
stipulation and are liable to lead to a serious
difficulty. He has also referred the matter
to the government at Washington.

Foreign

BALL.

BASE

1

0

0
0

0
0

5
1

2
0

0
0

O— 7
0— 2

hits—Bostons, 9; Philadelphias, 6. Errors
—Bostons, 10; Philadelphias, 8.
Base

3

AT BUFFALO.
2 3 4 6
0 5
1 0

y

Innings.1

1

Buffalos.3
St. Louis.O
Base hits—Buffalos,
Buffalos, 8; St. Louis,

•>

17

AT

RAILWAY MATTERS.
The Grand Trunk Railway Company liavi
applied to the Montreal Council for an ex
tension of two years in which to construe
the new station in that city.
The suit brought against the Southeaster!
by Colonel A. II. Gilmore, a shareholder ii 1
the Montreal, Portland & Boston, seeks t )
annul the lease of the latter road to th )
former, on the ground that it never receive'
the assent of the shareholders.

The Canadian Pacific shows the larges
gain for the month, its earnings having in
creased $340,533, or 02 per cent.; while th !
Grand Trunk shows a comparative loss 0 f
$100,772, or 12J per cent. For the sevei ,
■

16.
The services of the day opened at 10 a. m.,
by a devotional meeting at which the blessing of God upon the work of the Sunday-

school

earnestly invoked.
preached an eloquent and
logical sermon from Isaiah, Ml “For he

6

7

8

0

8 0 0 0—17
02000 0 2 2—6
23; St. Louis 12. Errors8.

PROVIDENCE.

Innings.1 23456780
NewWks.1 2 1 1 0 5 0 2 X—12
Providences.o 00001 0 0 1—2
Base hits—NewYorks, 17 ; Providences, 9. Errors—New Yorks, 7; Providences, 9.
AT DETROIT.

Inunlngs.1 23450789
Chicagos.2 10 0 10 12 x— 7
Detrolts.0 00031000— 4
Base hits—Chicagos, 15; Detrolts, 9.
Errors—
Chicagos, l; Detrolts 4.

was

Rev. Dr. Dnnn

shall grow up before him

as a tender plant
and ns a root out of dry ground.”
The perversion of human taste to trust in the teachof
Christ
was
the
theme.
The
causes
of
ings
this perversion are, 1st, natural depravity;
2d, undue attention to worldly things; 3d,
direct transgression by sin.
The speaker
exhorted an increased piety in man, and a
better knowledge of the conditions for being
prepared to enter the Kingdom of Heaven.
The Bible lesson at 2 p. m., was well attended.
The largest congregation since the assembly opened, was present yesterday afternoon.

Rev. Mr. Hanson offered prayer. Rev. G.
N. Howard of Massachusetts preached an
able sermon from Proverbs, 3:6.
“Trust in
the Lord with all thy heart and lean not unto thine own understanding.”
The speaker
said:

Thn iftndenpv of thf*
man

The

GENERAL.

high again,

count of the manner of Oliver Pain’s death
says Pain was shot near Abredom by Bashi
Bazouks by direction and under the very
The Temps doubts
eyes »f Major Kitehene.
the truth of. the story.

Consumption.
Dysentery.
Hemorrhage.

after-

Lury
buildings
by lightning,
lightning
ing down the chimney and going all through

Report of Pain’s Death Not Credited.
Pahis, Aug. 15.—A letter in the Intransigeant containing what purports to be an ac-

Diseases.
lslooa Poison.
Cancer.
Cholera infantum...

Thursday

shower of

The illustrated lecture by Rev. O.
R.
Bacheler at 7.30 was a pleasing and instructive entertainment. The manners, customs,
architecture and scenery of India were illustrated by the old fashioned panorama accom-

I panied by interesting explanations.
Sunday, Aug.

noon and evening was the most severe of the
season.
in Harford
Doten.’s
were struck
the
com-

road to the banks of the Helmund.

20,

scholarly effort.

OXFORD COUNTY.

The thunder

Work of the Church.

At 2.30 a paper on "Church Extension”
read by Rev. F. E. Davison. Both the
paper and the address which followed was
listened to with the closest attention.
The address was by Rev. J. Phillips on the
“Regions Beyond,” and was an earnest and
was

KNOX COUNTY.

England.

Afghan

vTviiiiij,

vance

Kev. George H. Scott has resigned the pastorate of the Congregational church at Rockland.
Rockland has been paying 6 per cent, interest on a debt of ;81C3,000.
Mayor Case’s
administration has refunded it at 4 per cent.
The Courier Gazette calls attention to the
fact that here is a saving of 82,000 a year—
a sum sufficient to more than pay the salaries
of the city officers; nearly enough to run the
tire department a year, or nearly enough to
pay the police pills for a year.

The Indian government has decided to permanently increase the number of British and
Indian troops on the Afghan frontier to 10,000 men, and to construct a telegraph line to
Cabul, the capital of the Ameer’s dominions.
The work on the telegraph line is already in
Abdurrahman, the Ameer, has
progress.
expressed a wish to have the line end at
Candahar, and has refused to guarantee to
maintain it in safety beyond that point. Gen.
MacGregor and Maj. Nicholson have left
Simil, lain, to form an intrenched camp in
the Pisheen valley and construct a military

uavauj

At 9.30 a. m. prayer was offered for the
they may be brought into
fuller sympathy with the work of missions.
Rev. S. C. Whitcomb presented an able
paper on “Our Lost Brother.”
Rev. G. R. Bacheler, a returned missionary, followed with an extremely interesting
address on “The Coming Glory and the Ad-

churches that

There will be another murder trial at the

Eng-

MISSION CONVENTION.
the subject of missions was

Saturday

specially considered.

coming term of the superior court in Kennebec county, making the fourth in that county

ing and disgusting people and beginning to
meet with general condemnation. The conservative press is commencing to decry the
business, and a number of established
church organs are following suit. The Archbishops of York and Canterbury, and other
leaders of religious thought, are waning in
their support of the agitation. On the other
hand, however, the Wesleyans, Radicals and
other associated religious bodies, are pushing the agitation with all their might and
endeavoring to enlist popular sympathy by
All
means of great public demonstrations.
the .influence possessed by dissenting religious organizations seems to be at present
in use to make the Hyde Park meeting a
monster success. The list for this meeting
includes Professor JNewman,
Kigiit non.
Jas. Stansfeld, Radical Member of Parliament for Halifax, President Robert of the
Wesleyan Conference, ex-President Griffith
of the Wesleyan Conference, Mr. Michael
Davitt, Canons Wilberforce and Trench,and
many other clerical dissenting notables. In
Liverpool, Manchester and other large cities
of England, vigilancelcommittees are being
formed for the purpose of obtaining local
legislation for the suppression of open vice.
The “Purity Society” has
encountered
much opposition in its work of “putting
shadows’* on public men. Its numerous
agents who have been engaged in the work
of acting as detectives against public men
have been warned by authorities to refrain
from making nuisances of themselves, and
regular police have been ordered to prevent
these spies from annoying members of Parliament, many of whom have complained of
this pestering.

standing

On

Augusta.

The continuance of the agitation against
the more flagrant forms of London vice, as
revealed by the Pall Mall Gazette, is weary-

exciting.

part of the “round green earth” where earth
and sky and sea are in such perfect harmony
Is a keen delight.
,

There is talk of appointing a trial justice
at Togus to take charge of the cases coming
from that section to the Municipal court in

London. Aug, 15.—Lord Earnest McDonnell Vane-Tempest, a brother of the late.and
an uncle of the present Marquis of Londonderry, is dead, aged 49. Born in 1836, he entered the English army at the age of 18, as a
comet in the 2d Life Guards. He afterward
exchanged into the 4tli Light Dragoons,
where he held a commission as comet and
sub-lieutenant. In 1856 he retired from the
service. He came to America at the outbreak of the
rebellion and served hi the
United States army under the name of Cant
Stewart which he assumed from one of the
family titles, for the Marquis of Londonderry is also Baron Stewart of Stewart's
court. After his return to England he joined the artillery brigade as a volunteer.
Crime in

Joseph Yalley.

of

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Count Yon Ilatzfeldt is to succeed Count
Von Munster as German ambassador to England. Prince Bismarck, since the London
conference, has been dissatisfied with Count
Von Munster’s management.
Lord Vane-Tempest

place

in

The English yacht Genesta which is to race
for tlie America’s cup is at Bar Harbor,
where her graceful proportions are greatly
admired.

burg to the government include the telethe
graphic report of Russian engineers on
Zulfikar district, and a note from M. De
Giers proposing a new frontier line through
the district. The nature of this proposal
promises an early settlement of the dispute.
New Ambassador to
land.

Blaine,

HANCOCK COUNTY.

The Zulfikar Pass Dispute.
London, Aug. 16.—The Marquis of Salisbury’s departure for the Continent has been
postponed, owing to the Zulfikar Pass dispute. The latest despatches from St. Peters-

Cermany’s
London, Aug. 15.—There is a dead lull iu
British polities at present. Most of the ministers and leading politicians are enjoying
themselves in the country. The Marquis of
Salisbury has gone to Hatfield to enjoy a
vacation. Lord Randolph Churchill is visiting the Duke of Marlborough at Blenheim
Castle. The duke has definitely abandoned
the Liberal party and joined the Tories.
Lord Iddesleigh has gone to I’yne, near
Exeter. The Duke of Rickmond and Gordon,
secretary of state for Scotland, has retired to
his castle on the Surrey. Of the Liberals, Sir
William Vernon Harcourt, home secretary
under Mr. Gladstone, is rusticating at his
country seat at New Forest, while Sir Charles
Dilke lias retired to his villa in the south of
France. Mr. Joseph Chamberlain is preparing for his Irish tour. The holiday pause
in
is to be much shorter than
legislation
usual.
Prime Minister Salisbury will not
at
Hatfield. He has arranged to
tarry long
go next week to Cecil chalet at Dieppe,

throne at the

Samuel E. Brown has been appointed post-

master at

Week of the

the Second

Assembly.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

been arrested for selling to a foreign power
plans of Italian maritime defences, notably
those of Spezzia and Sardinia.

of

Closing

THE STATE.

Rojik, Aug. 16.—Signor Docide, editor of
the Mahtieur de Rome, and an assistant have

CENTS.

OCEAN PARK.

Editors in Rome Under Arrest.

Civil War Broken Out at Khartoum

THREE

ha*

hppn

tnwnnl

ing Is

to lean upon ourselves.
We must believe
the working power of God’s truth. His word
has been made good, his prophecies fulfilled and
verified in order to prove his truthfulness. God
was always working miracles. In the growth and
development of his church and kingdom God has
shown that he knew what he was talking about
Our record is one of ignorance, hut God knows it
all. sees it all. Ws are continually saying ‘‘I do
not believe this” or ”1 cannot accept tnat,” The
pulpit
eloquence of the day Is to appeal to the intellect and not to reach the heart. Aim to reach
men's hearts. Gov. Robinson said to a clergyman
"You must touch the emotional, reach the affections.”
We
are
to
teach
the
gospel
as
in
their
grand
very
simplicity.
When the mission of the church lias reformed and
transformed, then will the perfection of God’s
wisdom be revealed to us. There must not be
any conflict between our understanding and work.
Stand firmly upon the rock. With the largest
hearted creed in Christendom, we ought to have
the largest knowledge of God, with strong faith
in the modern God of Israel.
This morning the first jubilee rehearsal
will be held at 0 a. m. Rev. Dr. Dunn will
continue his lectures.
The afternoon will be devoted to temperance.
Hon. T. R. Siraonton, Major H. A.
Shorey, Rev. D. W. LeLacheur, Hon. George
E. Foster, M. P., and other well known temperance workers, will be present.
in

HOLINESS

MEETING.

Thrilling Services in the
terday.

Crove

Yes-

Two more perfect days than yesterday and
Saturday cannot be imagined. The crisp
air, laden with resinous odors sighed softly
through the leafy arches, sending flickering
shadows over the bowed heads of the multitude, worshipping before the throne of the
Most High. Over four thousand attended the
services yesterday. A deep and increasing
interest is felt in this great theme of holiness which so deeply occupies the attention
of all denominations.
Dr. Curtis and Campmeeting John
at the meetings yesterday.

Allen

were

Saturday, Aug.
Rev. J. Wood led

an

15.
earnest consecration

meeting at 8

a. m.
There were a great many
testimonies and many expressed a desire for
the prayers of God’s people.
Rev. J. N. Short, formerly of Cambridge,

Mass., preached an affecting sermon on
“Abiding in Christ.” Perfect obedience and
faith in His name were given as the requisites.
Rev. William McDonald led the meeting at

1.30. The hour was devoted to accounts from
the self-supporting mission work of Rev.
Bishop Taylor who, it will be remembered,
gave his farwell address at Old Orchard
last year, just prior to his departure for the
interior of Africa.
An interesting
children’s meeting was
held in the chapel.
In the afternoon Rev. D. J. Griflin preached, his subject being “The tree killed and the
temple cleansed.”
Sunday. Aug. 16.
At 10 a. m., Rev. J. A. Wood
preached
from John 1., IV :17.
At the close very many testified to the sav-

ing

power of God.

Rev. J. M. Short led the experience and
testimony meeting in the afternoon. A
woman said she had been a “thief.
Many
others spoke briefly and all earnestly.
At the close of the meeting hundreds followed Mr. Short in repeating a solemn profession of faith.
Rev. John Allen repeated selections from
the Scriptures, and Rev. 1). B. Randall offered prayer.
Dr. Cullis preached a very able sermon
from Luke xxiv:50, the subject being “Seeking for the Lord’s blessing.’1
At the close a very large number exdesire to

“See Jesus
Eressed
ands uplifted to bress them,”

stand with
and
many
to
be
or
converted
professed
completely
saved.
The scene was one of thrilling interest. The
sobs[and tears and broken confessions of the
weeping penitents moved even the most slnhardeued hearts, and one after another who
had long resisted Christ went forward and
a

implored forgiveness.

The blessing of

full sanctification

so over-

whelmed one pastor that he reeled beneath
its power and fell unconscious before the altar while shouting “Glory.”
At the evening session it was announced
mai me nonness convention

ot 18*; will

lie

held at Old Orchard.
Rev. Mr. McLean of New York preached
the last sermon from Romans xii: 1, his sub-

ject being

“A seasonable service.”

The district convention
Old

commences

to-day.

Orchard.
Old Orchard,

Aug.

16.

Several large excursions Saturday made it
the liveliest day of the season.
Mrs. Abbie L. Foss, wife of Hiram Foss,
one of Old Orchard’s thrifty farmers, died
Saturday morning, after a long and painful
illness, aged 67 years 7 months. The funeral
will take place Monday afternoon at the
house.
Rufus Stanley of Portland is at the Ok!
Orchard House, and L. A. Wade and L. W.
Marston of Portland are at the Hotel-J'isW.
It is four years since Old Orchard had such
a successful season as the present.
The Holiness campmeeting closed Sabbath
evening. The Portland District meeting
opens Monday night, under the
leadership
of Wm. Jones, Presiding Elder.
Mr. Sanford B. Sargent is
again able to
personally attend to his duties as master of
ceremonies at Hotel Fiske.
The little fishes
were caught on the
only
law. While
the court allowed the
Sunday
large dealers to be discharged, Mr. Bowe
who runs a small store near the depot was
lined. There is no little excitement in (>ld
Orchard now on the way this Sunday law
businessis being handled.
The auction at Central Park Saturday resulted in the following sales: Central Park
House, sold to Mr. A. E. Lockhartfor $1,730Blake's block of stores, sold to Mr. A s’
Wright for $1500; office and barber shop"
sold to Mr. John Best for $550. Several lota
were sold at from $100 to $195 each.
The Orr’s Island

Bridge.
hearing before the county commissioners on the proposed bridge between Orr’s
and Bailey’s islands the
testimony was
In the

closed Saturday and the

case

will be argued

to-day.__
Real Estate

NOTES,

The Bridgtons defeated the Yarmouths Satur
day, 14 to 7. The Bridgtons play in Cumberland
Mills, to-day, and Yarmouth, Tuesday.
The Springtield. Mass., base ball association
have given over their belongings to the Springtield
base ball team, who, under a new manager, will
nlay out the scheduled games In the Southern
New England League on the co-operative plan.

ai?a

understanding and not knowledge of God.
prevailing tendency In spiritual understand-

Transfers.

The following transfers of real
estate in
the county have been recorded
at the regisb
try of deeds:

ForU“d “>. Horace

land."

$1507J*ne

Jordan to

Wm-

s.

Pride,

McDonald,

rHE

The
ant branch of the commission’s work.
President is said to have coincided with the
view of the commissioners, and without consulting with the attorhey-general or Commissioner Black, ordered the pension exam-

PRESS.

MONDAY MORNING, AUG. 17.
Wo do not read anonymous letters and communoations. The name and address of the writer are
tn all cases indispensable, not
necessarily for publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.

into the service over
commission has control.

CURRENT COMMENT.
THE WESTERN

The Queen’s speech at the prorogation of
Parliament, is, if possible, emptier than
Queen’s speeches usually are.

St.

who cannot

spies are perambulating France
they did before the late war between

German
as

Does this

mean

and Russia are smiling upon each
other for all they are worth. Just at present

diplomatic calm, ^whether

treach-

COLLECTOR THOMPSON

A special despatch from Lawrenceville,
to the St. Louis Globe-Democrat gives
a very vivid description of the ravings of a
woman who imagines herself in Sheol.
Being a Georgia woman she is neither insane
nor endowed with more than the ordinary•
powers of imagination.

gia.
Cyrus AV. Field

uses the cable as freely as
ordinary person does the telegraph. But
then it costs him nothing.
1 he Marquis of Lome dips his private pen
into an ink bottle made out of a hoof of Lord
Clive’s Crimean charger.
All the salaries of religious teachers in the
country do not amount to so much as the
sum spent annually in supporting dogs.
an

Lord Churchill

seems to be fast becoming
His latest utterance on the
stump is that beer is as much food as bread.
That sentiment he expects will greatly commend him to the English workingmen; and
very likely it will to a great many of them.

demagogue.

Among the victims of the intense heat in
New York last week was Mathias Krudewig,
a German inventor of some note, who
devised, among other things,
cooling apparatus.

But Lord Randolph knows that the greatest

It is now asserted that Secretary Whitney
has decided to accept the Dolphin after some

slight repairs arc made on her. But if she is
the weak and worthless vessel his examining board reported her to be he certainly
ought not to do so. Is it possible that the
secretary has lost faith in the report of the
board as well as in the legal learning of the
attorney general ?

is believed, by remorse, because he deserted
from the army in the war. His doctor recently wrote to President Cleveland, asking the
man’s discharge, and has just received it. It
is thought the news will save his life.
When the chief engineer of the Illinois
Central railroad was laying out the line, and
wanted a mellifluous name for a station he
would shuffle a pack of cards, each inscribed
with a letter, until a satisfactory combina-

It seems in his

report
Congress in 1883 he stated precisely
the policy he intended to pursue, expecting
Congress if it disapproved of it would say so.
But Congress said nothing and Mr. Teller
construed its silence as approval. He apto

pears to bo very successful in shifting the
odium of these leases on to Congress.

tion

Church, Sliorneliff, England, on Sunday; July 25. it was found that the church was beseiged by various kinds of birds, principally
swallows. Every effort was made to dislodge
them, but without effect, and at last some
soldiers were obliged to fire a volley of blank

demonstrations on that day did not signify a
sincere and bounding national gratitude there
is no way in which it can be distinctly and

»iiivii

Springfield Republican sets down the
pardon of Mullen as one of the greatest of the
President’s mistakes.
But it is sure the
The

imposed upon. That excuse
getting a trifio threadbare. In

was

the President had the court docket
and the remarks of Judge Baxter to guide
him. He saw fit to reject them and rely upon the statement of a lot of Democratic policase

fault.

Senator Colquitt has furnished the first instance in the history of Georgia, says the
New York Sun, in which father and son represented the State in the Senate of the
United States. Such occurrences are very
rare.
There are only three on record. They
are these of Senators Bayard, Don Cameron
and Colquitt. The Bayards have represented
Delaware in the Senate without interruption
for three generations.
Don Cameron took
his father’s seat.
There were JO years between Walter T. Colquitt and his son in the

seems

to be

no

a

good deal

plenty

The Democratic State committee meeting
the other night seems to have been a good
deal of a bear garden. Mr. Bass of Bangor
“aspersed” Chairman Brown charging him
with doing a sort of brokerage business in
appointments. Mr. L. M. Staples of Knox
county defended Chairman Brown and “as-

persed” Mr. Bass, alleging that Mr. Bass
was jealous of Mr. Brown’s great influence
at Washington. After this controversy was
quieted Major Hastings of Fryeburg threw
another apple of discord into the midst of
the assembled brethren by offering a resolution endorsing the Hon. Bion Bradbury and
Gen. S. J. Anderson for the two leading position in the custom house. A long wrangle
ensued ending in the defeat of the resolution, which was looked upon generally as a
move in Gen. Anderson’s interest.
The only
thing the committee seemed to be throughly
agreed upon was that Col. Morton should
stick to the Augusta post office.

According

to the

j

sulting his chief, the secretary of the interiplanning to fill the positions of special examiners of the pension department
or, was

without regard to the civil service rules. To
have clear sailing he appealed to the very

willing attorney-general for

an

opinion and

of course obtained one, to the effect that as
special examiners are a scientific and expert
class they are exempt from competitive examinations. The civil service commission-

immediately brought the matter to the
attention of the President, representing that
the decision of the attorney-general was designed to be a death-blow- to a very importers

Youths’

Iflen’s,

in smsill and medium sizes carried

opportunity offered
choice of

bargsiins,

public that
obtain genuine bargains

to

this sale will last for

as

over

last

from

season

of cost.

regardless

never

before lists there
An

as now.

a

been

such

esill will

early

sin

ensure si

few

days only.
Boys’Biamond Shirt Wsiists

I shall close out the balance of

price $1.00, $1.25; all

at

75

each,

cents

former

sizes from 5 to 12.

REMEMBER
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STORE,

PAPER,
ENVELOPES,
JAPANESE FANS,
POCKET BOOKS,
PHOTOCRAPH ALBUMS,
HAIR BRUSHES,
COMBS,
TOILET SOAPS,
BRUSH BROOMS,
SOUVENIRS OF PORTLAND,

; ATLANTIC

W. H. HERVEY & GO., OF NO. 5 UNION STREET, BOSTON,

Telegraph Co.

1— -Any person purchasing $25 worth of goods will be PAID HIS
FAltE TO BOSTOY BY BOAT, and the goods will be delivered
FREE in Portland.
2— Every purchaser of $50 worth of goods will have his FARE
PAID BOTH WAYS BY BOAT and goods delivered FREE.
3— In the ease of purchasers of $100 worth and upwards, FARES
will be paid BOTH WA YS, the goods delivered FREE, and parties can
pay $10 down and take OYE YEAR in which to pay the remainder.

CAPITAL STOCK, $100,000,

finds itself cramped for space in which to transact the great and ever increasing volume of its business. To make room for mechanics to work, in effecting
the necessary enlargements, it is compelled to mark down its entire stock to most unprecedented figures, to close out. These Special Bargains will be offered to the citizens of Portland, for the Next Thirty Mays Only, with the following Unparalleled inducements:

Splendid Cream Note Paper for 25 cents per pound,
Best 10 cent Soap in Portland.

FRANK B. CLARK, 515 Congress St.

OUR PRICE UST.
MACKINAW STRAWS

Black Walnut Chamber Sets.

$26.00.

One Special Lot of Black Walnut Chamber Sets,
consisting of three different patterns, with tops of
Italian -Marble. Hudson Shell or Lepanto. These
are Full Sets of Ten Pieces each, including French
Bureau, Landscape Mirror and Combination Commode. The stock is warranted KILN DRIED
Lumber, the style is the latest, and the workmanship of tlie very best.
The Former Price .of these sets was $55.00.
As a Special Inducement, we offer them during the
continuance of this sale, for

One lot of 50 Solid Ash Chamber Sets, of a style
entirely new the past spring. These are Full Sets,
and are warranted. They have a beautiful Marquetry Ornamentation, and were considered Low
at our former figure of $$35.00. We now, however, offer them for

$42.50.

Painted Enamelled Chamber Sets.

We have also a very Large Variety of other Black
Walnut Sets, varying from §50 to §150, all of
which are marked at reduced figures.

One lot of 115 l’alnted Enamelled, Cliambei
Sets, dark and light panelled, with Landscape
Mirror, Combination Panels and Handsome Orna
mentation. Reduced from $23.00 to

AND-

Light Colored Hats Reduced!
REDUCED
PRICE

Mackinaw Straws,
“

$

“

“

Straw Hats,
Boys’
“
“
“
“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

...

...

Hats,
Stiff Hats,
Light
“
“
“

Seersucker

“

“

“

“

“

...

*

Kersey Light Hats

Travelling

...

CHERRY CHAMBER SETS.

FORMER

One lot of 25 Solid Cherry Chamber Sets, warranted. These sets haw French Bureau, with
Mirror, the (MRimode has three drawers
Landscape
and a side door, and the drawer pulls are of the
favorite square shape, in solid brass. These sets
are
unquestionably the best bargain in genuine

PRICE

.50
.75
1.00
.25
.37
.50
.62
.75
.30

$1.25

1.50
1.75

2.25

2.00
2.50

2.75

3.00

4.50

1.25
1.50
.50
.62
.75

sets ever offered in this country.
Former Price $53.00. Special Cut

cherry

Price,

$42.00.

1.00
1.25

Terms of Credit on these sets, to residents of
down and $1.25 per week until paid,

Portland, §5

.75

or

Monthly.

Mahoganized Chamber Sets.
One lot of 100 Elegant Malmganized Chamber
Sets, of Ten Pieces Complete: Curly Maple or Mahoganized panels, French Bureau, with Bevel
Landscape Mirror, Commode with three drawers
Former
and side door, gilt or nickel bar pulls.
Price $33.00.
Reduced to

3.50

We furnish these sets with best Italian, Lep:ui~
to or Hudson Shell Marble Tops, when desiredWe have several other patterns of Malmganized
Sets, equally low in price, which we have not
space here to enumerate.

This Reduction is Made to Lower our
Stock to Make Room for Fall Goods.

ASH CHAMBER SETS.
One lot of 40 Solid Ash Chamber Sets, Ten
Pieces complete, with Landscape Mirror and Combination Commode.
Former Price £26.00.
Now offered at

MERRY

$22.00.

One lot of 33 Solid Ash Chamber Sets, of the New

HATTER, 237 MIDDLE STREET.
jy2o

THE

Square Design. Ten Pieces complete. These
considered a bargain at $30.00; but we
marked them, to close, at

eodtf

$18.00.

These are Full Size Sets of Ten Pieces, wel
made and attractive looking.
Teruw of Credit on above Sets, to residents
of Portland, $4 down and $1 per week until paid
or $4 per month if purchasers are paid
We n&ve Forty Other Different Styles of Paint
ed Enamelled Sets Constantly on Exhibition at
Those above mentioned are Enour Warerooms.
tirely New, having been designed expressly foi

Monthly.

our

Spring Trade, and

■

a

as

to

mm

m
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and

most

favorable

Commercial

m

rxa

One lot of 55 PARLOR SUITS, upholstered it
first-quality Hair Cloth, with frames of solid Black
Walnut, and of the very best make. This Set con
sists of Seven Pieces, including Window and Cor
ner Chairs, Large Alin Rocker with Weston
Spring Attachment, Easy Chair, Two-Part Back
Sofa, and two Reception Chairs; reduced from
$45.00 to

$38.50.
Term* ot’ C redit

on

have

ty, ranging
new

a m

^

^

Issued, available in all the Principal Cities of Europe.
Investment Securities Bought and Sold.
eodtf
jan31

Canning. Michigan,
Zanesville, Ohio,

Wausau, Wis.,
Nelsonville, Ohio,

...

Iowa Toan & Trust

Co.,

and otner sate securities tor said

6s
6s
6s
5s
4s
4s
5s
6s
6s

PORTLAND

TRUST COMPANY,
City, County

and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

-OF-

Straw

Hats,
Stiff

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS.
eodtf
jelO

Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.
Choice Securities, suitable for Savings
Ranks and Trust Funds, constantly
hand.
eodtf

jnni-.

BONDS !
Bath.Cs & 4s
Maine Central. .7s & 6s
P. & O. R. R—6s

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,

Soft

Bale’s Honey
great Cough cure, 26c., 5oO
and $1. filenn’s Sulphur Soup heals & beautifies, 26c. Herman Corn Keinoeer kills Corns
and Bunions. Hill’* Hair and Whisker Dye,
Pike’s Toothneke
Black and Brown, 60c.
Drops cure in one minute, 26c. Deans Ithenmatic Pills are a sure cure, 60c.
the

eod2dp&wlymm

SEMINARY & FEMALE COLLEGE
Pleasant location. Easy ol access. Full Courses
Students reof Study, Academic and Collegiate.
ceived m Common English Branches. Special advantages offered those preparing to teach. ExSuperior accommodations. Three
penses low.
terms. Fall term begins Tuesday, Sept. S. AdJ. I*. WESTON, President.
dress

jy31_eodlin

Bags.

We shall commence our usual sale of our goods to-day,
We do this to make
and continue only a few days.
room for fall goods. Now is the time to huy, as we shall
sell at cost. Our stock is large, and sizes good.

janldtf

EXCHaN^T

MIDDLE

rltANKI.IN
Home and
A

KERSEY HATS $3.00.

FAMIIY MCHOOI.,

TOPSBADI. Maine,
School for both sexes. Location,

one

mile from Brunswick. Delightful and healthy. Instruction thorough and practical. 29th School
year opens Sept. 15th. D. L. SMITH, Principal.
eodlin
aiigH

MRS.

School

PERRY’S

for

Children

—OF—

HF“AU business relating to Patents promptly
faithfully executed.
jul2dtf

and

Charles A. True,
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
eodlm

TENNEY & DUNHAM,
PLAIN

—AND—

KITCHEN FURNISHING GOODS,
State Agents for
ECONOMIST
Oil,
STOVES,
12 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

NEW

eodGm

ALONZO S. DAVIS,
180

PHOTOGRAPHER,
middle
Street,
near corner

of Exchange St.

BEST OF WORK AT REASONABLE PRCIES.

jel‘J

eoutf

65c EACH.

WE MUST ENLARGE! GOODS MUST BE SOLD!
Catalogue* anil term* of hou*ehol«l good*
*ent by mail upon application.
Order* by
mail for any of the above good* promptly
attended to. No charge for packing. C»ood*
delivered in Portland free of charge.
HA

at

Advanced Cine* in Mewing will be
formed to learn the use of patterns, cutting and
finishing. To enter this class pupils must underA few pupils in
stand ordinary plain sewing.
sewing will be received during Aug. and Sept,
dtoctl
jyll

dt, tSOSIOn.
(ltaug22
ADYEKTI8EHE9fTN.

CITY

OF

BOARD

STEPHEN

jiob

BERRY,

and

(ga/al

PORTLAND.
OF

a

PORTLAND,

jauG’83

HOTEL,

ME.
eodtf

Homceopathist,
CONGRESS STREET,
PORTLAND,

mail, telephone

and

telegraph.

Je26dtf

J.

\V.
7

HOTEL,

ROOM 18,
9 a. m. to

4 |>. m.

raarll

eodtf
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HERMITAGE.

HOMKSCHOOL
and healthful.
augt>d3\v

lowing

FOB BOYS. Location Idgh
Adddress, HEKM1TAGE
West Minot, Maine.

IIIO

reasons:

1st, Because another Telegraph Co. is absoluteneeded for the prompt despatch of business between this city and points West.
2d, The Atlantic Telegraph Company cannot be
consolidated or leased without permission from
the Legislature of the State of Maine.
3d, The contract with the B. & O. is extremely
liberal to the Atlantic Telegraph Company, and
together with the hacking this powerful corporation will give, and the local business already assured, it should be a profitable investment.
4th, This Company has no bonded indebtedness,
and only $100,000 of stock.
5th, The Company had in operation during the
month of June only three offices, and the net
profits were at the rate of 4Vi per cent, per annum on the entire capital stock.

ly

Woodbury&Moulton
BANKERS,
CORNER MIDDLE AND EXCHANGE STS.
atig6

dtf

The ONLY CORSET made that can be returned
by its purchases after three weeks' wear, if uot
found
PERFE PLY MATINFitf'TORY
in every respect, and its price refunded by seller.
Made in a variety of styles and prices. Beware of
worthless imitations.
None genuine without
Ball’s name on box. Full assortment of these
Celebrated Corsets for sale by

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT,
I® 1

TEEL PENS

IposQ
-TiASieiJ

SAMPLE

PORTLAND,

1878,

Breakfast Cocoa.

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoa, from which the excess of
Oil has been removed

PENS, sent for trial,
•)£» different styles oftwo-ceut

It lias three

times the strength of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
and is therefore far more economical, costing less than one cent a

Stamps.

as

MEDAL, PARIS,

BAILER’S

IMPORTANT

We recommend these PENS

HIE.
eoil2m

GOLD

CHARACTERISTICS.

CARO, aUoo receipt of 12

the BEST.

LORINC, SHORT & HARMON

It is delicious, nourishing,
strengthening, easily digested, and
admirably adapted for invalids an

cup.

474 C’ouifre** Si., ■•orflnml, Ifle.
eod6m
ie20

well as for persons 5a health.
Sold by Grocers everywhere.

W. BUER &

NOTICE.
persons having demands against Plymouth
Parish, of Portland, must present them for
payment on or before the fifth day of September.
A. D. 1885, as said Parisli is about to close up its
affairs and dissolve. GEORGE F. JUNK INS,
Treasurer, 30 Exchange St,
augSdlm*

ALL

FOR DOORS C ARS, SHIPS AND

CHURCHES MADE TO ORDEK.
BROKEN LIGHTS MATCHED.

“WOOD'S"
GENUINE

H.

SELECTED

SPICKS.
Pungent, Aromatic, Economical.
THOS. WOOD & 00., BOSTON,
ivlO

THIS PAPERE8&
Bureau (10

eodeowlyoF

Advertising
Spruce Street), where advert!,,
tag contracts may be made for It IN NEW YORK.
iy7
dtf

CO., DoSesier, Mass.

FIGURED glass

~~

STREET.

jan24_

puis

FRED H. THOMPSON, 36 Union St„
ItlCH’D K. GATLEY, 59 & 61 Union St„
GEO. HUMPHREY, 72 Parris St., Portland.
I). F. GERTS, 455 Cumberland St., Portland.
JOHN F. MERRILL, 60 Cross St., Portland.
ALBERT CHASE. 30 Preble St.. Portland.
GARDINER WOOD, 6 Temple Place, Portland.
N. W. MORSE, 191 Federal St., Portland.
Names of many ladies treated in Portland will
be given at the Dr’s. room.
Ladies inquire at No. 318 Cmnberland St.

COLCORI),

BOYD

It

POIiTI.AND.dk'C. l, 1884.
We. tlie undersigned, having been,, successfully
treated by Dr. C. 1. F'isk. can recommend him to
the confidence of the public. His method is simple. almost painless, and requires no detention
from business.

ME.

attention given to all orders by

lyPrompt

UCL.VUSU

The result of any consolidation, lease or sale of
the B. & O. Telegraph Co. is actually made profitable to this
Company oya guarantee from the B.A O.
Co. In such case, of an amount of exchange business. based on the businessfor several months previous to such sale, lease or consolidation, in any
event not to be less than a sum equal to six per cent,
on the capital stock of the Atlantic Telegraph Co.
The promoters believe it will be an eight to twelve
per cent, dividend paying stock. We think the investment offered will commend itself for the fol-

SUPERIORITY OF METAL.

GEORGE A. CLARK, M.D.
439

VyU..

plant and business of the Baltimore & Ohio
Telegraph systeu aud the local New England Atlantic Telegraph Co. on an equal pooling basis.

UNIFORMITY, DURABILITY,

Specialty.

OPP. FALMOUTH

111U miauuu

CURED

m SPENGERIAN
Fine Portraits

The Atlantic Telegraph Company line between
this city and Boston and intermediate cities being
in operation, we now Oder a limited amount of the
capital stock for sale. The Atlantic Telegraph
Company not only connects the two chief commercial cities of New England, having large business
interests in common, but its 20<> miles of pole and
700 miles of wire will traverse the most densely
populated territory of the same extent in the
United States, including the intermediate cities
and largest manufacturing localities in New England, viz: Cambridge, Somerville, Woburn, Lynn,
Lowell, Lawrence. Haverhill, Exeter, Portsmouth,
Dover, Nashua, Manchester. Concord, Biddefora
and Portland. Not only will the regular, all the
year business in this territory secure handsome
returns to this corporation, but in the summer
months it will reach the numerous hotels and
watering places dotting the coast line between
this city and Boston. The Company has a very
valuable business contract with the Baltimore and
Ohio Telegraph Co., and through this vast system
reaches the great commercial cities of the country.
This extensive contract alliance is for ten years
and provides for renewals; the Baltimore amt Ohio
Telegraph system agree not to construct a line to
covered by the Atlantic Telegraph Co., and
points
to provide it a terminal office or offices in Boston
free of charge. All tolls on messages, commercial,
press or market reports emanating and ending
at offices on the line of the Atlantic Telegraph Co.
destined for any points in the United States
reached by the B. IS O. system are to be retained
by the Atlantic Telegraph Co. The fact that this
Company retains all tolls on messages sent to all
points on the B. & O. system, and all tolls on messages that come collect from points on the B. & O.
system reached by the Atlantic Telegraph Co., is
instructive when the dividend earning capacity of
the Atlantic Telegraph Co. stock is considered.
This arrangement is peculiarly advantageous to

without the use of knife or ligature by
Dr. C. T. Fisk, 68 Pleasant street, Auburn.
Treats all diseases of the Rectum successfully,
without detention from business. Seven years
experience aed hundreds of eases cured in different parts of the State.
Read the following testimonials and see those
referred to, wbicli will convince the most skeptl-

No. 37 Plum Street.

PHOTOGRAPHER

DEBT!

PILES?

Every Saturday, from

ffitiaUeh,

NO BONDED

HEALTH.

Ordinance on Health.
Section 30. “No permit to empty any privy
vault shall be granted between the first day of
July and the first day of October, and no vault
shall be emptied be tween these dates, except by
express order of the Board of Health.”
CSection 32. “Any person violating any of the
provisions of the foregoing sections, shall forfeit
and pay to the use of the city, not less than three
dollars nor more than twenty dollars.”
The provisions of the foregoing sections will be
strictly enforced.
By order of the Board of Health.
J. W. REEKING, Mayor.
April 22d 1885.ap23d2awtfTh&M

AT IJ. S.

Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

In

HOLLAND SHADES.
We have a line of Holland Shades ou.genuine
Hartshorn Fixtures, in to different colors, which
we shall offer in connection with the above sale at

■

Par Value, $25 Per Share.

vast

Besides these special designs, we furnish tlie celebrated Walker, Magee and New Hub Ranges at
very low prices. Every range vve sell is warranted
to bake. Illustrated catalogues of our ranges mailed anywhere in New England on application.
Term, of Credit on above ranges, to residents
of Portland. $4 down and $1 per week until
paid,
or $4 per month If purchasers are paid
monthly.

WARE

TIN

SEWING CLASSES

system.

eodtf

EXCM.4XCE MT.

Will reopen at her residence, No. 119 Winter St.,

the earliest school age and
fitted lor the Grammar School or Mrs. Caswell’s
if desired.
CT.ASSES IN SEWING work on a tried

STREET.

Briggs,

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASS
ICAL STUDIES

—AND—

September 21st.
Pupils received

COE, THE HATTER,
197
jyii

eodtocl

DEERIN41, ME.

and

SILK HALS $2.25 IN

Will reopen Sept. 16,1885. Special attention is
given to the common and higher English branchClasses will
es, Arithmetic, Book-Keeping, etc.
recite twice a week in the History of the English Language as a supplement to the,study of
English Literature and English History; twice a
week in the IliNtory of Art, beginning with the
subject of Architecture; three times a week in
General Literature, beginning with the Odyssey and reading analytically the Iliad, the yEneid,
Paradise Lost, the Inferno, etc*.; four times a
week in Physiology; three times a week in
Geology, and one lecture a week in Mineralogy, with the study and free use <>f a collection
of 300 specimens and models; four times a week
in Greek, beginners’ class fitting for college;
three times a week each in French and German.
Special students will lie received in all
these classes. A large collection of;photographs
will be used in the teaching of history, mythology
and geography. English pronunciation a specialty in every class. So far as consistent with
the plan of the school, the discipline of the public
schools is maintained. Seats for day pupils and
places in the family may be secured by personal
application until July 1st and after Sept. 1st, or
y letter at any time. Children under twelve
years of age will not be .admitted unless they can
enter existing classes. Number of pupils limited.
Letters must be addressed to 96 Park Street.
WEMTBKOOK

Hats,

$17.00.

CITY

aprlo

je27

Hammocks,
Trunks,

194 RIDDLE STREET, Porilnnd.

January 1,1884.

Hats,

MOULTON,-

BANKERS

eodtf

ANNUAL COST SALE

First National Bank Building.

—

NO. 96 PARK ST.,

208 Middle Street,

■

>■

PORTLAND, ME.

1yl8

eodtf

Rockland.6s & 4s
hio. Pacific Gold.,6s
Anson.4s

FARRINGTON,

Under Falmouth Hotel,

JOYS.

SCHOOL FOR YOUNG LADIES & MISSES,

THE CLOTHIER AND FURNISHER,

$22.00.

One lot of 75 single-oven Ranges, complete with
ware, reduced from $20.00 to

CARDS.

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS,
No. 93 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

<*:S

STOVE DEPARTMENT.
We ask particular attention to this portion of
establishment.
One lot of 100 Double Oven Ranges, complete
with ware, reduced from $25 to

Manufacturers and Jobbers of

Mrs. Caswell's Parlor Glasses
AND

nil

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

LITTLE BLUE, Farmington. Maine*
aug4eodl5t Address A. H. ABBOTT. Principal*

Dy

jy3

on

ABBOTT FAMILY SCHOOL

—

FRED R.

UU.,

jyl4

CROCKERY DEPARTMENT.
In this Department we have made a sweeping
twenty-five per eent. reduction.
We otter an English Dinner Set of 124 Pieces of
tlie new square shape for 3!I.OO.
An English Decorated Tea Set of 44 Pieces $3.50.
An English Dinner Set of 112 Pieces. $10.50.
Term, of Credit oil above Sets, to residents
of Portland, $3 down and $1 per week until paid,
or $4 per Month, if purchasers arc
paid Monthly.
Our Crockery Department is fully stocked, and
tlie variety of Designs is fully matched by the cut
prices at which tlie Sets are marked. We have
Dinner Sets for from $12 to $50, and Tea Sets
from $5.50 to $12.

8M0. D Union

Herbert G.

je30cod2m

NEW STORE.

H.M.PAYSON&CO.

WOODBURY &

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

Boston, Mass., OLDEST in America; Largest
and Best Equipped In the WORLD—100 Instructors, 1971 Students last year. Thorough Instruction in
Vocal and Instrumental Music, Piano and Organ Tuning, Fine Arts, Oratory, Literature, French, German,
and Italian Languages, English Branches. Gymnastics,
etc. Tuition, $5 to $20; board and room,, $45 to $75
per term. Fall Term begins September 10,1885. For
Illustrated Calendar, giving full information, address,
E. TOUKJEE, Dir., Franklin Sq., BOSTON. Mass.

to be found in the market, and is selling them
low as first-class goods can be bought for.
I
don’t advertise to sell a customer twenty dollar
suits for ten dollars, bnt will guarantee to give
every customer his money’s worth. All goods
warranted as represented.

6s

Co.,

NEW ENGLAND

Gentlemen’s Furnishing Goods

BONDS !
State of Maine,
Portland Water Co.,
Tceds A Farmington,
Maine Central,
Biddeford A Saco Water

The Kt. Kev. H. A. NEELY. L>. 1).. President.
18th year opens Sept. 24tli. Terms $250 a year.
For circulars address the Rcr. Win. D. Martin, M. A., Prin.
jylleodlOw

-AJNED

mk E

BUSINESS

CATHARINE’S

CLOTHING

above Sets, to resident'

exhibition Parlor Suits in almost endless variefrom $50 to $150 Each, made from
and fresh Spriug Designs. Upholstered in a

were

BALL,
ST.
AUGUSTA. ME.
DIOCESAN SCHOOL EOR GIRLS.

KEEPS THE BEST LINE OF

on

Portland, $5 down and $1.25 per week until
paid, or $5 per month, if purchasers are paid
Monthly.
In addition to these two special offers we have

EDUCATIONAL.

rates.

Tetters of

to

of

We have also a large variety of Roxbury, Low
ell, Brussels and Moquette Carpets, together with
a full line of Rugs and Mats, all at prices largely
reduced from former figures.

our

PARLOR SUITS.

$35.00

CARPET DEPARTMENT.
One lot of several patterns All-Wool Carpets at
yard. One lot of 50 Pieces All-Wool
Extra Supers at tt5o. per ynrd. One lot 75
Pieces Tapestry, of standard make, at «3c. per

OOr. per

not shown any where

One lot of 75 MOHAIR PLUSH Parlor Suits.
SEVEN PIECES complete, including GENT’S
EASY CHAIR,
LARGE ARM NOISELESS
PLATFORM ROCKER, TWO-PART
BACK
SOFA and POUR LARGE SITTING CHAIRS
The FRAMES are BLOCKED and DOWELLED.
and are manufactured
from WARRANTED
KILN DRIED LUMBER.
REDUCED from

¥¥. H. MtKVtY £X

FRED R. FARRINGTON,

are

else in Boston.

Combination of Colors of Embossed Plush, Spun
I Silk or Hair Cloth, on which vve announce similar
| cut prices to those above mentioned.

Tit r<l.

$45.00.

$27.00.

Bags!

$30.00.
We Defy Competition in these Special Sets
above enumerated, Quality of Materials, Workmanship and Price being together considered.

§5 per month if purchasers receive their Pay

2.50

Hammocks and Carriage Robes Reduced !
A Fine and Elegant Line of Traveling

Exchange

Credit

janto

codlw

For the SECOND TIME within less than eighteen months, the GREAT HOUSE FURNISHING FIRM of

A

“

FARRINGTON.

ENLARGEMENTS!

WRITINC

RS,

Continental

bought and sold at

tVo.

vJ.

C.

aug!4

Mo. 218 Middle Street.

Washington

correspondents the President just before leaving for
his vacation administered a snub to his attorney-general and the commissioner of
pensions. The commissioner, without con-

tuv/iu,

BROWN & SONS,

BANK

doubt that the Dem-

of latitude and afford
of scope for the exercise of influence.

give

Suitings

fine

some

Light Weight Clothing, consistBoys’ sind Children’s wear at

tlieir immediate sale.

jy30

T B.

ocrats intend to make some kind of a raid on
the civil service law when Congress meet. A
considerable number of Democratic Congressmen are in favor of its repeal altogether, but
the majority see that too much odium would
attach to a move of that sort and will attempt
to modify the law so as to give the appointing power greater latitude in selection. Instead of the commission’s certifying the
three highest candidates and the appointing
power being restricted to these three it is
proposed to permit the appointing power to
choose (any one of the candidates who have
passed the examination without regard to
relative standing. This, it is obvious, will

ensure

for

I will say to my customers and to the

FINANCIAL.

The dispute between the Western Union
and Baltimore and Ohio Telegraph Compa-

There

stylish sind desirsiblc Suitings

which I shall sell

plaee.”

Senate.

J

iwuktu

into the lield of art criticism, and the vigorous impulse he gave to the accurate study
and sympathetic enjoyment of nature.
Among the professional journals compiled
in Paris in MS. is the Ron Guide, the organ
of beggars, containing information of great
utility in their calling. For a subscription
of eight sous a month they may consult it for
a few minutes daily.
It does not contain
literature or politics, and all the articles are
to the point. One may read; “Up-morrow
at noon, funeral of a rich man at the Madeleine ;” ‘‘Vt 1, marriage of a clerk, no importance;” ‘‘Wanted, a blind man, who plays
the flute;” or “A cripple for a watering

ticians that Mullen’s act was perfectly justifiable. If he was imposed upon it was his own

chiefly question of veracity,
Mr. Garrett says all the overtures for a sale
of the latter to the former have come from
the Western Union. Dr. Norvin Green on
the contrary alleges that the Baltimore and
Ohio has always been ready to meet the
Western Union more than half way, and
affirms moreover that the Baltimore & Ohio
was built simply with the view of compelling the Western Union to buy it out. He
says he has positive proof that Mr. Robert
Garrett has frequently asserted that he intended to play the American Union trick on
the Western Union. It is now Mr. Garrett’s
turn to make a statement.

vvujj/u/ii^ij

and, the church being soon vacated, the service was held.
With the exception of Tennyson, John
Ruskin is the last living member of the galaxy of early Victorian writers, and although
his later years have diminished, rather than
increased, his fame, his death, if it results
from his present illness, will revive the
memory of his brilliant and incisive essay

Impressively manifested.

a

Tolono, Guargr,

itself—as

suggested

Aledo, Diona, Nakoma and so on.
A curious incident occurred in the Parade

Bismarck once said to Jules Favre: “I
have little belief in the gratitude of individuals, and none at all in that of nations.” If
the German statesman had been
in this
country on the day of the Grant funeral he
would have been convinced that there is one
nation, at least, that is not ungrateful. If the

nies involves

ingenious air-

month’s vacation, he turned in thirty comic articles in a bunch, being one for every
day of his absence.
W. F. Conant, an inmate of the Concord,
N. H.,(asylum, was made violently insane, it

in an interview with
a New York reporter makes a good point on
the Congressional critics of his policy with

this

of

I have also
Summer Specialties.
Cashmere Shawls.
Chudda Shawls.
Knitting Material.
Thin Underwear.
Bathing Suits.
Embroidery Materials.
W riting Materials.
Berman Favors.
Progressive Euchre Sets.
Eaces and Ribbons.
Japanese Decorations.
Tissue Paper for Flowers.

a

Ex-Secretary Teller

to be

an

Lulu Hurst, who created such an excitement, last winter, by public exhibition of her
marvelous alleged strength, has lost her
magnetic power, but not until she has saved
$50,000 out of her exhibition.
A Brooklyn paper says of Alden, the, funny man of the New York Times editorial
staff, who has been appointed consul general
at Rome, tliar one time, when about to take

same

beer which he glorifies for the sake of votes.

seems

I have decided to offer my entire stock of Iflcilium stud

AS IT WERE.

A grandson of Mrs. Partington (B. P. Shillaber) is to enter Columbia college this year.
Land Is going for 25 cents per acre at sheriffs' sales in two or three counties in Geor-

murdering her mother for the purpose of obtaining the insurance on her life. The Maxwell-Preller affair, however it may turn out,
was a desperate deed committed for the same
purpose. Life insurance is getting to be a
great temptation to crime.

President

ThM&wnrm

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.

The gracious philosophy of life insurance
is often perverted to base and desperate uses.
A Kansas woman lias just been convicted of

regard to the grass leases.

Sale of

Down

Druggiwt*,

Howard’s Letter to the Globe.
It would do your heart good to look at Delmonico’s cafe to-night. AVhile there I saw
Boss Hubert 0. Thompson, who really made
Cleveland the Democratic nominee, and who
now controls absolutely the patronage of the
custom house.

Ga.,

English workingmen

iuiiiuicrlMediciue.

prices that will

The Whig wants to know why the Commercial has changed its opinion of Chairman
Brown? Because it has found him out.
the mayor’s mission.
Philadelphia Rress.
Mayor Smith has gone to Niagara Falls.
We trust he will notice particularly the quality of the water up there.

Mark

SUMMER CLOTHING FUR CASH!

?

Bangor Commercial.

FARRINGTON’S

J.

Grand

ing

editor bass explains.

it is.

C.

WHIG.

Boston Record.
The President is undoubtedly loaded down
with offers of bait to use during liis fishing
trip. It is understood that a box of herring
for bait, addressed to him and expressed
from Portland, passed through here yesterday. Office seekers who live by the sea thus
give themselves away.

ing in ajstoek of statistics on the tariff question. When they get through they will
doubtless be of the opinion that the tariff is

is this

ORIGINAL

WHO sent it

The Treasury Department, two or three
Congressional committees, the Labor Bureau and the State Department are all lay-

of

that beset the traveller or household at this season, have little influence on those protected by a
timely use of Sanford’s Ginger, the Delicious
Summer Medicine.
As a pure fruit stimulant for the aged, mentally
and physically overworked, for delicate females,
especially mothers, and as a means of reforming
those addicted to an excessive use of alcoholic
stimulants, it is invaluable.
Beware of worthless “gingers” said to be as
good as Sanford’s. Insist upon having

State seal.

The Bangor Commercial explains that when
it supported the Hon. S. S. Brown for the
chairmanship of the State Democratic committee it had not found him not. It would
be interesting to know what it lias found out
since to cause its present bitterness against
him.

curse

Unripe fruit, impure water, unhealthy climate
unwholesome food, malaria, epidemic, aud contagious diseases, cholera, cholera morbus, cramps,
pains, indigestion, diarrhoea, colds, chills, simple
fevers, exhaustion, nervousness, or loss of sleep

GINGER,
GINGER, SANFORD’S
Mold by
Grocer*, and Dealer*.

SANFORD’S
The Deliciouti

Danger

Year of

a

Boston Globe.
Judging from his expressive countenance,
we should say the honor of being the original Mugwump belongs to the Indian on onr

It turns out now that the story attributed
to Maxwell to the effect that Prellcr was not
dead, but that the whole business was a put
up job to cheat an insurance company was
the invention of a San Fransisco reporter.

a

being in jail,

This is

With tlie threatened advent of cholera among
us, behooves every one to check at the outset
those little Ills which, neglected, become prostrating diseases.
Cholera finds Its victims among the debilitated,
worn out, and weakly, and those of sensitive
stomachs and poor digestion.
Sanfobd’s Ginubk. compounded of Imported
Ginger, Choice Aromatics, and French Brandy,
convenient, speedy and safe, is the quintessence
of all that is preventive, and curative in medicines.
It is sure to check summer complaint, prevent
indigestion, destroy disease germs in all the water
drunk, restore the circulation when suspended by
a chill, and ward off malarial, contagious, and epidemic Influences. Ask for

je29
THE

not remains to be seen.

good enoughias

of

waiting.

_

England

there isja

qualify by reason

lie expected to live up to his recommendations through such a protracted period of

another

one?

erous or

Louis Globe-Democrat.

that lie was placed in confinement between
the time of the filing of his recommendations
and the time when the case was reached and
the appointment made. This shows nothing
so clearly as that the administration ought
to dispense the patronage more rapidly. A
Democratic office seeker cannot reasonably

the President expected as muchi
and “took to the woods,” to get rid of hearing what is said about the pardon of Mullen.

their countries.

WAY OF REASONING.

It is given out in explanation of the appointment of a man as postmaster in Maine

Possibly

just

which the

put

iners

MISCELLANEOUS.

FARLEY,

4 EXCHAiVUE STREET.
mar-t

eodly

•*. t ll SFS nuil ( I KE,
who was deaf twenty-eight

iii'
by one
I'Yl'vk
UuMIUIiN'
years.
Treated by most of the noted specialists of the
('uml
benefit,
no
in
with
three
himself
day

months, and since then hundreds of others by
A plain, simple anil successful
same process.
home treatment. Address T. S. PAGE, 128 East
2«th St., New York City.
Jy20eod4w*

TgE

Metropolitan Elevated.12o

MONDAY MORNING, AUG. 17.

Manhattan Elevated. 95%
New York Elevated.144
Northern Pacific common. 23%

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

do preferred. jay*
Oregon .. 80
Pittsburg & Fort Wayne.13«

Juue

'18, I8M.

Pittsburg.141

OFFICE HOURS:
From 7.30 a. m. to 8.00 p. m., Sundays excepted.
Sundays, open lor Carriers and General Delivery,
from 9 to 10 a. m.
DEPARTURE OF MAILS.
Boston aud intermediate offices—Arrive at 12.05
p. III. Close at 8.15 a. ill., 12.00 and 9.00 p. ill.
Boston and the West—Arrive at 12.05,6.15,8.25
and 11.10p.m. CloseatS.lo a. m., 12.00, 5.15
and 9.00 p. in.
via Boston & Maine
Intermediate or Way
Railway—Arrive at 12.20 and 8.25 p. m. Close at
ARRIVAL

AND

Mails,

8.15 a. m. and 12.00p. m.
(treat Southern & Western—Arrive at 12.05,5.15,
8.25 and 11.10 p. m. Close at 8.15 a. in., 12.00,
5.15 and 9.00 p.m.
Bangor and connecting routes—Arrive at 1.10
p. m. Close at 11.45 a. m. and 9.00 p. m.
Augusta aud connecting loutes—Arrive at 9.00
Close at 11.45 a. m., 4.40
a. an, and 1.10 p. ni.
and 9.00 p. m.
Northwestern,via
Grand Trunk Railway
Morning
—Arrive at 8.45 a. m. Close at 9.00 a. m.
at 2.05 aud 9.00
Auburn—Arrive
and
Lewiston
Close at 6.15, 11.45 a. m.,
a m. and 1.10 p.m.
m.
9.00
4.40 and
p.
Eastport, via each steamer—Arrive at 6.00 a. m.
Close at 4.40 p. m.
Foreign Mails, via New York, day previous to
sailing of steamers—Close at 8.15 a. m.
Express, Augusta, Baugor aud the East—Arrive
at 2.05 a. m. Close at 9.00 p. m.
Skowhegan. intermediate offices and the North—
Arrive at l.lOp. m. Close at 11.40 a. m.
Skowhegan also closes at 9.00 p. m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R.—
Arrive at 12.45 p. m. Close at 12.45 p. m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island—Close
at 11.46 a. m. aud 9.00 p. in.
Swantou, Vt.,andinterinediateofflces,via F.S 0.
R. R.—Arrive at 8.15 p. ill. Close at 7.45 a. m.
Bartlett. N.H., and intermediate offices, via P.&
O. R. R.—Arrive at 9.00 a. m. Close at 11.45 a. m.
Worcester. Mass., and intermediate offices, via
P. & R, R. R Arrive at 1.00 p. in. Close at 12.30
—

p.

m.

Rochester, N.H.,aud intermediate offices, via P.
& It. R. It.—Close at 7.00 a. m.
Carriers’ deliveries are made daily (Sundays excepted) iu the business portion or the city at 7.00
and 10.00 a. m., 12.20, 1.40 and 6.00 j). ill. In
other sections at 8.00 a. in., 1.40 and 6.00 p.m.
Collections are made on week days at 7.00 and
11,00 a. m., aud 4.00 and 8.00 p. m. On Sundays
at 6.00 p.

m.

WIT AND WISDOM.

Carpets

bought by the yard and

are

foot.

worn

Philadelphia.New York..Lagnayra...Aug

by the

“Quincy troubledjme for twenty years. Since I
started using Dr. Thomas's Eclectric Oil, have not
had an attack. The Oil cures sore throat at once.”
Mrs. Letta Conrad, Standish, Mich.
Mistress: “Well, Bridget, is there a fire in my
room?” Bridget (a new importation): “Sure,
mum, yis,|there’s a fire—hut it’s out.”

Pacific Mail. 49%

Pullmau'Car.120

Richmond & Danville. 73ya

Reading.

New York

Mining

Scott's Emulsion on Pure Cob Liver Oil
Htpophosphites in Consumption and
Wasting Diseases. Dr. C. W. Barrington,
Pittsburg, Pn., says: “I til ink your Emulsion oj
Cod Liver Oil is very useful in consumption and
wasting diseases.”
An Irishman wrote thus to the wife of a sick
brother: “if Jamie isn’t dead yet, remoind him
of the twenty shillings he owes me on the pigs;
if he is, tell Lint not to give himself any consurrun
about it.

Congress Yeast Powder possesses all tho good
qualities of a baking powder, while it contains
none of their injurious ingredients.

{

Mining Stocks.

(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCISCO. Aug. 15.1885.—The follow
are
Ing
closing official quotations of mining stocks
to-day:
Best (St Belcher. 2%
Bodie. 194
Gould & Curry. iya
Hale & Norcross.1. (1%
Opliir. 1%
Savage. 3 Vs
Utah. 1
Con. Cala. & Va. 2
Chollar. 1%
Yellow Jacket. 1%
Crown Point. 1%
Sierra Nevada. 1%

I
\ High
60 No 2

Flour.

X

<3 raiu.

Mixed Corn.58@59
do, ear lots..57*68
Corn, bag lots.... 60*61
68*59
00*5 25 Meal, hag lots
Oats, car lots.43*44
50
Oats,
bag
lots—44*45
75*6
! Cotton Seed,
76*5 4)0! car lots..27 00*27 50
60*5 75 Cottonseed,

Superfine and
low grades..3 25*3
Sonng and
XX Spring..6

—

Patent Spring
Wheats.6
Michigan Winter straights4

do roller_5
St Louis Win-

L»aglots..£8 60*29 00
Sack’dBr’n,
car lots.. 17 50*18 00
do bag... 18 50*19 00
WinterWLeat
Patents.5 75@G 251 Midlings,crl8 00*21 00
do bag.... 20 00*22 00
Fish.
25*5
75*6

..5
do roller_5

straights.

50
00

Provisions.
Cod, Ip qtl—
Large Sliore3 25*3 50 PorkBacks....14
00
Bank3
00*14
75*4
Large
Clear.13 00*13
Small.2 75* 3 00
12
Mess
Cod3
50*4
OQ
English
00*12
Pollock.1 76*2 5b Mess Beef..11 00*11
Ex. Mess.ll 50*12
Haddock.1 50*2 00
12 00*12
Plate
Hake.1 75*2 25
Ex Plate. 12 75*13
Herring—
Scaled © bx... 14* 18c Lard—

1.12gl5c

Tubs

25
50
50

50
00
50

6o

lb..7

*7Lie
*7*4c
Shore 1. 10 00*13 50!
Palls.714*8 c
No. 2, 5 00*6 501 Hams $> lb. 10y2*llc
Large 3s.I covered.. 13 *14e
Oil.
Medium.2 50*3 50|
No.

bbl—

Mackerel

Tierces.. ..7

Small.2 25*3 00! KeroseneCranberries—
Cape Cod...

G^c
Water White. 934 c
Devoe Brill’t..*—12y2e
Pratt’s Astral...12*14c
Port. Kef. Pet.

Produce.
—

—

Maine.
Pea Beaus.. ..1 75*1 85 Ligonia.l(H4c
Mediums.. 1 75*1 75 Silver White. 9y2c
German md.l 40*1 50 Centeimial—i
1014c
Weeds.
Yellow Eyes1 90*2 00
3 00*3 251 Ked Top.2 25*2 37
Onions
Potatoes, bush
45*501 Timothy Seed2 00*2 10
—

—

—

16*17c lClover.10y2@llc

Eggs Apdoz..
lb
Chickens

18*20c

Raisins.

Fowls
lb.
13@15c Muscatel.3 00*4 00
S.Potatoes.$6 00*$6 60 London Lay’r 3 00*3 35
Rutter.
Ondura.
10*13 c
Creamery©’ lb 22*24c I Valencia.Gy^lOVfe
Gilt Edge Ver 20*24c I
Apples.
Choice. 18*20c New w crate 1 00*1 50
Good. 15* 16c I Evaporated,lb
8@llc
Store. 10*12c 1 Dried Apples. 3y2@4y2
Sliced do
Cheese.
4*4*5
Vermont...
Oranges.
8y2@9c
Mesina.4 00*4 25
N. Y. fact’y 8y2g9c

Wugur.f

Ijemons.

Granulated
lb....6%ciPalermo.6 50*7 50
Extra C.6%cl

Receipts.

PORTLAND, Aug. 15,1885.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Port-

land 31

necting
dise.

miscellaneous merchandise; for conroads, J91 ears*’ miscellaneous merchan-

cars

@

@

12

a-

Combine ana delaine—
Fine and No 1 combing.32
Fine delaine.30
Low and course.24
Medium unwashed.23
Low unwashed.20

GREEN’S LANDING, Aug 14—Ar, sells Albert
Babson; Cordova, Allen; Elilora, Goss; J B StinStinson, and Annisquam, Billings, coastwise
ports.

@23

California.10
Texas.14
Canada pulled.20
Do Combing.
Smyrna washed.18
Unwashed.10
Buenor

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

@ 30
@26

@

@

@
@

<£
@
@

Ayres.2(1

son,

23
24
28

Ship Indiana, of Bath, Capt McCobb. which arrived at Queeustow'ii 10th inst from San Francisco, made the passage in 104 days. Ship Austria, of Bath, once made the run in 1 1 days.

20
15
28
30
29

Montevideo.20
Cape Good Hope.26 @
Australian.32 @40
Donskoi.20 @ 23
In the Wool market there continues to be considerable activity and full prices have been obtained.

and Tallow :

are

Portland quotations

FROM

Hides

Ox and Steer Hides 90 ps and over, Gy2c
C
c
Ox and Steer Hides under 90 lbs

p lb
p lb
p lb
4
tlBull and Stag Hides, all weights—
p lb
■Calfskins.10
p lb
■Sheep Skins.50c@$l each
Lamb Skins.40&45C each
Light and Deacon Skins.25®35c each
c p lb
Rendered Tallow.5
2y2e & lb
Rough Tallow.
—

ftCow Hides, all weights.G

c
c

Press Stock List.
Par Value. Offered. Asked.
Descriptions.
111
State of Maine bonds.109
115
Portland City Bonds,Municipal —100
120
Portland City Bonds, aid R.R.194
102
Bath City Bonds.100
111
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years.109
107
Calais City Bonds. 103
54
52y2
CumberlandNational Bank.. 40
169
Canal National Bank.100 1G7
145
First National Bank.100 143y2
122
Merchants’National Bank.. 75 120
144
National Traders’ Bank.100 142
102
100
Portland Company.
GO
58
Portland Gas Company. 50
A. *|K. R. R. Bonds.
105Vs
107Vs
123
121 Vs
Maine Central R.R. Bonds 7s
110
Leeds & Farming*tn R.R. bd 100 108
111
Portland & Ken. R.R. Bonds 100 109
liumford Falls & B.R.R. Receiver 1st 7s.
105
107
104
Portland Water Co. Is.
103
Portland

*•

Daily

2s.
3s.

106

108
110

108

Boston Stock Market.
The following quotations of stocks are received

daily:

(By Telegraph.)

A. T. fc ». F. 69
Mexical Central 7s. 40%
Roll TflUnbnnn
202
New York & New England. !21Vs
Flint & Fere Marquette preferred.80
Flint Si Pere Marquette common.
Boston & Lowell Itailroad.120

Boston & Maine Itailroad.170V8
Eastern-Railroad. 52%
Boston & Albany Itailroad.

New York Stock and Money Market.
(lly Telegraph.)
NEW YORK, Aug. 15, 1885.—Money on call
continues easy on call at |is,2 per cent, closing
1 i/j; prime mercantile paper 4<i5. Foreign ExGovchange is unchanged at 4 85% and 14 87.
ernments steady. State bonds have received some
attention, and quotations for some of the southern issues are a little higher, while in other cases
they are steady, itailroad bonds active and strong.
The stock market has been active.
Tiie transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 323.400 shares.
Tiie following are today’s closing,, quotations of
Government securitirs:
United States bonds, 3s.102%
United States bonds, 4V2s, reg.111%
United States bonds, 4%s, coup.112%
United States bonds, 4s, reg.122%
United States bonds, 4s, coup.122%
Pacific Os. ’33.125
The following are today's clo-slng quotations of

Stocks;
Chicago & Alton.136%
Chicago & Alton preferred.150
Chicago,Burlington & Quincy.128%

Erie.!. 17 Vi
Eric preferred. 34

Central.132
Lake Shore.
743/3
Michigan Central. 073/3
New .Jersey Central.
51%
Northwestern.
102%
Northwestern preferred.
138%
New York Central.yoo
Rock Island.
12044
Illinois

..

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON, Aug. 16, 1885.—The following are today’s quotations of Provisions, etc.:
Pork—Long cut 13 00@13 50; short cuts 13 50
@14 00; backs 13 50@14 00; lieht backs 12 50@
13 00; lean ends 13 00@13 50; prime mess 13 00
@13 50; extra prime 11 00@11 50; mess 11 50@
11 75.
Lard 6%@7V4c
ib for tierces; 7V2@7%c for
10-lb pails; 78/i@8c for 5-ib pails; 8@8V4c for3-tb
pails.
Hams at 10@1 OVic p lb, according to size and
cure; small lldllVic.
Butter—Northern creamery, good to choice new,
20@21e; fancy higher; New York and Vermont
new dairy 16@17c; extra Western fresh made
creamery 19@20c; common to good at 16@18c;
Western' ladle packed 10@12c; do fair to good 9@
11c; imitation creamery, choice, 12@12Vie. Jobbing prices range higher than these quotations.
Cheese—Choice Northern'at 7y2@7%C; lower
grades according to quality; Western at 7@7*4c.
Eggs—Eastern 10@lC.Vie; fancy 17c ;New York
and Vermont 16c; North 15c;Western 14® 14Vi;
Island at 15c.
Beans—Choice large hand picked peas at 1 40®
1 45
bush; choice New York small hand picked
do 1I60@1 65; fancy -; small Vt. hand picked peas
1 60@1 65; common to good 1 40@1 45c; choice
screened do at 1 40 ;hand picked md at 1 40 a 146;
choice screened dr, 1 30@1 40; common do, 1 10
@1 20;choice improved yellow eyes at 1 05@1 70;
old fashioned yellow eyes at 1 60@1 65; red kidneys 1 80@1 85.
Fruit—Evaporated apples 0 Vi@7 Vic V* Ibjancy
8c, and North and East quartered and sliced 4c.
Messina oranges 4 50@5 00; Palermo do 4 00@
4 50. New apples 2 25@2 76 )> bbl.

_

Chicago

Cattle Market.

(By Telegraph.)
CHICAGO,! Aug. 15,1885.—Cattle—Receipts 2,200 head; shipments 1000 head; about steady;
shipping steers 4 45@5 90; Stockers and feeders
at 2 75@4 25 ; cows, bulls and mixed 1
Texans at 2 90@4 lOpWestern rangers,

none re-

ceived.

Hogs—Receipts 8,000 head; shipments 3000;
steady: rough and mixed 3 90@4 25; packing and
shipping at 4 25@4 60; light at 4 00@4 85; skips
3 O0@3 90.
Dft
.'wv

weak;

Lambs

natives 2 00@3
1 75@3 50.

iiv.au

90;

2

00@3

Torrey, Hayti.)
RICHMOND. VA—Ar 14th, sell L
Harding, Kennebec.

Hartford & Erie 7s.
Missouri Pacific.
H oust oi£& .Texas.
Hannibal & St. Jo.

20
93 Va

FALL RIVER, August 15, 1885.—Print cloth
market—Production, 60,000 pieces; sales, 172,600; deliveries, 161.000 ; stock on hand, 168,000,
The market is firm with prices for 60x56 at 2 1316@2V*c; 64x64, 3%c.

NEW YORK, Aug. 15,1885.—Flour is dull and
drooping; sales 8,400 bbls; State at 3 25(6:5 25;
Ohio 3 6565 25; Western 3 2565 25; Southern at

75@6 50.
Wheat unsettled, depressed and *4@l3/sc lowwith a fair business ;No 1 White nominal ;sales
8,000 bush No 2 Red for August at 97c; 672.000
bush do for September at 9784@98%c; 1,176,000 bush'do October at 99%c(6.1 00*4 ; 96,000 bu
do November at 101*4©102; 96,000 bush do
3

er;

December 1

03%@1 03% : receipts 95,500 bush.
Corn shade lower;; mixed Western spot at 52@
54c; do future 49*4(653%ic; sales 416,000 bush;
receipts 40,500 bush.
Oats Vs@14c lower; State at 35642c;) Western
at 33@42c; sales 190,000 bush,including No 2 for

firm.

Sririts Turpentine weak at 35% c.
Rosin steady at 1 12%@1 20.
Tallow dull at 5c.
Chicago, Aug. 15, 1885.—Flour market quiet
Winter 4 8565 25; Michigan 4 50@5 00; Wisconsin 4 50@5 00; Seconds 4 00@4 50; Patents at
300(6(5 50; Minn. Bakers 3 45(64 25; soft Spring
3 35(64 00; low grades 2 25@3 00. Rye flour at
3 00(6(3 85. Wheat weak -.August at 82% @84%c.
closing 82% 683c; No 2 Spring 83(6-84% c.closinn
83c; No 3 at 75%@757c; No 2 Red at 90 690 V2 ;
No 3 at 80@86%c. Corn steady; August at 4534
6.46c. closing 45%c. Oats weak ;August at 25%
6 256/8C; closed 25%c.
Rye is lower ;No 2 at 57.
Pork steady at 9 15(69 27%. Lard dull at 0 20(5
22 %. «Boxed Meats steady—shoulders at 4 15(a
4 30; short rib 5 42%@5 47% ; short clear ai
5 90@5 95.
Receipts—Flour 7,000;bbls; wheat 29,000 bush
corn 271,000]bush.oats 105,000 bush, rye 10.00C
bush, barley 2000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 11,000 bbls, wheat 114,00(
corn 258,000 bush, oats 91,000 bush, ry<
bush,|
IUU\ Ixieh Kovl.-.I! f\l\r\l\ K.icK

Red 92 q 9314 c; No 1 White at 89%c asked.
Receipts—Wlieat 68,900 bush.

European Markets.
(BY Telegraph.)
LONDON, Ang. 15,[1885—Consols 1001-16.
LONDON, Aug. 15, 1885—U. S. 4%s, 115%
LIVERPOOL, Aug. 15, 1885—Cotton marke
flat; uplands 5%d; Orleans 5 9-10d; sales 5001
bales; speculation and export 500 bales.
LIVERPOOL, Aug 15,1885—Winter wheat i ,
firm at 7s®7s 2d; spring wheat Csl0d®7s00d

California average 6s 9d^t,7s lid; clubai7sld(f
7s 3d; Corn at 4s 7d; Peas 5s 8d. Provisons, etc.Pork[55s; bacon 31s od for short clear and 30s Oi I
for long clear; lard,prime Western 33s Od;clieese
good to fine 38s 6d. Tallow 27s.
LONDON. Aug. 15, 1885—[Beerbohm's repor :
to Merchants’ Exchange.] Floating cargoes o 1
wlieat slow. Cargoes on the passage of wliea
slow, and corn steady. At Liverpool wheat dul 1
deprdssed, and corn depressed.

25ys

Havana Market.

[By Telegraph.]

HAVANA. Aug. 16, 1885—The sugar marke
during the past week lias been equally as quiet a:
that of the preceding week. Foreign news is re
garded as favorable and sustains t he pretension: ;
of holders, which are too high for Olivers, al
though tile latter offered better prices. The clos
ing was quiet but steady at nominal quotations.
Muscovado sugar, "common to fair. 4%<s
5 reals gold per arrolie; centrifugal, 92 to 91
degrees polarization, 5Vs%QVs reals ill lilids
bags and boxes.
Stocks in warehouses at Havana and Matanza:
33,900 boxes. 432,000 bags, 24,600 hogsheads
receipts during week, 765 boxes, 3,600 bags
and 500 lilids; exports
during the week, 80(
boxes, 3,900 bags and 1,600 hwls, of which al
bags and lilids to tlie United States.
Freights nominal.
Exchange firm and unchanged.

SAILINC DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FROM

FOR

Wyoming.New York.. Liverpool... Ang li

9.25
10.55

7.60
10.20

Diamond.

Little

P. M.

A. M.

1.15
2.30
3.46
5.00
6.35
8.00
10.25

6.20
7.40
9.35
11.10

P. M.
1.20
2.35
3.50
5.10
6.45
7.45
10.30

P. M.

A. M.

P. M.

2.00
3.15
4.30
6.00

7.50
9.20

2.20

M.

P. M.

A. M.

7.55
9.25
10.55

2.25
3.40
5.30

8.00

9.30
11.00

10.15

Leave Forest City
Landing, P. 1.

Little Diamond.
P. M.
A. M.
2.35
7.4o
3.60
9.35
11.05
6.45
0.15

P. M.
2.30
3.45
5.35
0.25

lowell, Augusta, Waterville and Bangor only
This train must be taken at Congress Street sta
tion as It is a through train from Boston to
Harbor.
The 11.15 p. in. train also runs through to Bar
Harbor a and may be taken at Portland station.
$The 11.15 p. in. train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sun
days included, but not through to Skowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter or
beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar Harbor, on
Trains are due in Portland as follows:
ing trains from Augusta and Bath
Lewiston, 8.40 a. m.; the day trains

8.30

foggy nights and the

on

ArooMtook County, 12.30 p. 111., via I^ewinton, 12.35 and fll.l5p. ni.. via Auguxta; and
for Bangor at 5.15 p. in.; for Baugor A Pit
eatnqui* K. R., til. 13 p. in., for Hkowhegan, Belfast and Dexter,12.30.12.35.111-15
p. m.; Waterville, 6.45 a. in., 12.30, 12.35,
5.15 and til.15 p. in.; for Augusta, Hal
lowell, fiardiner and Brunswick, 6.45
a. in., 12.35, 5.15, tll.lSp. in.; Bath, 6,45 a.
in., 12.35, 5.15 p. in., and on Saturdays only at
11.15 p. in.; Rockland and Knox A l.in« oln B. B., 6.45 a. m.,
12.35, and on Saturdays only at 6.15 a. m-, Auburn and E.ewistoii at 8.20 a. ill., 12.30, 5.10 p. ni.; Lewiston
via Brunswick, 6.45 a. ni., til.15 p. ill.;
Farmington, Monmouth, Winthrop and
Tlnranncook, 8.20 a. m. 12.30 p.m.; OakNorth
land
and
Anson, 12.3.0 p. ill.;
Farmington via Brunswick,6.45 a. Ill, and
12.35 p. m.
From Congress Ntreet at 12.33 p. m..
Fast express train for KHaworth and Bnr
Harbor,stopping at Brunswick, Gardiner, Hal-

Sunday mornings.

Leave

Trefethens.

Evergreen.
A.

3.35
5.40

10.50

Leave

Leave

Leave
Great Diamond.

P. M.

A

On and after

the

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO
“Delightful Sail Twenty Miles down Cas
eo Bay Among the Islands.”
“Gordon’

and after June 28,1885, Steamer
ON will
leave daily from Custom House Wharf
viz:

Portland, asifollows,
For Long Island, Little Chebeague, Jenks am
East End G t. Chebeague and Harpswell, 9.30 a.m.

gor and all intermediate stations and connecting
roads at 12.50 and 12.55 p.m.; the afternoon
trains from Maranacook, Waterville, Augusta,
Bath. Rockland and Lewiston at 6.35 p. m.; Flying Yankee at 5.45 p. m.; the night Pullman Express train at 1.60 a. m.

CStar

CITY

OF

Spoken.

nm

First-class storage for Flour,

Fish,

Cotton and other inerchaudi.se in tin
Portland Sugar House.
Warehouse receipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
J- S. DOUGLASS, Agent,
No. 397 Commercial Street#
jyl4dtf

do

KFTl'RIVINCt: Leaves Machiasport every
Monday and Thursday morning for Mt. Desert
Ferrv, and there connecting with trains for Bangor, Portland and Boston, and leaves the Ferry
same forenoon for Portland via all landings and
connecting with night Pullman and early morning
trains for Boston.
l.imiteil Tickets, first ami second class, for
nil

ADET

follows (weather permitting):
Leave Franklin Wluiri at 6.46, 7.45, 9.00,10.30 a.
ill., 1.00. 2.00, 3.15, 4.30, 0.10,7.30,9.30 p. m.
Leave Peaks’Island 6.20, 8.00,9.20,11.00 a. m.,
1.25,2.20,3.45,5.05,6.25,7.45,10.20 p.m. Leave
Cushing's Island6.00, 8.15, 9.45,10.45 a. in., 1.15,
2.46, 3.30. 4.45, 6.50, 8.00, 9.45 p. m. Leave
White Head 6.10, 9.30 a. m., 2.30, 4.65J6.40p. m.
Round trip tickets with admission to the Garden
for 20 cents; children 15 cents.
MIINDAY TIME TABLE.
Leave Franklin Wharf 9.30,10.30 a. m., 12.30,
2.00. 3.00 p. in. Leave Peaks’Island 9.45,11.00
Leave Cushing’s Isa. m.. 1.00, 2.15, 5.00 p. m.
land 10.00. 10.45 a. m„ 12.45, 2.30, 4.45 p. m.
on
Head
to
White
No trips
Sunday.
J. B. COYLK, Jr., Manager.
aug!5dtf
will
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Cancer of tlie

Summer

a

criminal

£

DR.

c.

W.

Drawing Room Gars
—

ROCHESTER,
NASHUA,

WOLFE’S
SCHIEDAM ARO

The United States Government have used it fi r
years. These are some of the best diploma s
that we receive, same from Hospitals and Pliysh
ians of all countries that have ever tried it, an 1
are the noli/ kind, as we never offer Murdock
Liquid Food for award of Medals at Fairs it bein
the only Kaw Condensed Food known.
Find an instance on record of any honest mam
faeturers of anything ever taking essays wrltte
on a different article to sell their product by, <
trade-mark of other manufacturers, or sellin B
their product by five or six names, as foreign t “
eaeli as an extract of one teaspoon of molasses t
one barrel of water, which would not have tl
value of one grain of white sugar, which It migl t
be represented to he, to parties not knowing ii s
value.
Tins we can prove by these counterfeiters pul
fishing without our authority essays, see the r
pamphlet 1885 in Chicago and Boston, on Coi idensed Raw Food read before the American Med ical Association at Richmond. Va..and Wasilin
ton, 1). C’.. to show the value of their Extract.
THEY KNOWING, and every one can by wri
mg to the secretary of the association, or the a
thors or by referring to the essays in our pamp
lets, that the essays read were on Itlie value
Murdock’s Liquid Food, it being the only Co
densed Raw Food known.
Not satisfied with this they publish (witlioi
authority) eases taken from our Hospital report
the same are in our advertisements, as well as >i

TIC

As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &e.,
the Aromatic Schnapps Is superior to
every other preparation for these purposes. A public trial of over 30 years
duration in every section of our country
of Udolpho Wolfe’s Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale unequaled by any
other distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

1 UDOLPHO WOLFE’S SON &
CO.,
18
BEAVEll
STREET,
;

publish.

There never was an essa Y
read before any Medical As
sociation or Society in th a
world on Raw Food Extract 3
or condensed Raw Food, ex
cept on Murdock’s Liqui 1
■

Food.
en.

We solicit cases tliat have not yielded und
past operations, or are too weak and exhausted
l>e operated on. Such cases we can buildup in tv
to four weeks, enabling the patient to have n )t
only a safe but a successful operation, as relap
has never followed In any ease that we have ha
One Hospital assigned to the members of ai

■I!

ai

vate case if lie
Or any physician can have a bed
we will take charge of the patient.

ai

Enabling any

physician
so desires.

MURDOCK’S

NEW

bed for

a

assigned,

LIQUID FOOD CO.,

p

1y

n
Seri
ra

131
lei

MEDTCATED
FOR TREATMENT OF HEMORRHOIDS

£3
l||

More than twenty-five per cent of its lg|
weight is due to the best remedial ISI
agents known to the profession, -by
whom it is conceded that in incor- 111
porating them with Toilet Paper there 1*1
is a certainty of application and hene-151
fit otherwise unattainable. TTnsolicited letters testify to its remarkable
curative properties.
One thousand fejl
sheets contain more of these
dies than any fifty-cent package oils I
Pile Ointment. Each roll is securely

Kjl

pi

|2

|g

|j§j|
Sgl
rcme-lgjl
|j|
M
|Sl
g wrapped in Tin Foil, and where it
jgl
of
will
ISI
be
the
not
§
Trade,

!g

fe
§

can-

procured

B

|I

we

IeI
Deliver Free on receipt of price.
1000 Sheet Roll 50 cts. 1 Sample Packet 19 eta. Ill
HOLLAND &

Me.

CO., Portland,
F.^F.
1° !!: ii.^iayM-st»N.

jcl

fffl

L. C. GILSON. M. D„

eotlGm

jelO

ABOUT^

"All
the wonderful and
"
The unrivalled and peerless
And note the following

miraculous
medicines."

cures."

THOMAS’ ECLECTRIC
made the following cures, proof of

proprietors can

furnish

on

OIL

which

has
the

application.

4

II
r

Is Wnnauleil to Cure

^%

ECZEMA, TETTERS, HUMORS,
INFLAMMATION, milk crust,

|
l

ALL ROUGH SCALY ERUPTIONS, 2
= DISEASES OF HAIR AND SCALP, j
& SCROFULA, ULCERS, PIMPLES,
AND TENDER ITCHINGS on all
!
j u parts of the body. It makes tile skin white, j ;
a soft and smooth; removes tail andfreckles, IT
and is the BEST toilet dressing IN THE WOKB1 )
Elegantly put up, two bottles in one package, cor:
sisting both of internal and external treatment.
All first-class druggists have it.
SI per package
o

Toothache—in

5 minutes

Earache.“

3

Backache.“

3

Hours

Lameness.“

3

Days

Coughs.“

20

“

Hoarseness..

“

1

minutes
Hour

~

Colds.“ 24 Hours
“
Sore Throat.. “ 12

»

my 13

dtlmnrm

I IMPORTED

WINES and LIQUORS
OK ALL KINDS,

ed times without number by the timely use of Downs’ Elixir. It will cure

Croup,

Pleurisy,

Lung Fever, and all diseases of the
Throat, Chest and Lungs, when
F°r
by 5,1
other remedies fail.
EENS7, JOEHSOH 4 LOSE, Prop’s, Burllagtoa, Vt.

FOR SALK BY

R. STANLEY & SON,
NO. 410 FORE ST.,
Managers

Also General

Importers

PORTLAND, ME.

for New England for tlr
Celebrated

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING WATER
FROM

HARK1BON,

MAINE

Asthma,
Whooping-Cough,

Bronchitis,

DIRIliO MIXERIL WATER.
Iced water ruins digestion: Dirigo Water ii

proves it; is always palatable, refreshing ai
healthful. Delivered daily, cool and refrcshii
from tile spring. Our Improved cans will keep tl
water cool from 30 to 43 hours; use of cans ire
water per gallon 10 cents.

RUNDLETT BROS., Proprietors,
Je23

413 Fore Street.

dti

Deafness.“

2

Pain of Burn..

“

5 minutes

Pain of Scald.

“

5

Croup it
cure

any

will

case

ease

in 5

when used

at

Days
“

A.

in.,

p.

ia.,

From Chicago, and Montreal 12.25 and
5.30 p. m.
From Quebec, 12.25 p. in.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on
train and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and

night

Montreal.

TICKET

OFFICE:

35

Exchange St., and Depot Foot of India Street.
TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATES
—

Canada,

TO

—

Chicago, Tlilwnnkec,
Cincinnati, Nt. Loni*, Omaha, NagiDetroit,

Mt. Paul, §alt Lake City,
Denver, 8nn Francinco
and all points in the

unw,

West and

Northwest,

Southwest.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
WM. EDGAR, G. P. A.
J. STEPHENSON, Sup’t.
jc29dtf

Summer Arrangement, in Effect June 29,1885.
Train. Mouth

MIXED

Lv. Gilbertvllle.
Canton.4.30
Hartford.4.60
Sumner.6.06
Buekfield.5.46
Hebron.6.00
West Minot.6.20
Ar. Mechanic Falls.6.40
*•
Portland (G. T. Ry).8.35

rAI8*B
9.26 a.m.
9.36
9.50

a.m.

9.58
••

10.15
10.35

10.87
10.50
12.35 p.

m.

nai'l

Train. North

Lv. Portland (G. T. Ry).... 9.30

| 1.30 p.ia.

a. ni.

Mechanic Falls.ll.io
West Minot.11.30
Hebron.11.55 "
Buekfield. 12.30 p.m.
Sumner.12.50
Hartford. 1.10
Ar. Canton. 1.30
Gilbertvllle.

s.15

3.27
3.4*
3.55
4.08
4.15

4.30
4 4®

Stage connections daily with passenger train M
West Minot lor Hebron Academy; at Buckfiold for
West Sumner. Chase’s Mills and Turner; at 0»ton for Peru, Dixfleld, Mexico and Rumford Falls;
also for Bretton’s Mills.
I. L. LINCOLN. Supt.
Jy9dtf

WORCESTER,
Are

now

attached

to trains

Summer

Arrangement.

DAY AND NIGHT TRIPS.

FARE

dtoctl

—

On and after Monday, June 39*
Passenger Trains will leave

Porlland at 7.30 «.
i.io p. m., arriving at

la
p.

trains.

in.

duu

i.4o

y.

iu.

and

m.,

Worcester

ivciuimug

icavw

Clinton, Ayer Junction, Fitchburg,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham, and Eppiug
at 7.30 a. in. and 1.10 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North
at l.lOp. in.
For Rochester, Spring vale. Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River, 7.30 a. m., 1.10
p. m. and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. m., 11.00 a.
m. and 3.35 p. m., arriving at Portland (mixed)
9.40 a. nt., 12.50 p. m. and 5.40 p. m.
For Gorham, Saccarappa, Cumberland
Mills, Westbrook and W'oodford’a at 7.30
a. m.. 1.10, 6.20, and mixed at *6.30 p. m.
The 1.10 p.m. from Portland connects at
Ayer Junct. .with Iloosnc Tunnel Route for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Line and all rail,
via Springfield, N. Y. A N. H. R. R..
(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia.
Baltimore, W ashington, and the South and
with Rostou A Albany R. R. for the West.
Drawing room cars on train leaviug Portland at
l. 10 p. m. and train leaving Worcester at |7.30 a.
m.

Close connections made at Wrestbrook Junction with through train of Maine Central R. R.,
at Grand Trmik Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points West and South
may be had of S. H. Hellen, Ticket Agent. Portland & Rochester
at foot of Preble
and
of Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
♦Does not stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.
jn26dtf

St.,

Depot

BOSTON&

MAINER.

R.

PASSENGER SERVICE

effect Mouday, July 29, 1883.

in

WESTERN DIVISION
LEAVE

PORTLAND

Foe Rostou at 6.16,8.45 a. m., 712.45, 3.30, 75,30
p.m. Arrive at Rostou 10.30 a.m., 1.16,4.55,8.00,
9.25 p.m. Boston for Portland 7.30,8.30 a.m.,
1.00, 3.30, 6.00 p. m. Arrive at Portland 12.05,
Scarboro
12.25, 5.00, 8.08, 10.00 p. ill.
and Piue Point 6.15, 8.45. 10.25 a. in.. 2.00,
3.30, 5.00, 6.10, *8.05 p. m. Old Orchard. Saco
and Biddcford6.15,8.45,10.25a.m., 12.45, 2.00,
3.30.5.00. 5.30.6.10, *8.05 p. m. Keimebunk 6.16,
8.45 a. m., 12.45, 3.30, 5.00, 5.30, *8.05 p. m.
Hrnnrbunkport 6.15, 8,45 a. m., 12.45, 3.30,
5.00, 5.30 p. m. Old Orchard Beach for Portland 7.59,9.30, 11.36, 11.57 a. 111., 2.35, 4.05,
(from Scarboro Crossing via Eastern Division)4,33,
4.45. 7.15, 7.43, 9.34 p. m. Well* 6.15.8,45 a. in.,
3.30, 5.00, 5.30 p. in. North Berwick 6.15, 8.45
Great Falls
a. ill., 12.45, 3.30, 5.00, 5.30 p. m.
and Dover 6.15,8.45 a. ni., 12.45,3.30, 5.00, 5.30
in.
Lawrence
and LowExeter,
Haverhill,
p.
ell 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 12.45, 3.30, 5.30 p. in. Rochester, Farmington and Alton Bay 8.45, a. m.,
12.45, 3.30 p.m. Wolf boro and Center Harbor
8.45 a. m., 12.45 p. m. Weirs and Lake Village
via Alton Bay and steamers across the Lake 8.45
a. m.
Manchester and Concord (via Newmarket Junction) 6.15 a. m., 3.30 p. in.; via Lawrence
8.45 a. in. SUNDAY TRAINS for Boston
1.00, 5.30. p. in. Arrive 5.30,10.00 p. m. Boston
for Portland 6.00 p. IU.; arrive 10.15 p. m. For
Pine Point, Scarboro and Old Orchard
Beach. Saco and Biddcford 10.00 a. m., l.CK).
3.00 (mixed), t3.30, 4.15, 5.30 p. ni. Dover and
Great Falls 1.00, 3.30 (mixed) 5.30 p. in.
'mops ill uiuwiciiaru mmr oi: minutes. T»iops
at Old Orchard 1 hour 60 min. tThe 12.45 p. m.
train connects with Sound Lines for the South and

West; the 6.30 with Rail Linesfor New York. Parlor cars on trains leaving Portland 6.16 and 8.45 a.
m., 12.45 and 5.30 p. ni.; on trains leaving Boston 8.30 a. in.. 1.00,3.30 and 6.00 p. m.

6.20

a. m.

Street,

JAS. T. FURBER, Geu‘1 Manager.
D. J. FLANDERS, Gen. P. A T. A.
Je29dtf

—

One Dollar
Tiie Elegant New Steamer TREMONT. and die
Favorite Steamer JOHN BROOKS, will on and
after June 22d, make DAY and NIGHT TRIPS,
leaving FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland, every
morning at 9 o’clock and every evening at 8 o’elk,

(Sundays excepted.)

RETURNING, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston,
at 8 a, m. and 7 p. m.
The DAY PASSAGE gives opportunity for a
splendid OCEAN TRIP, and ol viewing the charming COAST SCENERY.
P. 8. Last day trip Saturday, August 22.
State rooms secured in advance.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
je20dtf
INTERNATIONAL

STEAMSHIP"CO.

Eastport, Me., Calais, Me., St. John, I. B.,
Halifax, N. S., &c.

Summer

Arrangement,

Commencing JVIny 18,
TRIPS

3

r

'VllWffi

PER

1885.

WEEK.

STEAMERS

'f»-

~~

link

I

OF

will

Time

leave

RAILROAD WHARF,
loot o£ State street, every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday at 5 p. m., for Eastport and St. John,
witli connections for Calais, Robbinston, St. Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock, Grand
Menan, Campobello, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Pictou, Shediac, Bathurst. Dalhousie, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield. Grand Falls, and other stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Interand
colonial, Windsor
Annapolis, Western
Counties Railroads and Stage Routes.
Through Tickets issued and Baggage cheeked
to destination.
jgr-Freight received up to 4 p. m., and any information regarding the same may be had at tha
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, witli Excursion Routes, Tickets,
State Rooms and further information apply su
Company’s Office. First National Bank Building,
corner Middle and Exchange streets.
J. B. COYLE. Manager.
myl8dtf

REDUCED OCEAN TICKETS.
tiie largest, fastest and best passenger and
BY mail
steamers between America and Europe.

Rates: First cabin, $60 to $100; second cabin,
$40 to $60; intermediate, $35 to $40; steerage,
outward and prepaid, to and from British pons,
$15, round trip $30; steerage, outward and preto and from! Continental pons, $17 to $26.
candinavlan and Sterling sight checks at lowest
rates. Apply to J. L. FARMER, 22 Exchange Sw

gaid,

jel9

dtl

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.
TO CALIFORNIA

^LPAN,

CHINA,

Sandwich Islands. New Zealand and Australia.
Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall on
the 1st, loth and 20th ol each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named
ports.
Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for
j.ipiiu, v imiH auu sanuwtcn islands, New Zealand
and Australia.
For Freight. Passage, sailing lists and furthet
information, apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E.
113 Sinte

fcb8

A.

ADAMS

A

CO.,

Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston.
dtf

—AND—

PHILADELPHIA

AT 0.00 A. ill.: For t ape

Elizabeth, Scnrboro, West Mrnrboro, Mnco,
Kidtlci'ortl, Kcnucbnnk, Wells, North Berwick, C'ouwny Junction, (connecting for all
stations on Conway Division.) Kittcry, Ports
mouth, Ncwburyport, Salem, Gloucester,
Backport. Lynn.4'hclseanud Boston, arrivingat 1.10 p. 111. At 1.00 P. M.: For Biddeford, North Berwick, ionway Junction
(Stops only to leave passengers), Kittcry, Portsmouth, Ncwburyport, Salem, Lynn nnd
Boston, arriving at 4.50 p. m„ connecting with
Sound and Kail lines for points South and West.
AT 6.00 P. M.: (Express for Boston and principal Wav Stations, arriving in Boston at 9.30 p.
in., connecting with Rail lines for New York.
TRAINS LEAVE BOSTON at 7.30,9.00
a. m.. arriving at Portland 11.50 a. m., 12.25 p.m.;
at 12.30 p, in. running from North Berw ick to Scarboro Crossing via Western Division, stopping at
“Keiuiebuuk, Saco, Biddeforil and Old Orchard,
arriving at Portland at 4.30 p. m.
At 7.00 p.m. daily, arrivingat Portland at 10.45
p. in.
“Stops to leave passengers taken West of North
Berwick only. PCEI-MAN PARLOR CARS
on trains leaving Boston 9.00 a. in., 12.30, 7.00
p
tn.. and Portland at 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00 n.m.
TIIKOCGII
PL'LLRAIV SLEEPING
CARS on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m.
and Portland 2.00 a. m.
Through tickets to all points Soutli and West for
sale at depot ticket office; also at 40 Exrhnngc

ONLY

Direct Steamship

Line.

From BOSTON eirery WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA ererj TUESDAY and FRIDAY.
From Lone Wharf, Boston, S
m.
From Pine Street Wharf
Philadelphia, at 10 a. id.
Insurance one-half the rate of
--'sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. B. B„ and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
p.

Passage Tea Dollars. Round Trip SIS.
IMeals and Boom Included.
For freight or passage
apply to.
E. B. SAMPSON, Ageut,
31dtf

70 Loan Wharf, Boston.

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For

New York.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf

and

Saturdays

at ft p.

m.

on Wednesdays
Betnrning, leave Pier

38. Flast Biver, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, Ju.,
Saturdays at 4 p. ill.
General Agent
sep21-dtf

minutes, and positively
the outset.

Remember that Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil
is only 50 cents per bottle, and one bottle will go
farther than half a dozen of an ordinary medicine.

Dr. Lavifle’s Remedies
arc

0.80

AYER

arriving at

g£„.

DR.

J

mixed.

EASTERN DIVISION.

—

;

From Lewiston and Auburn 8.35
12.25, 3.15 and 6.50 d. m.
From Gorham, 8.35 a.m. and 7.20

TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND
AT 9.00 A. HI.i Daily, (Night Pullman) for
Mnco, It id tic font. Kittcry, I’oicnioii th,
Ncwburyport, Snletti, l.yntt mid Ho.lou,

I REAB=Er

1.15

—AND—

TRAINS

Bostoi '•

BRANCH) 7 Suow Hill, Londou.
WORKS, j 384 SI. Paul St., Montreal.
WS&Mtl
jyl

YORK.

__dly

marlO

S

Allopathic Society.
One llospitiil assigned to the members of
Homoeopathic Society.

DEPARTIBEM:
For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.15 a. ni.,
and 5.25 p. m.
For Gorham, 3.30 and 5.25 p. in., mixed.
For Gorham,Montreal and Chicago,
a. in. and 1.30 p. m.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.

HTEAHERS.

p. m.
For

four

a

—

Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.15
a. m., arriving at Portland at 12.50 p m. and 6.40

UNITED STATES.

to have

FOR

1995

On and after MONDAY, June 99,
Train** will run an follows:

Rumford Falls and Buekfield Railroad.

in Effect June 29th.

LINE.

an

■

lie

BENSON’S

SKIN CURE

Arrangement,

PORTLAND AND WORCESTER

ax

The English Government use it in all their sei
eral departments, and in large quantities. Our 01 I
ders have been as great as 6000 cases in a singl
mouth, and will continue to increase, as they us
it as a substitute for Beef Extracts and Tonics, rt
alizing that it will make blood faster than all otl
er Foods or Extracts known,

we

CHANGE OF TIME.

re-

Connections via Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.
Leave Portland 8.25 a. ni., 12.40 andiO.OO p. m.
Returning, leave Bridgton 6.00 and 10.10 a. m.,
and 5.40 p. m, arriving in Portland at 8.45 a. m.,
12.35 and 8.00 p. m.
Stage connects with every train for No. Bridgton and Harrison, and with train leaving Portland
at 12.40 for Waterford.
W. F. PERRY Supt.
J. A. BENNETT, Passenger Agt.
d3m
je30

arrangement”of

SCHNAPPS

pamphlet

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

Portland & Rochester R. R.

The French Government, through a connnissioi
er, took the same interest,and are using it.

every

time W eek Days and Sundays, every day
in the year.
je22dSiu

Portland and Worcester Line.

FRAWCE.

OF COUNTERFEITS!

Take the best train between Boston and
New York, leaving either city at 3 P. M.,
Ituns eo
at the other at » P. M.

arriving

PORTLAND, 1.10 P. M.

In 1877, two branches of the German Gover
ment, opened correspondence with our Mr. Mui
dock, unsolicited, and the results are that they ar
using Murdock’s Liquid Food to-day in larg
quantities.

Tongue.

nt

BRIDGTON & SACO RIVER R. R.

__

A. MULNIX,
Portland, Maine.
my20eodGm

sale

je30

G-ERMANY.

—

on

leaving

BEWAItE OF COUNTERFEITS

Descriptive Catalogue,
—

New York & New England Railroad.

MIXED

cry label and box.

G. G. H ALLETT. 236 Water St., New Tori

in the Provinces

—

protected by the U. S. Government
blown into every bottle, mid on ev

CLEVELAND.

points

duced rates.
PAYSON "TUCKER, General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Portland, June 25.1886.
Je26dtf

is the Ira lie-murk of the MurdocI
Liquid Food Company of Boston

I TROY, CHICAGO,

niicnin.pori;

parties for last three named points desiring to
so can proceed by rail to Ml. Desert Ferry
on days steamer sails from Portland, cross to Bar
Harbor by Kerry Boat and connect with the: Richmond there, as it does not run to Mt. Desert Ferry
on Eastward trips.
or

FOOD

LIQUID

IN THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,

storage.

FOR

until further notice, Passenger Trains will
8,23 a. in,, lor
as follows:
Fiibyiin*. Bethlehem, l.iltlrlou. L»cu<
ter, Wood.ville, Houlpelier, St. Johu.bury, Newport, Monirrnl, <|a«b«c, Barliuglou, Swinlou, Ogdcu.burgh, and all
points on connecting lines.
12.40 p. m.~Express for all points in White
vlouuluiu., arriving at Fsbyas, 4.30. Bethlehem 6.10, I'rollle llutier 0.00, Mumn.it
Ml. Wa.hingfna 0.30 p. m. This train will
not stop at Month Windham or Hiram,
tl.oo p. ■■■., for Bnrtleit and Intermediate nations.
ARRIVALS.
8.43 n. m., from Bnrtlett and way stations.
12.113 n. m.. from all While Mountain polnti.
5.43 p. m., from No. Conway and way stations
M.OO p. in., from Montreal, Burlington and
all points on through line.
J. HAMILTON, Supt
Juue 27,1885.
Je27dlf
Leave Portlnnd

ARRIVALMt

RICHMOND

The elegant, staunch and swift
Steamer

SUNDAY TRIPS.
Leave Portland 10.00 a. m., 2.00 p. m. Leav
for
Portland 12.00 m., 4,00 p. m.
Harpswell
Round trip tickets to Harpswell Sundays onl;
35 cents, Jenks’ and Long Island 25 cents.
For further particulars apply on board to
je29tfCAPT. J. L. LONG.

§ |

June 30, lat 0 N, ion 32, ship St Mark, Nichols
from New York for San Francisco.
June 21, lat 7 N, Ion 20 W, ship Iroquois, Iron;
Liverpool for Sau Francisco.

—

COMMENCING MONDAY, JUNE 29th, 1885,

COMMENCING MAY 1,1885.
STEAMER

leaves Portland every TUESDAY and FRIDAY
at ll.OOjp. m. after arrival of night train from Boston, for Rockland, Cnstine, Deer Isle, Nedgwick, Nouth We»l Harbor, Bar Harbor,

PEAKS' AND CUSHING S ISLANDS.
GREENWOOD GARDEN LINE.

6.00 p. in.; Oil’s Island 9.30 a. ni.
Returning for Portland leave Orr’s Island 12.5<
p. m.; Harpswell *6.15 a. m., 2.45 p. m.; East Em
6.45 a. ill., 3.15 p.m.;
Jenks’ 7.00 a.m., 3.31
Little Chebeague 7.15 a. m., 3.45 p.m. !
p. in.;
Island
7.35.a.m.,4.05 p.m. Arrive at Port
Long
land 8.15 a. m., 4.45 d. m.
•Monday mornings leave Harpswell 6 a. in., otli
er landings 15 minutes earlier than schedule time

SALEM—Ar 13tli, sell Lamartine, Smith, Port
i yflriVI P I BB> Singled of preventativi
Johnson.
■ ■ ■ 8 a.MfTmedieation may
l»
I wJ SJ
Ar J 4th, sell Senator Grimes, Warr. Hoboken.
CELEBRATED
■NaAascribed a majorit;
SB
Sld 14th, sells Yankee Blade, Coombs, Bangor;
r
^of
the
wlticl
ailments
J VV Fish, Hart, St George; Terrapin, Hanna, for
affect lnunanity. It i:
Calais; E S Baymore, Thompson, Bangor.
a
well ascertains
DANVERS—Ar 13th, sell Robert Dority, Lane,
fact that a course o
Hoboken.
Hostetler's
Stomacl
Sld 12tli, sell B Young.
NEWBURYPORT
Bitters will put cvei
Mitchell, Bangor.
a
naturally feebh
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 14th, sell James T Morse
system in such a stab
Milan, Philadelphia; Setagawa, Pendleton, New
of
defence
that it wil 1
York; II B Metcalf. Fossett, Amboy.
he competent to re
Sld 14tli, sells Oregon, Lee, and James Nichols
sist
the
most
Childs, Rockland.
prevn
lent causes of disease
Ar 13th, sells H L Curtis, Hodgdon, Ilobokeufoi
such as the maligi i
Dover; Cora Etta, Fates, and Helen J llolway
influence of miasma
Thompson, Hoboken.
unwholesome watei
BATH—Ar 14tli, sells MattieA Franklin, Lizzie
excessive heat, damr
STOMACH
II Patrick, andC S Davies, from Portland.
&
a
—an
SpsA
safc
cold, sudden change
Sld 14th. sells Mary 1! Judge, for Philadelphia
fbJS
Dl T'TKKv temperature, &e.
Nellie A Drury, for Baltimore; A Hammond, foi
For sale by a:
New York.
Also sld 14th, barque Alex Campbell, Bunker
Druggists and Dealers generally,
Philadelphia.
augl
__WF&Mlinnnn

Iloilo.
Sld fm Bahia July 20tli, barque G M Stanwood
Webber, Montreal.
Arat Rosario July 8th, barque Megunticook
Hemingway, from Buenos Ayres for Bamadoes.
Sld June 30, barque John E Chase, Parks, foi
Boston.
Ar at Rio Janeiro July 22, barque Carrie E Lonf
Park, Rosario.
Ar at Aspimvall 2d inst, sell David W Hunt
Hall, Pensacola.
At Barbadocs 3d inst,
barque Allanwilde, New
man, from Rio Janeiro, ar 1st, to load for Mon
treal or United States.
At St Pierre. Mart. July 24, sell Anita, Jewett
from Fernandtna, disg.
Ar at Shelburne, Ns, 10th inst, barque Albuera
Dublin, (ordered to Maine.)
GUjnour,
Cld at St John, NB, 14th. sells J B Knowles
Lamson, New York; Julia S, French, Portland.
Ar at Moncton, NB, 13th inst, sell Mauna Loa
Thompson, Boston.

Steamer

Line Steamboat Co.

Burnham,

Foreign Ports.
Sld fin Hong Kong July 9, ship Wilna. Simmoui

Monday, June 22,

new

The morn8.35 a. m.;
from Ban-

Portland. Bangor, Mt. Desert and Maclnas Steamboat Company.

P. M.

A. M.

8.15

STEAMER ISIS.

—

1

7.25

A. M.
6.10
7.30
9.30
11.00

P.M.

1.10
2.25
3.40
4.55
6.40
7.55

For Diamond Island and Diamond Cove.

50 Years’ experience as Heating
and Ventilating Engineers.

to

ST. LOUIS, Aug. 18,1885.—Flour easier; XXX a
3 OOr/,3 15; family 3 35(3)3 45; clioice 3 75®3 85
fancy 4 35S4 75; patent at |5 10@5 40. Wliea
lower; No "2 Red at 94%®95c; closed 93.%. Con
is higher; No 2 Mixed 4814@44%c.
Oats an
Provision:
lower; No 2 Mixed at 24@24%c.

Trefethens.

Evergreen.
A. M.
6.05

Leave Forest City
Landing, P. I.

Leave

Leave

Leave

GRWwOOD GARDEN... TIME TABLE

Giles Liniment Iodide Ammonia,

Sugar firm.
Molasses quiet.£
Petroleum firm.
Coffee firm.

MINNEHAHA.

CAPT. VVN. J. CRAIG.
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.

1

feb!3MWF&wly

“BEWARE

August 31%@32c; September 303/s;6:30%c; October at 30%(6;31cc; receipts 96,70 bush.
Beef unchanged.
Pork steady ; new mess 11 00,6,11 25.
Lard quiet; steam rendered 6 57%.
Butter firm; Western at 9620c; State 14@21c.

38

do preferred. 88
Kansas & Texas. 25%
Louis & Nash. 48J4
Lake Erie & West.
8%

IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR COLD WATER.

A Case Resembling that of Gen. Grant.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 13th. sells Will T DonSome ten years ago I had a scrofulous sore on
and
Cora
S
Lee.
KenneVaugilder,
nell, Bassett,
my right hand which gave me great trouble, and
bec.
under the old-time treatment healed up. but it had
Ar 14tli, sclis M V B Chase, Plllkhaiil. Somer; only been driven into the system by the use of
set; J It Smith, Case, Kennebec.
potash and mercury, and in March, 1882, it broke
Clil 14tli, schs D S Siner, Guthrie. Saco; Kenout in my throat, and concentrated in what some
set, Curtis, Boston; Nat Meader, Brown, Rockof the doctors called cancer, eating through my
port.
cheek, destroying the roof of my mouth and upper
NEW YORK—Ar 14th, barque Endeavor, Whitthen attacked my tongue, palate and lower
lip,
sells
Monte
tier, Matanzas;
Laekaivana, Closson,
lip.destroying the palate and under lip entirely-and
Christo 17 days; B L Eaton, Grearson, Calais;
half my tongue, eating out to the top of my left
SL Russell, McLain, Frankfort; Ira Laffrinier,
I could not
cheek bone and up to the left eye.
Crowell, Rockport; Hope Haines, Otis, Wiscasset eat
any solid food,but subsisted on liquids, and my
via Bridgepoit.
so far gone I could not talk.
Such
was
tongue
Ar 15th, ship Win H Smith, Bartlett, Liverpool;
was my wretched,lielpless condition the first of
sch F E Hallock, Bulger, Macoris.
when
imr
friends
October
commenced
last
(1884),
Cld 14th, ship Gardner Colby, Ames, Hamburg;
me Swift’s Specific. In less than a month
brigs David llugbee, French, Antigua and Port giving
the eating places stopped and healing comSpain ; sells Monticello, Heushaw, Boothbay; menced,
and the fearful aperture in my cheek has
S .1 Lindsay. Kennedy, Boston.
been closed and firmly knitted together. A proSld 14th, brigs David Bugbee, for Port Spain;
and
cess of a new under lip is progressing finely,
Anita Owen, for Baltimore; sch E H Hernman,
the tongue which was almost destroyed is being
for Nuevitas.
recovered, and it seems that nature is supplying a
Also sld, ship San Joaquin, for Calcutta.
I can talk so that my friends can
new tongue.
Passed the Gate 14tli, sells Fred C Holden, New
readily understand me, and can also eat solid
York for Oaiuden; Nile, do for Boston; Georgie D
If
food
any doubt these facts. I would reagain.
Perry, do for do.
fer them to Hon. John H. Traylor, State Senator
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 13th, schs Jed F Duren
of
this
and to Dr. T. S. Bradfleld, of Ladistrict,
Noble, and Nancy J Day, Munroe, New York.
Grange, Ga.
Sld 14th. sell Maggie Todd, Norwood, Boston.
MRS. MARY L. COMER.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 13th, sch A L Mitchell,
La Grange, Ga., May 14. 1885.
Bunker, Franklin, Me; J Kennedy, Calais.
W. 23d St.
Drawer 3, Atlanta, Ga.
N.
157
Y.,
STONINGTON—Ar 13th, sell Princeton, Gray,
d&wlynrm
janl
Elizabethport for Portsmouth.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 14tli, seh Nathan EsterBaltimore.
brook, Vesper,
Sld, sell A B Higgins. Rich, for New York; Nellie F. Huntley, do or Ellsworth.
PAWTUCKET—Ar 14th, sch A II Cross, Pendleton, Norfolk.
NEWPORT—In port 14th. sells Lizzie Carr,
Brown, from Apalachicola, disc; Louisa A BoardThe Speediest nu«l most certain mediman, Boardman, for New York; Freddie Eaton,
cine in the globe.
for
New
Kendrick
from
Bristol
York;
Aylward,
ALL FAMILIES USE IT.
Fish, Ilart, from Calais.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 13tli, schs James A
Brown, from Hoboken for Boston; Challenge,Port Weak Back, Enlarged Joiuis, Paralysis.
Johnson for do.
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Diphtheria,
In port, sells M E Higgins, Jas A Blown, ChalSciatica,
lenge, Princeton. Diadem, Florida, J O’Donohue,
Prolnpsns Uteri, Female Weakness.
Onward, Susan. Sinbad, Eliza S Potter, Joseph
Oakes, Ruth Darling, Fair Wind, Mary Sands,
The best and only certain remedy to relieve pair
Hunter, Commerce, and others.
of all kinds, no matter of how long standing. In
BOSTON—Ar 14th, barque Neptune. Hill, Cienstant relief guaranteed cripples. Swollen Joints
fuegos: schs Carrie Bell, Seavey, Richmond, Va;
Varicose Veins, Bites of Insects or Sick Headache
Annie P Chase, Poole, and Lizzie M Dunn, Potter,
No oil or grease, is clean and sweet; will not soil
Baltimore; M L Wood,Spaulding, do; AliceMontInflammation of the Kidneys, BrigEit’*
Alice
T
RoardLavender,
Philadelphia;
gomerv.
Disease, Diabetes, lucontiuaancc of Urine
man, Rice, Amboy; Helen G King, Sprague, Port
Is the only Liniment in the world possessing
Johnson; Maggie Mulvey, Kandlett. and Win G R
alterative powers. Can be taken internally; cures
Mowry. Motz, do; Virginia, Lowell, Hoboken;
Cramps and Colic, Diarrhoea and Dysentry.
Adam Boivlby, Bowden, and Forest City, Coulter,
Rondout; Gen Hall, Simmons, New York; Olive
SOLO BY ALL DRUGGISTS. TRIAL BOTTLE, 25c
the
Star
of
West,
Branch, Farrell, Eddyville;
Davis, Bristol.
Write Db. Giles, Box 3482, N. Y. 1’. 0., wh<
Ar 15th, schs St Croix, Hardy, Philadelphia;
will give ailviee on all diseases free of charge.
Mary Augusta, Holt, Hoboken; R H Colson, StaHSf-Beware of unscrupulous dealers and conn
ples, Bangor.
terfeits. The genuine has the name blown in th(
Cld 15th, brig H C Sibley, Hfchborn, Aspimvall;
glass and fac simile of the discoverer's signaturt
sch Albert L Butler, Cates. Fernandina; Modoc,
over each cork.
niav 1 uondGmcw
Perrv, Sand River, NS ; Addie Jordan, Harrimau,

Print Cloth Market.

AME?

HAIDEE,

™

SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
No family, rich or poor should be without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEW ARE of imitations
yell designed to mislead. PEARLINE is the
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
llways bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK.

WILMINGTON, NC— Cld 15tli, sell J P Wy-

BOSTON, Aug.15,1885.—Refined oil is in moderate demand ;sales at|G%@634c $> gall for 115@
120 test and at 9@l,0c for centennial and Beacon
Light, (160 test). Case oil is held at 9%@10%c
gal, tins included.
Naptha is steady at 10@
11 %c, as to
Paraffine, standard. 26
other
at
and
brands at 13c.
22c,
gravity,

unchanged.
Receipts—Flour 4000 bbls,|wheat 90.000 bush
corn 51,000|bush, oats 44,000 bush, rye 0000 bu
barley 0000 bush.
Shipments—F’lour 6,000 bbls, wheat 5,000 bu
corn 87,000;bush,oats 0,000 bush, rye 0000 bush
barley 0000 bush.
DETROIT,Aug. 15,1885—Wheat weak; Noi

BEST THING KNOWN

WASHIN GA® BLEAOHIN G

Boothbay.

60.

Petroleum Market.

Freights

THE

man,

wuv

Texans

1.60
2.50
B-00

,
ALICE.
On and after July 4, 1885, the above steame;
will leave Burnham’s Wharf near foot of Ifranklii
St., Portland, daily, as follows: For Long Island
Little Chebeague and Jenks Landing at 9.45 a
m., 2 and 5 p. m. For GreatiCliebeague east end
CAPT. II. B. TOWNSEND,
at 5 p. ill. RETURNING, leave Great Chebeagui
at 6.45 a. in., Jenks Lauding at 7 a. m., 12.15 am
will leave South Freeport daily, (Sundays except3. p. ill., and Little Chebeague at 7.16 a. m., 12.3< 1
for
Portland at 7.00 a. m. and 2.30 p. m. Reed)
anil 3.30 p. m., touching at Long Island on al
turning, leave Burnham’s Wharf at 10.30 a. m
aud 6.00 p. in.
trips. For further information, apply on board t<
CAPTAIN it. BREWER,
For passage or freight apply to the captain on
Jy3dtf
board. Carriages in attendance upon the arrival
Will
of passengers for Freeport and vicinity.
touch at Cousin’s and Littlejohn’s Island both
jel7d3m
ways.
The steamer MAY FIELD will leave Franklii
or Boston boat wharf for Peaks’, as follows: 8.16
9.45.11.16 a. 111., 2.30,4.00, 5.00, 7.40,10.00 p.m
Leave State street wharf for Peaks’, as follows
8.00, 9.30 a. m., 2.15. 5.15 and 7.30 p. m.
Returning, leave Peaks’ for Franklin wharf, 8.35
On and after Monday, June 22d, this new and
10.10, 11.35 a. ill., 2.60, 4.30, 6.00 and 9.30 p. ill
staunch steam vacht will run as follows:
Returning leave Peaks’ for State street wharf g
Leave Diamond Island at 6,20, 7.30, 8.30,
8.35,11.35 a. m., 4.30, 6.00,10.30 p. m.
9.30, 11.30 a. m.. 1.30. 2.46, 4.16, 6.45, 6.45 p. ill.
Leave Burnham’s wharf, city, 5.50, 7, 8, 9,
SUNDAY TIME-TABLE.
10.15 a. m., 12.30, 2.10, 3.15, 5.00. 6.15 p. 111.
Leave State St. Wharf for Peaks’, 9.00,10.3< 1
The 10.16 a. m. and 3.15 n. m. trips are sailing
a. m.;
2.00,3.15 p. ni.
trips to Diamond Cove, (touching at Diamond Island.
Returning, leave Peaks’ for State St. Wharf
9.30,11.00 a. m.; 2.30, 5.30 p. m.
Arrangements for evcniug sailing parties by apLeave Franklin Wharf for Peaks’, 10.45 a. in.
plying to the Captain on board.
3.30. p. in.
FARE: Round Trip 15 cents. 10 Round Trips $1.00.
Returning, leave Peaks’ for Franklin Wharf a
dtt
4.15 p. m.
je22_
Tickels, admitting to Garden, 20 cents. jy22dt

Port Gamble via Montevideo.

Domestic Ports.
PASCAGOULA—Sid 13tli, sch Dora Matthews,
Brown, rnnaaeipnia.
PENSACOLA—Clil 13th, barque Freeila A Willey, Willey. New Haven.
BRUNSWICK, GA—Cld 14tb, sch A L Henderson, Henderson, New Haven.
CHARLESTON—Sld 12th, sell Ailrladne, Colby,

75@4 26;

»*■ M.

9-00_

STEAMER

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

Memoranda.
Brig Wm Mason, Hardy, from Newburyport for
in
ballast, was towed in here 18th by tug
Bangor,
C A Warren, partially dismasted. Reports, about
4 pm, 14th, while passing inside Isle of Shoals,
with fair wind and all sails set, was struck suddenly by a heavy squall, which carried away foremast at the head, bowsprit at nighthead, topgallantmast at eyes of the rigging, and tore topsails
<iadly. The falling spars broke rail on starboard
side. The wind apparently came from a few small
clouds and a coaster about one-quarter of a mile
all ad was not touched by it. The crew manged
to work the brig along with what sails were left
until within eight miles of Portland, when the tug
C A Warren took her and towed her In.
Ship Emily Reed, Sheldon, from New York for
San Franciseo, put into Montevideo Aug 13 with
loss of sails and spars damaged.
Barque Niphon, Patten, from San Francisco, has
arrived at Queenstown with loss of main topgallantmast and sails.
Brig C S Packard, (of Camden) Robinson, from
Annapolis, NS. for Havana, lias been totally
wrecked at Cay Verde, near Sagua.
Sch Rocky E Yates, Harris, for New York, with
salt, was totally wrecked July 30 at Ragged Island.
Sch Eagle, from Rondout for Boston, was struck
by lightning 13th, oif Manhattauville, and had
One of the crew was
foretopmast shattered.
prostrated, but not seriously injured.

21c.

A- M-

0.25
11.15

6.40
6.20
this line, which includes admissiou to Kink, Koller Coaster or Pavillion, 15c.
|®“Tickets
Twenty rides $1.00.
Excursion parties and parties for deep sea fishing furnished with boats at reasonable rates.
B. J. WILLAKD, President.
jun30dtf

San Francisco.
Ar at Cadiz prev to 14th inst, sch Mary Lord.
Smith, Savannah.

Hay—Choice prime hay $22@$23; fair to good,
$20@$21; choice East flue $19@®20; fair to good
816@|l8; poor do 815. Rye straw, choice 820@

1.30
2.30
4.30

over

Pascagoula.
Sid 4tli, sch J A Hatry, McDonald, Ship Island.
Ar at Queenstown 13th, barque Niphon, Patten,

...

St. Paul........I 70%
St. Pauljpreferred....
Union Pacific Stock. 49*/8
WestcrnUnion Tel. 69y2
American Express Co. 96
Adams Express Co.142
Alton & Terre Haute. 28ya
Alton & Terre Haute preferred. 75
Boston Air Line. 96
Burlington & Cedar Rapids. 65
Central Pacific. 37*4
Canada Southern.
Del. & Lackawanna. oV/r
Del. & Hudson Canal Co.
Denver & R. .. 12V2
K. Tonn.f Vir. & Ga.
y
do preferred.—

10.30

Sid July 13, barque Mary E Chapman, Wyman,
Barbadoes.
Ar at Montevideo 13th inst, ship Emily Reed,
Sheldon, from New York for San Francisco.
Ar at Oporto 8th, sell St Thomas, Otis, from
New Orleans, for a Northern US port.
Ar at Port Spain July 27, bark Shetland, Haskell. Barbadoes, to load at La Brae for North of
Hatteras.
Ar at Aspiuwall 2d inst, sch White Sea, Lee,

(By Telegraph.)
on

7.30
9.00

Buenos Ayres Aug 9, ship Golden Rule,
Williams, Portland.
Ar at Buenos Ayres July 10, ship Storm King,

Reed,

9.25

P. M.

A. M.

0.00
10.30

The 7.30 p. m. trip o£ Steamer Minnehaha will be run right down and hack
9.00 o’clock trip wilt be omitted.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.

Ar at

Domestic Markets.

following

10.30

Portland.

—

@ 35Vi
@34

12 45
2 00
3 15
4.30
610
7 30
9.00

A. M.

to

Sch Louisa Frances, Thorndike, Rockland
lime to C S Chase.
Sch Morning Light, Oliver, Friendship.
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, Boothbay.
Sch Laura & Marion, Eastman, Harpswell.
SAILED—Sells Tlios N Stone, Yale, and Isaiah
K Stetson.

32
1(1

p. M.

5.45

M.
2.10
3.26
5.10
6.30

P.

11.15

Leave
Great Diamond.
P. M.
A. M.
1.05
0.15
2.20
7.35
3.35
9.20
4.50
10.50
6.30

Leave

vnas a in n.

@29
@ 31
@24
@ 28

fj'
y
U-4B

EXPRESS.

WALDO STEAMBOAT COMPANY.

Kerosene Oil Co.
Sch Caroline Krieseher, Devereux, Bangorfish barrels to A M Smith.
Sch Onward, Lowell, Bangor—fish barrels to

24

2.46
4.15

730

Portland as follows:
Bangor, Vnncrboro, Hi. John, Halifax, aud the Province**, Hi. Ntephcu and

For

Miltbndgc. .tour-sport

Cummings Bros.
Sch Cyrils Hall. Coombs, Baltimore—coal

29
29

A. M.
7.00
9.00

Arrived.
Sell Moses Webster, Rhodes, Baltimore—coal to

@31

Superfine.20

Hides and Tallow.
The

A

SUNDAY, August 16.

@32
@ 25

Fine.28
Medium.30
Common.23
Other WesternFine and X.27
Medium.30
Common.23
Pulled—Extra.25

ROSARIO. Bark Ada Gray—358,779 ft lumber.
Railroad

marvel ol purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot he sold In coinpetition with the multitude of low test, short weigh
alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in cans
Koyal Baking Powder Co., 100 Wall St., N. Y
mar7
dly
Tliis Powder never varies.

Kelsey,

@35
@33
@31

gravity.

Foreign Exports.

Leave
Portland.

Pure.

Absolutely

Sch Yale, Ilodgdon, Newport News—J Nicker& Son.
Sch Franklin Pierce, Holmes, So West Harbor—
N Blake.
Sch Jos W Foster, Robinson, Bath, to repair—
J S Winslow & Co.
sch Thos N Stone, Pitcher, Kennebce—Ryan &

a

10.30

3.30
5.00

4.15

A. M.
0.10
7.25

S T E

son

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
IPOItTLAND, Aug. 16, 1885.
The following are the closing quotations of
Flour, Grain, Provisions, etc.:

,

Milliken.

The Wool Market.

P. M.
14.40

A. M.

M.

2.15

5.30

M.
1.45
3.00
4.30
0.10
8.00

9.00
10.30

15.

Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, St John, NB,
via Eastport for Boston.
Brig William Mason, Hardy, Newburyport, dismasted. [See Mem.]
Sch Albert H Waite. MeCumber, Boston.
Sch Fannie A MUliken, Sinuett. Boston for Kennebec river.
Sch Henry P Mason. Percy, Portsmouth, in tow
of tug L A Belknap. To load for Buenos Ayres.
Sell Triumph, Church, Cutler.
Sch Superior. Morse, Bangor—fish barrels to DL
Fernald & Co.
Sch Cinderella, Nichols, Round Polid.
Sch W C Pendleton, Webber, Damariscotta.
Sell O B Kimball. Kimball, Wiscasset.
Sehs Hannah Corner, with 200 bbls mackerel;
Fannie L Nye, 225 do; Geo Washington, 130.
Cleared.
Steamship Eleanora, Bragg, New York—J B
Coyle, Jr.
Barque Ada Gray, Plummer, Rosario—W & C It

Hale & Norcross. 0 25
Belcher.2 40
Iron Silver Bo. 1 20

@
@

2.45

P.

8.00
10.30

P.

5.45
7.00

Arrived.

__

PORTLAND DAILY WHOLESALE MARKET.

A. M.

SATURDAY, August

A. M.
10.00
12.15

M

CAPT. JOHN FI8HER, JR.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
Leave Forest City LandLeave Portland.
Leave Forest City LandLeave Portland.
ing, Peaks’ Island.
ing, Peaks’ Island.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Plymouth.18^00

MichiganExtra amlJXX.28

3.30
5.00

P.

12.40

STEAmYr"

MARINE

Ontario.24 00
Quicksilver. 4 00
20 00
Quicksilver preferred.

Ohio and Pennsylvania—
Picklock and )CXX.34
Choice XX.32
FineX.30
Medium.31
Coarse.23

215

..

14 00

is

A. M.
8.30
10.30
11.40

M

0.30

MShse0tfs.d.ays.:::i1g:g36 ^^1:::

BOSTON,>Aug. 15, 1885.—The following
list of prices quoted this afternoon:

p

12 15

7.30

NEW YORK, Aug. 15, 1886.—The following
are the closing quotations for mining stocks:

ColoradojCoal.

M

8.00
10.00
11.15

MINIATURE ALMANAC.AUGUST 17.
Sunrises
4.47 TT,„,4.24AM
Sun sets. 6.45 Hlgh water
4.45 PM

Stocks.

No 1.

with

A.

....

(By Telegraph.)

California

CAPT. A. 8. OLIVER.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
Leave Forest City LandLeave Portland.
Leave Portland
Leave Forest City Landtng, Peaks' Island.
ing, Peaks'Island.

...

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,

MONDAY, June 29,
1885, Passenger Trains leave

CITY.

FOREST

STEAMER

and Connecting Steamboat Lines.
On and alter

On and after July 1st the Boats will runasfollows:

Auo 22
Ethiopia.New York..Glasgow
Cienfuegos.New York.iCienfuegos..Aug 22
Advance.New York..Bio Janeiro Aug 20
City of Borne.New York.. Liverpool... Aug 26
Helvetia.New York Liverpool.. .Au3 2G
Eider.New York. Bremen
Aug 26
Amerique.New York.. Havre
Aug 27
Parisian.Quebec
Liverpool... Aug 29

22

Paul & Omaha. 28%
Paul & Omaha preferred. 84%
St Louis and San Francisco. lath
82%
do 1st preferred.
do 2d preferred.
83%
Union Pacific (is.115%
Union Pacific L. G. 7s.*.107%
Union Pacific Sinking Fund 8s.121
St. P. M. andlM. .100%
Wells Fargo Express.114
52
U. S. Express Co.
St.
8t.

PORTLAND&OGDENSBURGR.R.

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.

19

Celtic.New .York.. Liverpool... Aug 20
Suevia.New York. Hamburg ..Aug 20
City Alexandria. New York. Hav&VCruz Auc 20
City of Chester. ..New York.. Liverpool... Aug 22
Moravia.New York. Hamburg ...Aug22
Westernland.New York..Antwerp ...Aug 22
Neckar.New York ..Bremen
Aug 22
Sarmatian.Quebec.Liverpool... Aug 22
Aurania .New York.. Liverpool... Aug 22

It A ■ 1,110 A DM,

KAILROADM.

JEXCIJ UNIONS.

MISCEEEANEOIJS.

Claribel .New York. .Ilayti.Aug 18
St Laurent.New Y'ork..Havre.Aug 19
Ems.New York Bremen.Aug 19

Morris & Essex.
l?§
Mobile & Ohio. 13

PRESS.

the most certain

for the

cure

of

l Gout and Rheumatism

Sold by Druggists generally. A descriptive
pamphlet sent bv the agents: E. FOUGEKA

A GO., 30 North William bt., New York,
decs
ill awlyji

Boston & Maine RR. BLANCARDS
PILLS,
’ODIDE OF

Commencing
Sunday

July 26, 1885, and every
after, until Sept. 1st.

Sunday

Passenger Trains will leave Portland
for Scarboro, Pine Point anil Old Orchard Beaches. Saco and Bidiletord at 10.00 a. m., l.oo, 2.00,
3.00 (mixed) 3.30 stops at Old Orchard 111. 50m..
4.15.5.30 p. m.
Returning leave Old Orchard
Beach 6.52, 10.24 a. m„ 2.35, 6.00, 7.30,9.49 p.
m.
Fare to Old Orchard and return, 30 cents.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Manager.
D. J. FLANDERS, G. P. & T. A.

Jly2odtf

IRON

the Academy of Medicine of Paris
especially recommended by the Medical
of
the World for Scrofula, (Tumors
Celebrities
King’s Evil, etc.,) the early stages of ConsumpConstitutional
tion,
weakness. Poorness of Blood
and for stimulating and regulating its periodic
None genuine unless
course
signed •Blaneard.
40 rue Bonaparte, Parts.”
E. Eougeru * Co., N. Y.,Aets. far thcE.ft.
Hold byDruggists generally.
aec8

Approved by
are

dlawMly

MONDAY

MORNING,

Judge H. C. Peabody
Hampshire.

AUG. 17.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
nkw vini:to-day.
SPECIAL NOTICES.

Sewing Silks and Twist—N. H. Studley.
AMUSEMENTS.
Grand Excursion—Boston Musical Festival.
NEW ADVEBTISKMENTS.
Black Silks—Bines Brothers.
Grand Excursion—Point of Pines.
Fashion Corsets—N. H. Studley.
Lost—Gold Earring.

At 2 o’clock today F. O. Bailey & Co., will sell at
Fore street the stock consisting in part
of teas, coffees, canned goods, spices, jellies, &c.,
Sec auction
&c., scales, spice cans, bins, &c.
column.
Harper's Bazau. This beautiful weekly publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor circle.
The number for the ensuing week lias been received by N. G. Fessenden, 484 Congress street.
guaranteed

MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

Saturday.—Hugh Thompson; intoxication.
Five days in tlie county jail.
Mary Doyle; intoxication. Ten days in the
county jail.
Ann Maxwell; ;intoxicatiou; second
offence.
Sixty days in the county jail.
Mary Melody; search'and seizure. Warrant dismissed.
Charles O’Neil ami Minnie O’Neil; search and
seizure. Warrant dismissed.

JOTTINCS.

BRIEF

There

30 arrests last week of which
22 were for drunkenness.
The steam yacht Wanda of New York was
in the harbor Saturday.
were

The Nourmahal left for Mount Desert at
aituu v uvut

jcatciua)

illuming.

valuable horse belonging to Valente,
the fruit-dealer, died of colic Saturday.
The total value of foreign exports last
week was $43,969.51, including 1,638,094 feet
of lumber.
Mr. C. E. Ranlett’s sloop yacht Pleiad was
in port yesterday; she arrived late Saturday
afternoon.
Saturday, the Assumption of the Virgin
Mary was observed In the Catholic
churches.
There was a break in the water main
on Myrtle street near Oxford
Yeserday
A

morning.

Caroline E. Talbot will hold a gospel
meeting in the Friends’ church on Oak street
this evening at 7.30 o’clock. All are invited.
Bosworth Post voted Friday night to visit
Smart Post of Cambridgeport, and will go on
the Boston boat Sept. 16th, returning the
18th.
The I7tli Regiment, witli their
will go to Long Island tomorrow,
Custom House wharf in

the

families,
leaving

Gordon at 9

a. m.

The new landing of the Portland and Cape
Elizabeth Ferry Company at Ferry Village is
about completed and landings will be made
this week.

The Portland Company are building a
boiler for the Berlin Mills Company, a furnfor a firm on the Penobscot, and repairengine for the Maine Central.
The l-10-29th regiments, with their families, will go on their annual excursion to
ace

ing

an

Long

Island on Tuesday, leaving Custom
House wharf at 9.30 a. in. in the Gordon.
The last number of the Maine Sportsman

issued Saturday. It will appear as the
Gazette, a Sunday paper, hereafter with Mr.
Henry Chase, late of the Argus as editor.
The third tournament of the New England
Trap Shooters’ Association will be held at
Exeter, N. II., Aug. 27tli and 28tli. The individual shoots will occur the first day and

was

the team shoots the last.

The schooner Alice Lewis, Capt. Fernald,
caught a man-eating shark 27 feet long and
17 feet in circumference in a seine off Mt.
Desert last week.
The liver of the shark
netted the crew $30 worth of oil.
Schooner Jeruslia Baker, for several years
past running between Portland and Maehias
is being thoroughly repaired at East Machias. She will be put in first-class condition
iiCA

r.«

iuacc

Uil
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weeks.
An excursion numbering about 200 from
towns along the line of the Rumford Falls
and Buckfield railroad, went
to
Peaks’

Island Saturday.
It was accompanied by
Thompson’s Band of Canton, F. W. Thompson, leader.
The man who tried to set the stationhouse at Peaks’ Island on fire last Thursday
was taken before the municipal court and
sentenced to ten day in jail, the sentence being suspended on promise of good behavior.
The man belongs in Scarboro.

Capt.

Hall of Smart Post,

Cambridgeport,
visited the Montgomery Guards, Saturday
night and presented them with a handsome
set of resolutions, engrossed by Commander
Torrey, in return for courtesies extended the
Post by the Guards Encampment week.
Mr. A. H. Coe, met the great shower at
North Conway. He drove his horse into the
stable of the Moat Mt. House.
The stable
was struck by lightning and Mr. Coe and

family
y

benumbed for some time and
the horse thrown on his knees by the
shock.
were

The

Dirigo

Club.

The Herald says: “The Dirigo Boat Club
four, which won the juuior four-oared race
at the national regatta, have been rowing together, their coach says, only a few weeks.

Individually they have done considerable
work in Portland harbor, but this is their
first year as a four, and they had won but
one race before that of last week.
They had
great advantage, said M. F. Davis,
brother of the stroke, in that they had all
the aids to rowing it is possible for a crew to
get. The number of foot pounds power required to make this boat go at the speed
which won the race way decrease so radical that few would bcTTeve that so much
labor-saving effect could be effected, but it is
susceptible of proof and easily explained
when the improvements in rig and othfer
one

appliances are

examined.

The

Dirigos

Mr. Albro E. Chase has been fishing a
Katahdin Iron Works.
Hon. Geo. F. Talbot has been visiting a
Hennysville and Machias.
Mr. J. S. Staples is not dead as reported
He received serious injuries at Detroit, but i

will

Mr. H. W. Richardson of the Daily Adver
tiser lias been visiting Prince Edward’ 1
Island on a vacation trip.
Mr. T. E. Hazell, formerly teacher of must
in our public schools, now of
Orange, N. J.
is visiting Cumberland Foreside.
W. E. Plummer of Portland took out o

Kennebago and Long Pond, at Phillips,
trout weighing J to 2J pounds.

Mr. and Mrs. Brown Thurston arrived a '•
Gorham Tuesday evening, and Rev. Dr. Ilil 1
lias also been staying at Gorham.
Judge F. L. Nichols of Toledo, Ohio, thi
old Grand Army veteran, who has been a

■

Long Island since Encampment week, start
ed on his return home Friday.
Messrs. Willie Eaton and Frank McDowel
started Friday morning on their bicycles foi
Bridgton; and F. H. Pierce and H. I). Caliil
on a two weeks' cycling tour about Bath.
Mr. G. M. Moore will sail for Europe tin
last of this month, intending to be absen
about six weeks on a business trip. Mrs
Moore and

daughter

The Maine Band Muster.
The greatest musical event of this season
will be the band muster at Lake Maranocook, which will open to the public on Tuesday, September 8th and continue three da ys
Some of the finest bands in the State including Chandler’s have signified their intention
of being present during the muster and the
public may be assured of the grandest musical treat ever offered in Maine.
The managers, Messrs. Collins and Chandler, have
been busy the past few weeks making arrangements and among other attractions will
introduce the popular “Anvil Chorus” and
the national airs with anvil and cannon accompaniments as performed by the consolidated bands at Nantasket; also “War Memories, or a Day in Camp in 1802” by D. W.
Reeves, will be performed by the consolidated bands with drum corps,
non

bugles,

and can-

accompaniment.
Greenwood

Forgey, Philadelphia.

Mrs. Adeline B. Hawes celebrated her 77tl
at her son-in-law’s, Mr. T. Hop
Brown street, Friday night. Sin
received numerous presents, and there wa.<
music and recitations by Mrs. A. N. Ilawes,
Misses Ella Pierce, Inez Hopkins, Flora
Hawes and Mr. Bert Libby.
Hon. Benjamin Wood of New York, witli

birthday
kins, on

his wife and

day or two,

daughter,

Garden theatre will be one of the best of the
Mr. Knowlton has secured the
famous banjo king, Joe Hart, whose manipulations of the instrument are truly wonderful; Beatty and Bentley, in their famous
song and dance, entitled “The Happy Hotseason.

and their great high kicking act;
Eddie Burnham, in his new musical act, his
first appearance on any stage; Tom Brantford, the Dutch comedian, in an entirely new

tentots,”

and eccentric sketch, entitled “The Old
Man’s Off Again,” assisted by Mrs. Brantford. The entertainment, as a whole, will
prove one of the best yet put on the boards

Take Greenwood
Garden line of steamers—Cadet and May
Field. Round trip tickets admit.

popular place.

Deep

Sea

Fishing.

The Express will make another

delightful deep

sea

is

staying

of those

fishing trips today,

leav-

ing Custom House wharf at 8.30 a. m. and
returning at 1 p. m. A prize of $3 will be
given to the lucky catcher of the largest codfish.

At the Second Parish yesterday Prof. Bar
hour of New Ilaven preached an excellen
sermon from the text in John iv, 29—“Comi
see a man which told me all things that eve
I did; is not this the.Christ?” The therm
was: The adaptation of truth to humai
minds and hearts; and its power over them
We receive some truths on the authority o:
their teacher; others on their own authority
Much of Christian truth is its own evidence
The interview between Christ and tin
woman of Samaria has both of these kind:
of truth. The teacher and the truth botl
demand attention. 1. Let us look at th<
teacher—at His method of reaching Hi:
hearer’s mind. He appeals to what there i:
in common between them—thirst: physica
with him, -spiritual need with her. Thei
He touches her conscience. 2. We may lool
at the nature of the truth He presents. H<
appeals to tlie sense in the human soul o:
spiritual need;. When this exists, the sou
can be convicted of sin—of wrong doing foi
which that soul feels responsible. Our Lort
enforced this upon His hearer. He also en
joined upon her the duty of the spiritua
worship of God by all Ilis intelligent crea
tures, and the fact that God is always seek
ing such humble, truthful worshippers.

Again, Jesus taught

in town a
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is the editor and publisher of the New York
Daily News, the famous penny paper which
has a circulation of upwards 175,000.

Knights

of

Pythias.

Tomorrow the excursion of the order ol
Knights of Pythias will occur. Lake Sebago is tbe objective point.
Hub Division ol
Boston, P. Allen Lindsay, commander, and
Winthrop Division of Lynn, with the Lynn
band; A. H. Fuller, commander, will arrive
by boat from Boston Tuesday morning. Damon Division of Lewiston, with Glover’s
band, will arrive by early train and will act as
escort, with the committee from Ivanhoe
Lodge of this city for the visiting uniformed
division, who will be met at the boat and escorted to the Falmouth Hotel. The line of
march will be formed at the hotel at 9 a.
m.,
and the procession proceed from Middle to

Exchange, to Congress, to High, to Deering,
State, to Spring, to High, to Commercial,
to the Ogdensburg railroad station, and leave
at 9.45 a. m. for Lake Sebago where all kinds
of games will be enjoyed besides dancing to
the music of Glover’s hand. A large number of lodges will attend and the lady friends
of the members also. The lodges from Norway and Bridgton will go via the steamer
Sebago. It is hoped that the services of the
Drummer Boy of the Rappahannock, assisted by a bass drummer and fife, will bs seto

cured.
In the evening on'the return to Portland
Hub and Winthrop divisions will be entertained at Castle Hall by Ivanhoe Lodge.

Among prominent members expected to attend are the Hon. Henry B. Lovering, member of Congress, from the sixth district of
Massachusetts; Colonel William H. Lee,
aid-de-camp on Major-General Carnahan’s
staff; Hon. James A. Fox, ex-mayor of Cambridge, and G. V. C., all of Massachusetts;
Past Supreme Chancellor Davis of Nashua,
Colonel Franklin W. McKinley of Manchester, N. II., Grand Chancellor Barker, G. Y.
C.; E. C. Farrington and Colonel C. F. Bragg
A. D. C., on
Major-General Carnahan’s
staff.

Midsummer Musical Festival.
A grand midsummer musical festival will
come off at Point of Pines, August 18tli to
23d. Ten bands will participate under the

direction of J. Thomas Baldwin, leader of
the Boston Cadet Band. Chandler’s Band
will be one of the ten, and on the third day
of the festival, Thursday, August 20th—
which is International Day—will give a
grand miscellaneous concert at 1 p. m. The
following will he the programme:
Fest

March—Tannliauser.Wagner
Overture—Semiramlde.Bossini
Selection—Trovatore.
Vardl
Sek'ction—William Tell.Bossini

M edley—Bric-a-Brac.Missud

Divertissement—Lohengrin.Wagner
Grand

Selection—Macbeth.Verdi
Overture—Irr Firfahrt uns Gluck.Suppe
Selection—Simon BOccanegra.Verdi
Selection—Girofle Girofla.Lecocq
The Boston & Maine on Thursday will
send a special train front Portland to the
Point of Pines, leaving here at 7.30 a. m.,
and Point of Pines at 0.30 p. m. for the
return.

At the Mountains.
There was a light fall of snow at the Crawford House about three o’clock Saturday
morning, and the whole day was cool and
clear, the thermometer not going over 65°.
The burglary at the White Mountain House
Saturday was the sensation the month. The
audacity with which the thieves carried the
safe out doors and blew it open at the imminent risk of arousing the house, and the
amazing indifference of all in the house who
heard the noise, but who didn’t take interest
enough to investigate, made it quite unique
in the history of burglary.
It is surmised
that the parties may have been the same who
went through a safe in a North Conway
store the other night. This is the only crime
of any consequence in this vicinity since the
famous highway robbery on the Glen road
four years ago.

The Creat Landslide.
The excursion over the Portland & Ogdensburg yesterday to Jefferson, the scene of the
recent great landslide, was enjoyed by many
Portland people, twelve car loads leaving the
city at about 7 a. m. Large additions were
made to the party at the
various way
stations. The trains were so arranged that
sufficient time was given to see the great
of dirt, rocks and trees brought down
by the slide and deposited to a depth of three
mass

twenty

acres m

extent,

rue

<lay was bright and clear, and the mountain
scenery presented its grandest aspect. The
party readied home at shortly after 9 o’clock
last evening.
An excursion from Portsmouth, N. H., visited the slide yesterday.
Amusements.
Speaking of Chandler’s Band at Nantasket
the Boston Advertiser says: “Colt’s Armory
Band began the day, and after an hour was
succeeded by the latest candidate for tho
popular favor—Chandler’s Band of Portland.
The latter rendered several selections from
‘Tannhauser,’ ‘Semiramide’ and ‘II Trovatore” with fine effect.”
The Herald and
Globe both speak highly of Chandler’s Band

performances.
The Howard Athieneum specialty company
will appear at Portland Theatre October 3d.

Joseph Wheeloek appeared with great
effect as Mercutio at Newport at the debut of
Air.

Aliss Aloore as Juliet.

While between Newburyport and Portsmouth, inside the Isles of Shoals, Friday
afternoon, the brigantine William Afoson,
Capt. Hardy of Newburyport, was caught in
a tornado, which shattered her
foremast,
yards and bowsprit and carried away topmast from the foremast and all sails. In fact
the damage was the work of a moment, the
air being full of flying wreckage. A vessel
100 yards away did not experience any ill
effects from it.
The Mason was towed in
here Saturday morning.
The damage will
amount to $500.
Band Concert.
The

postponed

concert at Deering’s Oaks
by Chandler’s Band will take place next Tuesday evening at 7.30 o’clock. The following
will be the programme:
l-’est March—Tannhauser.Wagner
Overture—Semiramide.Rossini
Selection—Ti( watore.Verdi
Selection—William Tell.Rossini

Medley—Bric-a-Brac.Mlssud
Divertissement—Lohengrin.Wagner
Selection—Macbeth .A erdi
Overture—D11'arfalirt un (iliiek.Suppe
Selection—Simon Boccanegro.Verdi

Selection—Girofle.Girofln.Lecocq

woman

We shall hold
this week.

wonderful sale of Silks

a

Black Dress Silks of reliable qualities at
75 cts. per yard, was never before known.

$1.75 qualities

shall also sell at $1.25.
There is no doubt that at so very low
prices these Silks will sell soon as seen.
we
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RS.
FASHION CORSET.
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the faci
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N. H.

STUDLEY,
Congress Street,

No. 499

^

cor.

7

Brown.

^ot

WESTBROOK.

severe

bruises.

sprain of the wrist besides

other

MliNE RAILROAD.

BOSTON &

GRAND EXCURSION

Saturday afternoon, between Thomas ami Green streets, by way "of Emery.
Spring and High, a gold earring. The Under will
confer a favor by leaving the same at B3 THOM-

LOST—On

AS STEEET.17-1

making an additional sanding
machine at the pail mills.
They have
one already capable of
finishing 300 pails in

YARMOUTH.

The many friends of Capt. Wilt. S. Thaxter will be sorry to learn of his serious illness with inflammatory rheumatism at San
Francisco. He is a brother of the late Edwin
Tliaxter the sculptor.
Installation of officers at the Good Templars lodge room took place last Wednesday
evenmg as follows:
Sec., Albert Baker;
Assistant Sec., Nellie Smith; F. Sec., Chas.
Allen; Treas., F. B. Merrill; It. H. S., Florence Winslow; L. H. S., Etta Mayberry; M„
Edward Russell; 1. M., Ida True; I. G. Edward Loring; O. G., Albert Kenney; Chap.,
A. A. Smith.
At the meeting of the Rifles the
following
non-commissioned officers were appointed:
Seargents—1st, J. A. Chase; 2d, F. W. Russell ; 3d, F. A. Hale; 4th, F. A. True; 5th, G.
M. Loring.
Corps.—1st, G. H. True; 2d,
Bela Black; 3d, I). W. Frye; 4th, F. C.
J.
L. Dole; 0th, John Buckle;
Moody; 5th,
Geo. M. Loring, compony clerk.

Jonas Warren Clark.
In the Press notice of the life and death
of Mr. Clark are some inaccuracies, •which I
wish to correct, while I add my testimony to
his worth as a citizen, and my appreciation
of his kindness of heart.

Jonas W. Clark

was

born in Northampton,

Mass., in 1821. He was one of the numerous
family of Clarks, whose ancestors were
early settled in Hampshire county. He is
spoken of in the Press as the son of the
keeper of a furniture store on Congress
street. This was his uncle, the late George
Clark, who was in his time a famous cabinet
maker who took orders as was then the custom, and manufactured all the furniture for
the best houses in town. The unde also
from Northampton and the nephew
followed him here, and worked as did many

came
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apprentices several

are well known citizens,
Abel M. Baker, Lewis B. Smith,
William G. Twombly, John Merry and Geo.
H. Clark, who for nearly forty years has

—AT

The Races at Maranocook.
The date of the great regatta at Lake Maranocook has not yet been decided on, but

thelprobabilities

are

that it will take

place

on

Point of Pines!
250—MUSICIANS—250

SO-SolOiStS-SO
Including the

most

THE BOSTON CADET BAND,
THE WORCESTER CADET BAND,
HIGGINS' BAND,
CARTER'S BAND,
COLT'S ARMORY BAND, of Hartford,
THE METROPOLITAN BAND,
THE LYNN BRASS BAND,
THE SALEM CADET BAND,
THE NATIONAL BAND, of Lynn,
and CHANDLER’S BAND, of Portland.

ROUND
will be

TRIP

TICKETS

sold, including Admission to Grounds.

Thursday, August 20, 1885,
—AS FOLLOWS—

Portland.§2.05 Biddeford.§2.05
Scarboro. 2.05
Tine Point

2.05

Old Orchard. 2.05
Saco. 2.05

Kennebunk.
Wells.
Berwick.
So.BerwickJunet.

2.05
2.05
2.50
2.25

No.

A SPECIAL TRAIN
leave Portland at 7.00 a. m., Scarboro Beach
7.17, Pine Point 7.22, Old Orchard 7.28, Saco
7.38. Biddeford 7.41, Kennebunk 7.50,’Wells 8.00,
No. Berwick 8.20.

will

JAMES T. FUEBER,
Gen’l Manager.

J. FLANDERS,
Gen’l Pass. Agt.

I).

WILLIAM MERRITT,
Supt. Western l)iv.

SANBORN,
Supt. Eastern Div.

I). W.

augl7
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Thousands of persons in every trade,
profession, and calling:, have
been cured by

gles, professional singles and other events.
Efforts are being made to get Hanlan to form

M. r.
proiessionai crew tor the occasion.
Davis is the manager of the regatta, and in a
few days the railroad arrangements will he
completed, and then the complete details of
the regatta will be announced.
a

MARRIACES.
In Yarmouth, Aug. 14, at the residence al the
bride’s father, by 1). L. Mitchell, Esq., Albert
Phillips and Annie Belle Knights, both of Yar-

mouth.
In

Waterville, July 31,

Bert

W White and Miss

Minnie I. Drew.
In Skowtiegan, Aug. 8, Fred A. Wood and Ida
M. Stephenson, both of Belfast.
Ill Auburn, Aug. 8, Herbert N. Morgan and
Mary E. Mitchell.

DEATHS.

Scientific

Union Mutual

Remedies.

Joseph Jefferson, the great actor (wh ose equa
In the character of Kip \ an Winkle we slialln ever
see again), states that he visited Dr. Flower in a
He had given up ihe
very low state of health.
stage on account of his health being utterly broken down.
Dr. Flower entirely cured him, ami he
is to-day enjoying the very best of health, after
having tilled last season a heavy professional engagement. Tlie two great remedies used in tills
celebrated cure were Dr. Flower’s Liver and Stomach Sanative and Nerve Pills.
A RAILROAD PRESIDENT'S TESTIMONY.

Thos. A. Scott, for years President of the
great Pennsylvania K. K., said just before his sudden death, in answer to a question: ‘'There is hut
one Dr. Flower, and it wul he a
century before
there is another, and the one medicine for Liver
and Stomach troubles, and the general system, is
his Liver and Stomach Sanative.”
Col.

WITHOUFa PARALLEL.

A CASE

SALK

BY

ALL DRUGGISTS.

Price, $1.00 per Bottle, 0 Bottles $5.00.
jelOdln

my29FM&Wlstor4tliply

LIFE INSURANCE

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. *1; six for $6. Prepared
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass
lOO Doses One Dollar

aug4
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H. WALDRON, 180 Middle St,

W.

OF

ATLANTIC

MAINE.

ORGANIZED

Pure bred mastiff pups, 2
fawn and grey stone colors, with
For prices enquire of C. K.
muzzles.
1IAWES, 177 Middle St., Portland, Me.
15-1
SALE

FOR
months old;
black

SALE—Cottage and land No. 13 ConFOR
gress Place; house has six rooms; the lot is

about (55 feet front and 4tlfeet deep, and in a desirable location for any one wishing a home in a
central and quiet neighhorhoood.
BENJAMIN
SHAW, 48V2 Exchange St.
0-1

nice boarding house, furnished throughout, lias nineteen letting
a
convenient
kitchen and very pleasant
rooms;
diningroom; filled with boarders at the present
time and pays well.
Inquire of H. F\ LIBBY, 20
Free St., Portland, Me.
0-1

I

slaughter prices, two secondhand Phaetons, one Coupe Rockaway, one
open and one Top Box Buggy, two Ccncord Wagons. three Express Wagons, one Milk. Wagon all
in good order; also one new Canopy Top, 2 seat
SALE—At

FOR
ome

my

oar,

own

mi ||- mu ni>.\ aim

"in

make and first class.

30 Preble St.

one

corning,

_25-3

the

on

premises._

16-4

B

Das had thirty-five years’ experience

OF NEW

£TH RECORD 18
$7,892,511.71

A

3,140,251.96

TOTAL PAYMENT

SHOWING
Policy-holders of nearly
mieeionm of
Twenty-one
lars, equal to
HUNDRED THOUSAND
SIXEARS,
paid policy-holders for each
the

Insure

Against

off 1st
dol-

922,576.50.

DOE-

UNION MET CAE recognizing its mutuality, is the most liberal company in its
dealings with its policy-holders.
POLICY CONTRACT is plain and
definite in all its terms, and no chance for

IT8

misconception.

POLICIES ARE

INCONTESTABLE

After three years for any cause except fraud.

PAYS DEATH CLAIHB, WITHOUT
IT DISCOUNT,
comimmediately the proofs
are

IT

ISSUES POLICIES
plans, and its

ou

nil

90

approved

premium plan and
Adjusted
NON-FORFEITURE INVESTMENT PLAN

special features of this company and issued bv

are
none

other.

advantages of this Company are
AGE, EXPERIENCE, STRONG FINANCIAL CONDITION. LARGE SURPLUS, EQUITABLE and ATTRACTIVE PLANS, and conservative management.

Marine ltisks from 1st

on

Policies not marked

on

January, 1884. 1,447,756.70

Premiums marked off from Jan. 1.
1884, to Dec. 31, 1884.$4,046,271.04
Losses paid during same period. 2,109,919.20

send to

of Its plans.

any Agency Office for

JAMES

Six Per Cent. Interest on amount Outstanding Script Paid on and after FeD. 3, 1885.
Dividend to Policy Holders on Premium
Terminating in 1884.

circular

AGENCIES,

Portland, Maine.
eodtl

BEST 5-CENT CICAR
IN THE WORLD.
—

FOB SALE BY

A. L. MILLETT & CO.,
M. A. DILLINGHAM.

LOSSES PAID IN

591 Congress St.

Brunswick,

THIRTY^ DAYS

J.

H.

AFTER PROOF.

CHAPMAN,

Me.

Watches, Clocks, Charts
NAUTICAL INSTRUMENTS
and a lull line of Eye Glasses, Spectacles Snv
Marine and Tourists’ Glasses, Linen Testers
Reading and Magnifying Glasses, Goggles, Eve
Shades etc. Personal attention given to watch
repairing, and a record kept of the running of all
line watches.
marl°

8t

Exchange

St.

eodCm

BENT—At Freeport Corner, 7

la

rooms

Aug. 19th, at 3 o’clock p.
ON in.,WEDNESDAY.
shall sell the T. .1. Ackeley property,
we

the Deering
opposite
about 1V4 acres
land

Town House, consisting of
on corner of two principal
streets, enclosed with hedge and planted with
choice fruit trees in bearing. The buildings consist
of a house of about 10 rooms, a good stable, &c.
The
buildings were carefully built by Mr. A. but a
short time since for his own use, are well arranged
and commodious. Tills sale is made by order of
mortgagee. We have this assuranee that it will be
and without reserve. Arrangements can
positive
be made for a part of the purchase money to remain on mortgage if desired.
Parties looking for
bargains in real estate for investment or occupancy should attend this sale.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.
dlw
augl3

No. G71 Congress Street.
Apply to
SETH L. LAKKABKE, No. 300 Congress St.
dtf

Je22_

To Let.
to let single or in suits, with board.
Apply at No. 99 High St., corner of Spring.
dtf
mayl3

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

TO LET.
milE large 2V4 story brick house No. 455 St.
X John St.; dwelling lots for sale on this street
on easy terms.
Apply to J. HOPKINS SMITH,
First National Bank Building.
jySldtf

weighing

They

To Let.

STOKE

ROOMS

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

in the Thompson blook, Nos. 117, 119,
STOKES
121 and 123 Middle street, few door below
the
a

post office; fitted suitable for wholesale or retail business, with light, finished, airy basements.
Kent reasonable. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON,
No. 1G4 Brackett St., Portland, Me.
]anl4dtf
Rooms TO LET.

Congress Street.

LET—Two
518 Vi
TOInquire
of L. D. STKOUT,
rooms

TO

LET—A furnished

518

Congress St.
5-1

rent to

to

gentleman, in a private family, pleasantly located on Pine St., near State St.; references re4-1
quired. Address B. W., Press Office.
room

a

LET—A few nice rooms,
suite
single,
TOfurnished
unfurnished, at 112 FREE ST.
en

or

or

4-2
riio jlik *■—rurmsneu rooms
A in a
and

at reasonable rates

pleasant
healthy locality; kitchen
accomodations for those wishing to board themselves ; no objection to children. For further particulars address MRS. S. E. GOODING. Yar14-2
Iiiouth, Me.
at the
TO JulianI.ET—Unfurnished
Hotel, No. 1OG Middle St.; good
Bk

taurant

UNDERWOOD,

gentlemen
BOARD.—Two
dated with board and lodging
at

be
in

can

117 OXEORD ST„

near

accommoa private

Wilmot.

11-1

LET—With board; large airy rooms In a
pleasant, quiet locality. 74 SPRING ST. 5-4

TO

PREPARE
—

TODAY

FOR THE

Backache, Drawing-down Pain, Weary, Tired
Feeling, Disinclination to labor, Scanty and High

A

Colored Urine? If you have any of these trouble*
you may be sure you have Kidney Disease. Are
you bilious? Have you jaundice? Do you have a
sallow complexion? Are you troubled with constipation? U so, you have Liver Complaint aud
should read the following testimonials:
Mrs. Chas. Hathorn, 51 Pearl St,,Bangor, has
been very low with Kidney Disease; she had been
prmKrit.il tn Imr htul frtv

—

glass windows,

tw iaic uiicimrc iui

10

auiueuue

step

SAEE—General country store about 40
FOK
miles out; manufacturing town; carries

about $2500 stock; good horse and wagon included ; price $2500, or will sell by inventory; just
came in to-day, with orders to sell at
once; to a
man desiring a business that will take his whole
time and give him a good income this is an excellent chance; the reason the owner sells is because
he has a livery stable that takes all his time; a
party who can give good unincumbered security
can buy this business on easy terms; no letters
JOHN W. S. BAYanswered; call in person.
MONI) & CO., 277 Washington St., Boston. 8-1

son.

GLO. i’. COBNISH & CO., 240 Middle St.

15-1
first

15-1

CO.,

t'O R RESPON DENTS,

Portland,

19 1-2 Exchange St.

fel)3 ’85

dlmeodllm&w6w

WOULD YOU

BUY

Me,_15-3

good practical

WANTED—A
wants
engagement;

with all other symptoms of Kidney Disease. Her
husband was called home as she was dangerously
ill; he bought Brown's Sarsaparilla; she was
cured by It, and is now about her house in better
health than for years. The testimony of her
friends is that Brown's Sarsaparilla saved her life.
Mb. Charles Patterson, Engineer, Bangor,
was cured of Kidney Disease, caused
by over exertion, lifting, etc.
E. J. Watson, Fern St., Bangor, was cured of
Kidney Disease by Brown's Sarsaparilla.
Mrs. C. P. Brackett, of Hermon, had Kidney
Disease. Could not sit up but one or two hours at
a time.
Had a constant tired feeling and sick
headache, together with the usual

OED

STAND

AND

THE EAROEST STOCK OF

as

Office._

position
housekeeper by
WANTED—A
middle-aged American lady; best of referas

Maine.

at

Lady preferred.

‘Office,

Portland
14_4

and

re-

Congress and

Ex13-1

in

“Kensington Painting”;
WANTED—Pupils
“German Decorative Art”; “Kensington
Stitch” etc.

148 CUMBERLAND ST., left hand

Celluloid
w

hole-

retail, at

jy!8

Medicine in the house
a Doctor’s fee.

Read these Recent Proofs of its Efficacy from well
known People.

CHOLERA MORBCH Cl'RED.
Had occasion to use Baker’s Great American
Specific for a very severe attack of Cholera
Morbus and Hummer Complaint. One dose
relieved and a second cured me.
A. R. JENNESS, Fryeburg, Me.
J. C.

STERLING,

luspeetor of Customs, Porllnud, Me., says—
Have used Baker’s Specific for Hammer Complaint, and it cured me. It is an invaluable
household remedy.
N. B. DALTON,
Portland, Me., says—
I have found immediate relief for
Cramps, Colic
and .Summer Complaint In Baker's Great American Specific.
It immediately allays the griping
distress.

pains and

Is guaranteed to do all claimed for it, and
any

druggist will give you back your money if it does
not. Remember also we print only home testimonials from reliable people.
Brown’s Sarsaparilla is sold by all druggists for
81.00; 6 bottles for $5.00. ARA WARREN, Proprietor, Bangor, Me.
jelOeodly-lstor+ttipcF

Special Sales I
No. 1—New Styles in

No.

2-Closing

hell-_

experienced cook. Apply 92
WANTED—An
SPRING
ST._li-l
competent man with wide
city acquaintance, a position in Portland as
book-keeper, collector, agent or partner in business requiring small investment;
best city references.
Address E. S„ Press Office.
11-1
a

33 Potter Ht.^Proviilence, R. I., says:
Was taken with cramps hi the stomach, very
similar to Cholera Morbns. Took 40 drops
Baker’s Specific in water and bathed outside of
stomach freely, and was entirely free from pain in
thirty minutes and as well as ever. Can cheerfully recommend yonr medicine ns n sterl-

ing

for

“BAKER’H

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS,
HATIH FACTION

Price 50 cents.
GCARANTEED.

Wanted.
FIRST class cook. Apply at No. 595 CONGRESS ST., between 9 and 12 a. m.
augll
dtf

A

buy;

AUSTIN'S,
PORTLAND, ME.
eodlm

us
no

I.OST AND FOUND.

Yt'IUnt lilt

III.

It: paying

for

ladv’s
No

5

this a,b
15-1

The party picking up a small wallet in
ONT
J theGrand Standat Portland Base Ball Grounds
between
Portlands and
(game
Providences) will be
11
hy leaving the same at THIS
fllJi.

1’

Of

$4.50 Pei* Dozen.

QUICK SALES
—AND—

PANELS!
$5.00 Per Dozen.

11-1

Extraordinary

Low Price for
Coal!

We are selling the best quality of coal at the extreme low price of

$5.00

per ton, cash

SATISFACTION

GUARANTEED.

delivery. Satisfaction guaranteed
quality and quantity.

on

in

SARGENT, DENNISON & CO.,
aug8

174 Commercial Street.

,lt

CHAS. H. O’BRION,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer In

PHOTOGRAPHER COAL.
514

Congress Street.

YOU

IF

Domestic Coals a
dtf

CONTEMPLATE

®i.i

322

Specialty^ Lowest Market prices.

COMMERCIAL STREET,

Brown’s Wharf, Portland, Me.
ORDERS RECEIVED BY TELEPHONE NO. 644.
■mid
dOm

Be

look into System and Advantages of the
Endowments and Five Year Distribution Plan
of the Old

sure to

Mutual Lite Ins. Go.
OF

NEW

V O R K

ASSETS,.$104,000,000
Premiums may be paid monthly if desired.

a

get rewarded

SMALL PROFITS!

FOR A FEW WEEKS ONLY.

Deeringand Portland
„-u-k
W. I).
LOST—Between
age of black silk buttons. Please leave^tat
and

PRESS OFFICE,

(ltf

COAL! COAL!

to

Ilcering St., last week,
black saeque: owner
FOUND—On
please call at
»“T’
«ee‘»e

°

CABINETS

may29

can be sent by mail (dis
$9 per week can lie made
Nocanvassing, particulars free, or sample of work
mailed for four cents in stamps. Please address
Home Manufactriuxg Co., Boston. Mass i> o’
Box 1910.
augtldbni

objection) ;$0

Congress St,

to

in city
or
work at
all the year round; distance no objection
salary from $1 to $3 a day; no canvassing, j’
FOOLER & CO., Boston, Mass., box 5117. 15-8

■

TURNER BROS.,

FI3VE

home

Ladies in

greatest bargains

ever offered in Dress Goods.

488 & 490

and Gentlemen
WANTED—Ladies
country, to receive light, easy

NG

one of the

augC

Corns rey31-4

city or country to work for
YOUat theirtohomes;work
fascinating employment

No 4-Last opportunity to secure

American

Great

Specific,” prepared by Maurice Baker & Co.,

orders witli MRS. DR. SHF1L

pleased

at 121-2 cents.

article.

Ask

TAT*ANTED—A good steady woman for general
i v
housework; to the right person a permanent
place can be guaranteed; references required.
Address Box 131, Kennebunkport, Me.
lo-l

MAN, 57 Spring Street, who will be
wait upon them at their residences.
moved for 25 cents.

No. 3—Balance of Batiste Cloths
best styles in the market,

EDWIN L. PRAY, EHQ.,

AGENTS

WANTED
Grant's Memoirs.
» Headquarters for "Life,” by Burr and Thayer.
Also many other “immense” books.
Twentyfive authors of national reputation; twenty m
Burr’s book, write over their own signatures.
MAINE BOOK AGENCY, Eugene II. Judkins,
Manager. 385 Congress St.. Portland,Me. 10-1

out Sale of La-

dies’ and Children’s Summer Garments at a great
sacrifice.

C. FARRINGTON,
Robie’s Htnff, writes:
“Have used it with perfect satisfaction for two
years. Have known many others in this neighborliood who used it for cholera morbus, internal
pains, etc., and never knew a single case of dissatisfaction.”
E. C. FARRINGTON,
Fryeburg, Me.
MR. GEO. PARCHEK,
Collector of Customs, Hneo,Me«, writes:
Consider Baker’s Great American Specific one
ol the best family medicines in use.
Whether
used externally or
Internally, good results are
equally sure to follow. It is in very general use
m our vicinity, and all
agree that it invariably
gives satisfaction.

Homespun

just received, 50c, 75c,
$1.00, $1.25.

•

12-1

a

1a. D.

may save

in every County In the
WANTED.—Agents
U. S.; $75 per mouth
commission; send

Portland.

tan 12dtf

189 MIDDLE STREET,

COMPLAINT,

A bottle of this

ITfANTED— A rent.suitable for a family of
it
tnree:near the common. Address P. O.
BOX 936. Best references given.
13-1

tance no

COLLARS and CUFFS
Waterproofsale
and

SARSAPARILLA

MORBUS,

ALL FORMS OF

invalid gentleman wishes to
WANTED—An
D
employ a male nurse who is intelligent,
honest and with good disposition. Apply at Boom
No. 2,481/3 Exchange St., from 2 to 4 o’clk. 12-1

instructions

Blcek,

CRAMPS, COLIC,
CHOLERA

Portland. Me.

Domestic Sewing

WANTED.

Samuel Thurston,

3 Free Street

a

Address D. E. W. Press

ences.

GOV RS.
Tuning

BROWNS

INSTANTLY RELIEVES AND CERES

are

PIANO?
THE

bookkeeper

an
can furnish strong
to ability and character.
Address.
LOOMvEEPEit. Press
14-1

reference

Nails,

AT

with furniture and fixtures

p<m_

BACKACHE,

who
troubled with
WANTED—Ladies
Corns, Out-growing Joints and In-growing
to leave their

B E S T

T II E

TO 1.ET—Hotel

complete; situated in Saccarappa Me.; two
minutes walk from depot; house
comparatively
new and well
situated; steam fittings; will be
leased to a responsible person for term of one or
more years.
Apply to JAS. W. BAILEY, 264
Middle St., Portland

a

BACKACHE

of Gov.

first class journeyman lailor,
WANTED—A
steady work and good pay to the right per-

film*

that accompanies Kidney Disease. Her husband
took Brown’s Sarsaparilla to her, and by its use
she was cured, aud can now run a sewing machino
and do work about her house better than for
years. Mr. Brackett says there must have been
one hundred
people call to see her and all agree
that that famous Brown’s Sarsaparilla cured her
of Kidney Disease.
J. W. Tibbetts, M. D., Stetson, Me., prescribes
Brown’s Sarsaparilla for all forms of Kidney and
Liver Disease.

mil) <1
we ask

good business, no Sunday or nigbt work,
no bonus, sell at actual
value, want an offer. G.
W. JACOBS, 206 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
27-1

annua

and intense

stant

res-

Janitor._

C. \Y. ALLEY.
dtf

HAVE YOU GOT

Apply to R. W.
13-7

BOARD.

amily

F. O. BAILEY.
marl 4

St.

rooms

connected with house.

shipper

5_
F. O. BAILEY & CO.

TO LET.

SUMMER

fitted places in Boston, large plate
seats (!8, feeding 300 daily, now;

of the best

AUCTION OF IIORNFM.
stable on Woodford street. Woodford’s Cor-

A T

ner, Thursday, August 20, (or If stormy next
fair day) at 10 a. m., to close a lot, will sell at auction eight sound and kind horses. none over eight
years old ; among them are 1 work horse,
1350, 1 coach span, weighing each 1250, 1 Hainbletonian colt (Don B.) that has trotted in 2.54 with
little or no education ; also other assorted driving
horses.
can be seen at above named stable
is obliged
any time previous to sale. The
to return home at onec. ami the stork"must be sold.
F. O. BAILEY A C O., Auctioneer*.
dot*
angl

SAUE.—A restaurant In Boston, right
ALL Internal & External PAINS.
FOB
near theatres, close to Washington St.,

WANTED—By

Secretary.

J. W. MUNCER &

Some Rare Bargains still remain.
pairing to order.

EASTERN CIGAR CO., N. E. Agents, 82 Commercial street, Boston.
JyZOeodlm

IRA BERRY, JR.,

FOB

•a double house; near churches ami schools;
four acres of land, if desired. LOCKED BOX 60,
1-4
Freeport, Maine.

stamp; goods sold by sample. PAUL TAEEL,
Chicago, 111.angllcodl3t

.J. D. JONES, President,
OHAliI.ES DENNIS, Vice President,
W. H. MOOHK, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3cl Vice President,

—

PORTLAND CIGAR STORE.
A. H. HASKELL. 72 Exchange St.
GEO. H. McKKNNEY & CO., 39 Pearl St.
V. B. FULLER & SON, 92 Congress St.
F. A. TURNER, 221 Congress St.
.1. K. DUNN & CO., Saccarappa, Me.
C. E. TOWNSEND. Brunswick, Me.
A. F. CAMPBELL.

mo l.ET-Tim fasi and staunch Steamer “LizX zie” can he charteied to take pleasure parties
to any part of the harbor or Islands.
Apply to
JOHN A. QUINN, Franklin Wharf, or 40 Commercial street.
14-4

or

40 PER CENT.

SEE

THE

X

True &

BUSINESS CHANCES.

cliange Sts.

$12,938,289.38.

SINKINSON,

MANAGER FOR MAINE
m;ir4

a

LET—The largest and best second ttoor
for business in Portland, over Woodman,
Co., has been occupied for the past fifteen
years by Lord, Haskell & Co., new elevator with
motive power, one of the best. Apply to GEO. W.
WOODMAN.
tang!7
mo

Me._

WANTED—Bookkeeper
Machine Booms, Cor.

ASSETS:

THE

or

jyl4-ltf

FOR SALE.

Only. WANTED—3

Marine Risks

THE

plete and satisfactory, and without waiting 00,
or any number of days.

ALLEN,

Summer Residence, situated on
the shore of Casco Bay. at Falmouth Foreside, 4 miles from Portland, with 20 acres of land,
and island
opposite belonging to the estate. Nice
good well of mineral water, fine privilege
orchard,
for boating, fishing and bathing. For further par
i
ticulars enquire at premises or address
MRS. R. JOHNSON,
marSeodtf
East Deering, Maine.

Coat makers at 240 Middle St.
GEO. P. COBNISH & CO.
15-1

86,222,-

IT

of Valuable Suburban
Real Estate by Auction.

the business If not sold soon, G. P. PERLEY,
jy27deowtf
Bridgton, Me.

WANTED—A

YORK,

only
3 85,-

HAS THEREFORE A SURPLUS of
$400,000.00 according to the Massachusetts standard, and of $725,200.00 by the New
York standard.

ITS

or

at

class vest maker, at 240
Middle St. GEO. P. COBNISH & CO.

Total Marine Premiums.$5,505,796.14
year of

2 new furnished cottages
to J. M.

Front's neck.
TOatLET—Cottages;
Apply
Lilihy
Searboro, Prout’s Neck.

PERILS OF TOMORROW

1 AI RES OF LAND on Main Street, in
DU the town of Deering, 4 miles from Portland City Building, and Vi mile from Allen's Corner, consisting of 30 acres of tillage and about 20
acres of woodland; it lias a very large frontage,
lying on botli sides of Main Street, and extending
to Gray Street, with very desirable building lots
on Main Street; a part of it is
particularly adapted
for market gardening; said land will lie sold in
part if wanted. For further particulars inquire of
J. W. ATKINS, on the premises, P. O., address,
Portland,
may30eodtf

d4t

Mortgagee’s Sale

COL. E.

January, 1884 to 31st December,
1884.$3,958,039.44

Premiums

company’s existence.

PRESENT|ASSETS ARE
IT8001.67,
while its liabilities are

to

St.

Bridgton, Me. Grand opening for mail with
81,50# to $6,000. Good assortment. Will hire
tin-plate worker who understand hardware to run

_

■

anIK

a

all

C. G. ROBINSON,

_

Death losses paid,

tenement No. 34

Spruce
small American family. Apply
IIO GLET—Upper
rooms, to
7-1
to J, W. DVEK. No. 235 Commercial St.

—

WANTED.

MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY

1848.

IN

on short notice; stove and furniture if wanted;
further information, address G. S. B., Peaks’
Island Post office.8-1

ted

11-1

FOR
Engine

on

now

ON

for

good

second hand Corliss
cylinder 2 feet 8 indies by 10 inches ; driving wheel 8 feet in diameter.
Enquire
of Hie DIAMOND WRENCH CO., No. 222 and
224 Newbury St., Portland.
8-1
SALE—One

invoice; net profits §1100 per year; no competition; keeps two paper hangers at work jean be run
iiy any one with about $2000 capital; will pav to
investigate. Apply to E. 1. POND&CO.,178 Wash14-1
ington St. Boston.

COMPANY,

PIANOS, ORGANS, STOOLS AND

Hood’s

IJlOR

ma-

Of your dragging yourself around, day after day,
without any life or activity, feeling all tired out
and miserable, when you might be as quick and
lively and strong as ever? Take care of yourself
at once, or in the depleted condition of your ystern, a complaint otherwise trivial, may fasten
upon you with serious or fatal result. Hood's Sarsaparilla is just the medicine you need to build up
your entire system, to purify and quicken your
blood, and to give you appetite and strength.

from hard work I tried Hood's
“Being
Sarsaparilla and it so built me up that I have continued its use. I have great faith in it as a blood
purifier and regulator.” J. A. Smith. Cummer
cial Bulletin Office, Boston, Mass.
"Hood’s Sarsaparilla as a blood purifier lias no
equal. It tones the system, strengthens and invigorates, giving new life. I have taken it for
kidney complaint witli the best results.” D. K.
Saunders, 81 Pearl Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

SALE—House, just finished in polished
cherry throughout, 10 rooms, bath room,
heated by steam, open fire-places, fine views, located in the best western part of the city, and is
the best finished house for $6000 to be found in

HALE—Paper hangings and artist
FOR
terials store; best chance in State; stock at

CALL

run down

FOR

LET—Tent

ing;

one

In that horrible railroad disaster at Ashtabula,
Ohio, which every one remembers, Mrs. F. M. Coulter was hurled through the bridge 70 feet into the
river of ice.
Her friend and Messrs. Moody &
Saukev’s associate, the sweet singer J*. P. buss,
was killed, aud she so badly injured and her nervous system so shocked that chronic
hysteria followed. She was sent to a private asylum, where,
after a long treatment, she was pronounced incurable Four years ago a friend sent her a bottle of
Dr. Flower’s Nerve Pills. The effect was like
magic; 17 bottles were taken, and Mrs. Coulter
was thoroughly cured.

What is the Use

Kim Down—Built Up.

SALE—Stock of Fancy Goods. A desirable stock of fancy goods and millinery in a
thriving country village sixteen ndles from Portland. Will be sold low for cash. Apply to JOHN
F. It AN II. 150 & 152 Middle St., city.
12-1

Peaks'

Island; pleasant
TOspot
and within live minutes walk of the landoccupied, but will be vacasize 14x20:

BEAUTIFUL

RIP VAN WINKLE.

FOR

Call

Ill this city, Aug. 10, Sarah A., widow of the
late Francis M. Foote, aged 06 years.
[Funeral this Monday afternoon, at 2 o’clock,
at the residence of her son-in-law, Augustus H.
Prince, No. 10b Oxford street. Burial private.
In this city, Aug. 15, Phillip H. O’Neil, aged 32
years 11 months.
Ill Bath, Aug. 14, Eleazcr King, aged 51 years.
In Oxford, Aug. 1, Mrs. Nettle A. Harriman,
aged 27 years 4 months.

12-1

mo LET—7 rooms in house 53-Spruce street.
X Call at 51 SPUKCE ST.11-1

MONDAY. Aug. 17Hi. at 2Vi o’clock p. in.,
at store No. 4f>5Fore St., we shall sell tlic
stock consisting of Teos.Tobacco, Cigars, Coffees,
Canned Hoods, Spices, Extracts and oils. Soaps,
Paper, Saleratus, Cream Tartar, Store fixtures.
Show Case, Coffee Mill. Platform, Counter ami
Spring Balance Scales, Tin and Wooden Ware,
die. Bv order of Mortgagee.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers,

Lis-

Nnlr off Lrotrrir., Niorr
lure., Ac., by Auction.

SUMMER RESIDENCE FOR SALE.

OR. R. G. FLOWER’S

Premiums

shells, professional fours in shells, professional fours in working boats, amateur sin-

St.

STOVE, Tin and Hardware Stock and Store

The following organizations will take part in the
Festival:

4,208,602.74

The bow man is
armed with a weapon, the end of which is
soft and as big as a foot ball. His task is to
avoid being struck with a similar weapon
used by a man in some other canoe.
The
bow' man who is first struck and knocked into the water loses the competition.
The
boat races will consist of amateur fours in

Exchange

No. 40

mortgagee’,*

3-12

Dividends,.

the bow'.

in-

on

NALLS,

TO

FOR SALE.

themselves in full fields of entries and by the
boating fraternity in general, will be an annual event. In addition to other prizes it is proposed to offer trophies for competition which
must be won two or three years in succession to become permanent property of the
winners. There will be Indian canoe races,

place

GARDINER,

noted talent of the world.

5,592,112.84

pies

means

vestigation to the parties (a good smart man
and wife,) who can handle it; money and good
protits from the start; small capital; good location;
good set of patrons. For particulars call on N. S.

A fine residence, situated at
2Vz story, 12 finished rooms;
two families; sightly, healthy, and
pleasant; in a good neighborhood; will he sold at
a great sacrifice if sold immediately.
Inquire of
FRANK E. WEBB, at P. O., Saccarappa, Me.

Surrendered policies,

on

13-2

AUCTION

—

Endowments paid.

a

business, which

MALE—A

belong-

Mullen.
also two teneMcCUE, 324

at store, 237 FORE ST.;
ments to be let. Apply to JOHN H.
FORE ST.

SALE
FOB
Saccarappa,
convenient for

about the lGth of September. It is intended to be the biggest rowing event of the
year, and if encouraged by the oarsmen

and also competition, in which canoes will
be paddled by one man while another occu-

MAI,E—A

seen

FOB

Tins Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding
as water-borne.

or

large valuable horse
FOR
ing to the estate of the late Charles

Can be

SAMS—Steamer “Lizzie.” Said steamer
is 36 feet long, 8 feet wide over all; hull ue w
last season, steel boiler and engine new this season, and everything first- class; will speed 10 to 12
miles per hour. For further particulars, enquire
of JAMES QUINN, 49 Commercial St.
1 l-l

THE—

been

many of his instruments are yet in use. Like
Hogarth’s “industrious apprentice,” Jonas
Clark married his master’s daughter, and
also continued his master’s furniture business. He was earnest in Sunday school work,
and for several years assisted in the Sunday
service at the State Reform School. Mr.
Clark lias probably spent more nights away
from his home in the care of the sick, than
any in the city who survive him. He leaves
a widow, a daughter, a son, and an only sister, who have the sympathy of a large circle
of friends in their bereavement.
August 14th.
W. G.

MALE—Dark Chestnut Mare, six years
over 1000 pounds,
sound in every respect, pretty as a picture, proud
as a peacock, sweet disposition, a perfect
pet.
sharp stepper, and pride of any man owning her,
sold for no fault, present owner is in very delicate
health and cannot use him; will be sold at a great
bargain. For further particulars address WILLIAM or CHARLES E. SMALL, No. Raymond,
Maine.
13-2

FOR
old, 15>/2 hands, weighs

FO

notably

a finisher in the Chiokering piano forte
manufactory in Boston.
George Clark, senior, in after years, in connection with the furniture works, established the manufacturing of pianofortes, and

s.\LE—Canvass canoe 15 feet long, 2Va
with oars and cushions; Price $20.
Address. CANOE. This Office._
15-1

FOR
fettwide;

LET.

LET—The Fourth Story of Storer Bros.’
Building, containing some fourteen thousand
square feet, for mauufact uriug purposes,with steam
for heating and power if wanted,with use of elevator. STOliEK BROS,_U-4
:

trucks, ca
0 lathes
countershafts. Inquire of JOHN A. LIDliACK or Stevens, Smart & Dunham.
15-1
on

large screw press;

SACK—The well known BAKER HOUSE
situated In the thriving village of Yarmouth,
Me., is offered for sale on easy terms. This house
has been kept by the present proprietor for 10
years, is in good repair, and doing a good business.
14-8
Inquire on the premises.

ANNUAL MUSICAL FESTIVAL!

ten hours.

Wednesday noon some twenty young men
met and chose
Henry Small as President of
the new bank organization, and on
Friday
night elected trank E. Webster treasurer
and H. G. Parker, secretary.

Fairbanks scale

INORSALE—1
pacity 1200 lbs; 1
with

nai.E-The residence of the late W. F.
FOR
Flilllips, No. 103 STATE ST., Portland. En-

—TO THE—

are

-j

quire

NORTH GORHAM.

They

I.ETT, Rockland, Me.__15.1

NOR SALE—A

am?! 7

nenry jjiacir, an employe at Cumberland
Mills, burned one of his feet badly with
caustic soda.
RAYMOND.
A few days since Mrs. Mary J. Butters was
thrown from her .carriage, meeting with a

seal brown cocker Span

FOR SALE-A nice

Portland.

This is the finest and most elegant finished
Corset ever put in the market, to be offered
at retail at the low price we shall name.
The above named Corset is as good as any
we have ever seen
offered at 75 cts. Our
price for this as a leader will be 50 cents per
pair. See window corner Brown and Congress streets, and make no mistake.

TO

iel male dog, 4 months old, a nice male black
and tan. 1 vear old, weight 9 pounds, a female
Id
months old. The spaniel is an extra dog
pug,
and very intelligent. Address Mrs. M. II. RAN-

1,10St

RINES

SALE.

FOR

BLACK SILKS 75 CTS

SUBURBAN NEWS.

the way from Mount Desert
to the White Mountains. Mr. Wood was a
niomhui* nf +1-1/-,

the

and nature of His own Messialiship. These
and similar fundamental truths the Savioui
presented in this interview with the woman
at tlie well. Such truths presented will al
ways command human attention. A. Lool
at the effects of the truth. She believed in
His divine mission; in His wisdom; in the
fitness of the truth to her case, and in His
perfect knowledge of her own life. This
last conviction affected her most of all; am;
she reported this fact above all in her report
to her friends. Why did the truth thus affed
her? It appealed to her heart, her knowledge, her conscience. What affected her most,
that she presented as the ground of her belief in the preacher? Tlie Divine Word
found her, and found her out. And such
truths will ever find and get hold of human
hearts. It commends itself to the human
conscience and compels human attention.
In conclusion, what word of commendation
are we ready to speak for Christ? Some
testify what He has done for others. May
we be able to praise Him for what He has
done for us.

on

A Hard Time.

Carden.

The entertainment this week at Greenwood

at this

will visit friends in tin

West during Mr. Moore’s absence.
The following were among the guests a
the Falmouth Hotel last night: A. W. Smitl
and II. A. Rush, Chicago; C. L. Goodhue
wife and child, Springfield; IV. L. Wlieelei
and wife, Washington, D.
C.; Alfred B

lcci utei a liuni

tional races.

4: !

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

PARISH.

SECOND

Campbell.

store 455

are

Gorham, Nev

Miss Alice Spear is succeeded as assistan
in the Cape Elizabeth schools
by Miss Evil

_

“Pixie” Cigars at five cents each
good smoke by all connoisseurs.

is in

SUNDAY SERVICES.

recovering.

Advice to Mothers.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup should always
he used when children are cutting teeth.
It re
lieves the little sufferer at once; It produces natural, quiet sleep by relieving the child from pain,
and the little clierub awakes as “bright as a hub
ton.’’ It is very pleasant to taste.
It soothes
the child, softens the gums, allays the pain, relieves wind, regulates the bowels, and is the best
known remedy for diarrhoea, whether
arising
from teething or other causes. Twenty-five cents
a bottle.
declO
WS&Mlyr

a

PERSONAL.

PRESS.

THE

aprl

LITTLE, A^t.
dtf

SKETCHING MATERIALS
FINE ART R00MS.610 CONGRESS ST.

CTRITS F. DAVIS.
Fiue

l*niutiui;».

jy3i

?

i

*

£

Mill |FLA
£

i-

jylO

Picture Prniurw.
eodtl

“WOOD’S" PURE
WRING EXTRACTS

EXCEL ALL OTHERS.

§

thos. wood & oo,, bostoh.
eodcowt yet'

